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Dear participant,  

 

following the example of earlier, highly successful Euroconferences on Rock Physics and 

Geomechanics (held most recently in Kijkduin, The Netherlands, 2003; Potsdam, Germany, 

2004; Oleron, France, 2005), we are gathering together scientists from different academic 

and industrial environments. The 2007 Euro-Conference in Erice, Italy focuses on Natural 

hazards: thermo-hydro-mechanical processes in rocks, with particular emphasis on 

applications to earthquakes and volcanic eruptions.  

The programme includes a mixture of keynote lectures, oral and poster contributions on 

theoretical models, laboratory experiments and field applications, covering a broad range of 

topics spread over six sessions:    

1. Fault healing, sealing and rupture process: observations and modelling 
2. Rock deformation and coupled processes in rocks: observations and modelling 
3. Fault structure and mechanics: from laboratory to exploratory drilling of major faults 
4. Fracture and flow in volcanic and geothermal areas and physical properties of volcanic 

rocks 
5. Reservoir characterisation and stimulation 
6. Scaling laws: applications to rupture mechanics and fluid flow 
 

We wish you a pleasant stay in the magic atmosphere of Erice! 

 

Sergio Vinciguerra & Yves Bernabé 
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Session 1 - Fault healing, sealing and rupture process: observations and 
modelling 
 
Oral presentations (Wednesday, 26th September) 
 
9.10-09.50 Keynote: Fault weakness during seismic slip 

Di Toro G., Nielsen S. 
 
09.50-10.10 A realistic 3–d fault model including thermal pressurization of pore fluids 

Bizzarri A., Cocco M. 
 
10.10-10.30 Afterslip and aftershocks in the rate-and-state friction law 

Helmstetter A., Shaw B.E. 
 
11.00-11.20 Three-dimensional observation of the fracture process zone in anisotropic 

granitic rock by x-ray CT scan 
Nasseri M.H.B., Grasselli G., Mohanty B., Cho S.H. 

 
11.40-11.40 Initiation and propagation of compaction bands in dry and wet sandstone 

Stanchits S., Fortin J., Guéguen Y., Dresen G. 
 
11.40-12.00 Extension of compaction bands in porous sandstones 

Rudnicki J.W. 
 
12.00-12.20 Post-yielding behavior in porous sandstones 

Zhu W., Baud P., Wong T-f. 
 
12.20-12.40 A pressure vessel for true-triaxial deformation and fluid-flow during frictional 

shear 
Marone C., Carperter B., Elsworth D., Faoro I., Ikari M., Knuth M., 
Niemeijer A., Saffer D., Samuelson J. 

 
14.40-15.20 Keynote: Seismic tremors: the rock physics interpretation 

Burlini L. 
 
15.20-15.40 Scaling relations of earthquakes, aseismic deformation and evolving fault 

structures in a damage rheology model 
   Lyakhovsky V., Ben-Zion Y. 
 
15.40-16.00 Scale dependence in the dynamics of earthquake rupture propagation: 

evidence from geological and seismological observations 
Cocco M., Tinti E. 

 
16.00-16.20 Coupled thermo-poro-mechanical effects in earthquakes and slow slip 

events 
Segall P. 

 
16.20-16.40 Velocity fluctuations of a crack front during slow propagation: an 

experimental approach 
Schmittbuhl J., Toussaint R., Maloy K.J., Santucci S., Van der Woerd 
J., Doubre C., Grob M. 
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16.40-17.00 The effect of dilatancy and compaction on the stability of fluid infiltrated fault 
gouge 

Samuelson J., Marone C., Elsworth D. 
 
 
Posters (Wednesday, 26th and Thursday, 27th September) 
 
1) Deformation and failure in high porosity carbonate rocks: mechanical data and 
microstructural observations 

Baud P., Vinciguerra S., Cavallo A., Reuschlé T. 
 
2) High velocity frictional properties of clay-bearing fault gouges: experiments and 
modelling 

Brantut N., Schubnel A., Rouzad J.N., Brunet F., Shimamoto T. 
 
3) Fluid-rock interaction and fault sealing in a region affected by earthquakes 

Claesson L., Skelton A., Graham C. 
 
4) Stability of clay-rich fault gouge at intermediate to high shear strain 

Ikari M.J., Marone C., Saffer D.M. 
 
5) Simultaneous development of pseudotachylyte and mylonite in simulated halite gouge at 
seismic slip rates 

Kim J.-W., Ree J.-H., Han R., Shimamoto T. 
 
6) Post-peak fracture behavior during direct shear tests of rock joints 

Magni F., Grasselli G. 
 
7) Change in mechanical properties of simulated pelitic faults associated with 
microstructural evolution at seismic slip rates 

Ree J.-H., Han R., Kim J.W., Ando J.-I., Shimamoto T  
 
8) Landslide – earthquake interaction 

Tatard L. 
 
9) Frictional behaviour of simulated muscovite fault gouge at shear strains up to 120 and 
temperatures of 20-600 ºC 

Van Diggelen E.W., Spiers C.J., Peach C.J., Pennock G. 
 
10) Onset of strain localization in sheared glacial till 

Rathbun A., Marone C. 
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Fault weakness during seismic slip 

G. Di Toro1 & S. Nielsen2 

1Dipartimento di Geoscienze, Università di Padova, Italy (giulio.ditoro@unipd.it) 
2Istituto Nazionale di Geofisica e Vulcanologia, Sezione di Roma1, Italy 

One of the primary issues in earthquake mechanics is the determination of dynamic fault 
strength (rock friction sensu latu) at seismic slip rates. Given the lack of determination 
through seismological methods, elucidating constraints arise from experimental, theoretical 
and field geology studies. 
Conventional rock friction experiments, showing rate and state dependence and modest 
variations of the friction coefficient, were functional to the interpretation of a variety of 
earthquake-related processes (e.g., earthquake nucleation and aftershock dynamics). 
However, they were conducted at inadequately small slip and slip rates (< 20 mm and <10 
mm s-1, respectively), as compared to the coseismic range (0-20 m and 0.1-4 m s-1). 
Recent seismological observations are compatible with a sizable drop in fault strength with 
slip (slip-weakening) and slip rate (velocity-weakening). Among these observations, it was 
ascertained that 1) some large earthquakes exhibit a high seismic radiation efficiency, 2) the 
radiated energy (or apparent stress drop) increases with earthquake size, 3) dynamic stress 
drops are as large as 100 MPa in contrast to static stress drops of 0.1-10 MPa. Those 
considerations imply the action of “unconventional” fault weakening mechanisms (thermal 
pressurization, thermal decarbonation weakening, flash heating, melt lubrication, 
elastohydrodynamic lubrication, silica gel lubrication, etc.). 
Under the challenge of understanding the mechanism of coseismic fault weakening, 
experimental skill is starting to develop and exploratory, but provocative results are already 
available for frictional tests at seismic slip. Noteworthy, a significant decrease in rock 
friction (up to one order of magnitude) is observed when cohesive (silicate-, calcite- and 
quartz-built rocks) and non-cohesive (fault gouges) rocks are slid at about 1 m s-1 in rotary-
shear apparatuses (non conventional rock friction experiments). Under these extreme 
deformation conditions thermal effects become outstanding: significant fault weakening is 
related to the activation tribochemical and physico-chemical processes and to the production 
of unstable materials as gels and melts in the slipping zone. However, our understanding of 
these dynamic weakening processes (thermal dissociation, frictional melting, gelification, 
etc.) is so limited that they have not been introduced explicitly in any earthquake rupture 
model yet. 
In this contribution we will discuss the experimental results obtained in non-conventional 
rock friction experiments, with a particular focus on frictional melting and melt lubrication. 
In this case, it has been possible to confront estimates of dynamic fault strength from 
exhumed faults, observations in laboratory experiments, and theoretical models based on the 
thermo-mechanical behavior of the melting rock. All three approaches indicate low dynamic 
strength during seismic slip. Moreover, the theoretical thermo-mechanical model, in the light 
of the experimental measures and microstructural observations, allows to construct a 
constitutive equation for fault sliding friction in the presence of seismic melts, with 
implications for -and applications to- models of earthquakes source dynamics. 
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A realistic 3–d fault model including thermal pressurization of pore fluids 

A. Bizzarri1 & M. Cocco2 
1Istituto Nazionale di Geofisica e Vulcanologia, Sezione di Bologna, Italy (bizzarri@bo.ingv.it) 
2Istituto Nazionale di Geofisica e Vulcanologia, Sezione di Roma1, Italy 

In this study we investigate and quantify the role of frictional heating and thermal 
pressurization of pore fluids on earthquake ruptures. In particular, we model the spontaneous 
propagation of a 3–D rupture on a planar fault governed by different constitutive laws and 
allowing the evolution of effective normal stress. We use both the linear, or classical, slip–
weakening (SW) law and rate– and state–dependent friction laws (RS). In the latter case we 
adopt the Linker and Dieterich (1992) formulation of the evolution equation for the state 
variable and we couple the temporal variations of the friction coefficient with those of the 
effective normal stress. 
Our modeling results confirm the findings of previous studies that thermal pressurization 
plays an important role during the coseismic stage. We found that it reduces the temperature 
increase caused by frictional heating. However, the effect of the slipping zone thickness (w) 
on temperature changes is stronger than that of thermal pressurization, at least for a constant 
porosity model. Pore pressure and effective normal stress evolution affect the dynamic 
propagation of the earthquake rupture producing a shorter breakdown time, larger 
breakdown stress drop and rupture velocity. Frictional heating and thermal pressurization 
also modify the traction evolution, depending on the value of and hydraulic diffusivity (ω). 
Thermally activated pore pressure changes caused by frictional heating yield temporal 
variations of the effective normal stress acting on the fault plane. In the framework of RS 
governing laws, these thermal perturbations modify both effective normal stress and friction 
coefficient. Breakdown stress drop, slip–weakening distance and fracture energy increase for 
decreasing values of w and ω and we propose scaling relations to evaluate the effects of 
these physical parameters. We have also investigated the effects of choosing different 
evolution laws for the state variable. We have performed simulations accounting for the 
porosity evolution during the breakdown time. Our results point out that thermal 
pressurization modifies the shape of the slip–weakening curve. For particular configurations 
the traction versus slip curves display a gradual and continuous weakening for increasing 
slip: in these cases, the definitions of a minimum residual stress and the slip–weakening 
distance become meaningless. 
The results of this study point out that thermal pressurization produces very large values 
breakdown stress drop that should correspond to a nearly complete stress drop. If the results 
of these numerical simulations are applicable to real earthquakes, we should find a signature 
of these high stress drop values in the radiated seismograms. Seismological estimates of 
stress drop do not support the common evidence of a nearly complete stress release during 
dynamic failure. 
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Afterslip and aftershocks in the rate-and-state friction law 

A. Helmstetter1 & B.E. Shaw2 
1Laboratoire de Géophysique Interne et Tectonophysique, Université Joseph Fourier and Centre 
National de la Recherche Scientifique, Grenoble, France (ahelmste@obs.ujf-grenoble.fr) 
2Lamont-Doherty Earth Observatory, Columbia University, New York, USA 

We study how a stress perturbation generated by a mainshock affects a population of faults 
obeying a rate-state friction law. Depending on the model parameters and on the initial state, 
the fault exhibits aftershocks, slow earthquakes, or decaying afterslip. We found several 
regimes with slip rate decaying as a power-law of time, with different characteristic times 
and exponents. The complexity of the model behavior makes it unrealistic to invert for the 
friction law parameters from afterslip data. We modeled afterslip measurements for the 
Southern California Superstition Hills earthquake using the complete rate-and-state law, and 
found a huge variety of model parameters that can fit the observed data. In particular, it is 
impossible to distinguish the stable velocity strengthening regime (A>B) from the 
(potentially) unstable velocity weakening regime (B>A and stiffness k<kc). Therefore, it is 
not necessary to involve small scale spatial or temporal fluctuations of friction parameters A 
or B in order to explain the transition between stable sliding and seismic slip. In addition to 
B/A and stiffness k/kc, the fault behavior is strongly controlled by stress levels following an 
event. Stress heterogeneity can thus explain most of the variety of postseismic behavior 
observed in nature. Afterslip will induce a progressive reloading of faults that are not 
slipping, which can trigger aftershocks. Using the relation between stress and seismicity 
derived from the rate-and-state friction law, we estimate the aftershock rate triggered by 
afterslip. Aftershock rate does not simply scale with stress rate, but exhibits different 
characteristic times and sometimes a different power-law exponent. Afterslip is thus a 
possible candidate to explain observations of aftershock rate decaying as a power-law of 
time with an Omori exponent that can be either smaller or larger than 1. 
 
Draft: http://www.arxiv.org/abs/physics/0703249 

http://www.arxiv.org/abs/physics/0703249
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Figure: Temporal evolution of slip rate (a,f), slip rate exponent dlnV/dlnt (b,g), state rate (c,h), slip 
(d,i), as well as variation of friction with slip rate (e,j) following a stress step, for numerical 
simulations of a one degree of freedom slider block model with rate and state friction, with a fixed 
loading point. Model parameters are B=1.5A and k=0.8kc (unstable regime, top, a-e), and B=0.5A 
and k=2.5|kc| (stable regime, bottom, f-j). Each curve corresponds to a different value of initial 
friction. In (a-e), initial friction µ0 is µss(V0)-B (black curve), µss(V0)+B (blue), and µss(V0)+2B (red), 
where µss is the steady-state friction. In (f-j), µ0 equals µss(V0)-8B (black), µss(V0) (blue), µss(V0)+8B 
(red). In the unstable regime (top), initial stress controls the transition between afterslip (black 
curve), slow earthquake (blue) and aftershock (red). In the stable regime, stress modifies the 
characteristic times of afterslip, the power-law exponent, the change in friction with slip rate and the 
total amount of afterslip. 
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Three-dimensional observation of the fracture process zone 
in anisotropic granitic rock by x-ray CT scan 

M.H.B. Nasseri, G. Grasselli, B. Mohanty, S.H. Cho 
Lassonde Institute, Dept Civil Engineering, University of Toronto, Ontario; Canada 
(giovanni.grasselli@utoronto.ca) 

A systematic laboratory study involving tensile loading of homogeneous granitic rocks 
(Mode I fracture) under standard test procedures (i.e. Cracked-Chevron-Notch-Brazilian-
Disc) has been carried out with Barre (BG) granite samples. 
Fracture toughness of the Barre granite investigated in the present study is strongly 
anisotropic and depends on the characteristic microstructural features typical of each rock 
type, (Nasseri and Mohanty, 2006). Microstructural rock characteristics such as grain size, 
microcracks, lineament and their orientation have been correlated with fracture toughness 
and roughness of fracture planes showing a clear trend in measured values. The anisotropy in 
toughness is directly linked to the anisotropy of dominant microstructural set, i.e. grain 
shape and grain and microcrack orientation with respect to fracture propagation direction. 
For example, fractures propagating at right angle to the major set of weakness plane yielded 
the highest fracture toughness value. This also led to out-of-plane fracture surfaces with 
significantly grater roughness. 
Fracture toughness anisotropy gave rise to different features related to fracture process zone 
dimensions (i.e. width of FPZ) within even the same rock type. FPZ is a critical component 
in characterization of both stable and unstable fractures with specific applications in rock 
mass stability and earthquake seismology. Optical and scanning electron microscopy 
techniques employed to delineate the said features of FPZ. However the above procedures 
have the potential for perturbing the surface and additionally the sample cannot be reutilized 
for other experiments such as permeability tests, and are limited to investigation in only two 
dimensions. 
To overcome these limitations we have explored the use of high 
resolution x-ray micro-CT scanning system for measuring in 
three dimensions the entire volume of rock close to the fracture 
obtained from toughness tests. In this study we focus our 
attention to three-dimensional microstructure of the interior 
zones close to the fracture made to propagate parallel and 
orthogonal to the main microcracks and other dominant 
petrofabric features. Using the high resolution x-ray micro CT 
we have attempted to image the process zone of tested pre-
notched specimens. The 3-D images are used to investigate the 
interaction between pre-existing microcrack and the propagated 
fracture. 
The major outcome of this research proves that fracture 
propagates along a roughly planar path that is strongly 
dependent on the specific lineaments, grain size and orientation 
of the rock sample and is influenced by the presence of pre-
existing microcracks. Furthermore, a multitude of advanced 
diagnostic techniques can be used to track and quantify these 
fracture characteristics. 
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Initiation and propagation of compaction bands in dry and wet 
sandstone 

S. Stanchits1, J. Fortin2, Y. Guéguen2, G. Dresen1 
1GeoForschungsZentrum Potsdam, Department 3.2, Telegrafenberg D420, 14473 Potsdam, 
Germany (stanch@gfz-potsdam.de) 
2Laboratoire de Geologie, Ecole Normale Superieure, 24 rue Lhomond, 75005, Paris, France 

Localized compaction bands in high porosity rocks are narrow zones with 
significantly reduced local porosity. Compaction bands could significantly change 
physical properties of rocks, forming permeability barriers, and affect fluid circulation 
and extraction of oil and gas from reservoirs. We investigated initiation and 
propagation of compaction bands in five wet and three dry Bentheim sandstone 
samples deformed in axial compression tests with strain rates from 3.2 x 10-8 s-1 to 3.2 
x 10-4 s-1. Cylindrical samples were 50 mm in diameter and 105 mm in length, with 
grain size and porosity of ≈ 0.2 mm and 23%, respectively. Circumferential notches of 
0.8 mm width and 5 mm depth served to initiate compaction bands at half of the 
sample length. Wet samples were deformed at 195 MPa confining pressure and 10 
MPa distilled water pore pressure, and dry samples were deformed at 185 MPa 
confining pressure. Twelve P-wave sensors, eight S-wave sensors and two pairs of 
orthogonally oriented strain-gages were glued to the surface of the rock samples to 
monitor Acoustic Emission (AE), velocities and local strain during the loading 
process. Fully digitized AE waveforms were recorded by 10 MHz/16bit Data 
Acquisition System, hypocenters location error was about 2.5 mm. 
AE activity started at about 0.8-1% of axial shortening, while the nucleation of 
compaction bands at the notch tip occurred only after axial strains of 1-1.2% accrued. 
Nucleation of compaction bands could be clearly demonstrated by the appearance of 
AE clusters close to the notch tips. Structural analysis of deformed specimens shows 
excellent agreement between location of AE clusters and compaction bands (Figure 
1): 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
With progressive loading, AE activity increased and AE hypocenters indicate 
propagation of a single compaction band normal to the vertical sample axis. 
Branching of the compaction band occurred with increasing length at about 10 mm 
and was indicated by coalescence of separate AE clusters. In both dry and wet 
samples lateral propagation of compaction bands was about 100 times faster than 
axial shortening rates, in agreement with Vajdova et al., 2003. At the slowest 
displacement rate we found a 20% lower stress level at nucleation of the bands and 
reduced AE activity during band propagation. This may indicate an increasing 
contribution of stress corrosion processes to the formation of the compaction bands. 
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Extension of compaction bands in porous sandstones 
J.W. Rudnicki 

Dept. of Civil and Env. Engineering, Northwestern University, Evanston, Illinois; USA 
(jwrudn@northwestern.edu) 

Narrow, roughly planar zones of localized compaction (with little or no shear) have 
been observed in the field in porous sandstones that are typical of reservoir rocks and 
in laboratory tests on several porous sandstones. In both the field and the laboratory, 
the porosity in the bands is reduced by 10 – 15% and the permeability for flow across 
them is reduced by several orders of magnitude by comparison with the adjacent 
material. Consequently, understanding the conditions for the formation and evolution 
of these structures in subsurface reservoirs is relevant to applications involving the 
injection or withdrawal of fluid, such as energy recovery or storage, waste disposal or 
CO2 sequestration. 
The most detailed field study of the bands to date [Sternlof, 2006; Sternlof et al., 
2005] indicates that the bands have a roughly elliptical profile with aspect ratio of 10-3 
to 10-4. These observations suggest a model of a band as a narrow ellipsoidal 
inclusion subjected to a uniform inelastic compactive strain. For this model the 
compactive displacement of the boundary is proportional to the width of the band and 
supports the use of the width as proxy for the band displacement, as done in field 
studies. A detailed parameter study of this model indicates that the stress states within 
and near the edge of the band are well-approximated by the limiting case of zero 
aspect ratio and relatively insensitive to elastic mismatch of the band and surrounding 
material, so long as it is not too large. 
A log-log plot of Sternlof’s data with a few other data points from the field (Figure 1) 
indicates that the midpoint width of the band scales as w ALα= where 

1/20.08558 mmA = , 0.49891α = and L is the half-length of the band [Rudnicki et al., 
2006]. This roughly square root dependence on the length is consistent with that of a 
very thin elliptical inclusion subjected to uniform compactive displacement w over the 
central portion of the band a x a− < < . A uniform traction equal to the difference 
between the farfield compression and the resistance to closure due to the band 
material is specified over the remainder of the band, a x L≤ < . The magnitude of 
this traction is taken to ensure that the compactive displacement varies smoothly 
along the entire band. If it is assumed that propagation of the band requires a critical 
value of energy released per unit area of advance, 

critG , then w  is proportional to L  
(for a fixed ratio of a L/ ). For small a L/ , consistent with the field observations, the 
coefficient corresponding to A  is given to a good approximation by 8 (1 )critG ν πμ− / , 
where μ  is the shear modulus and ν  is Poisson’s ratio. For values of ν  ( 0 2. ) and μ  
(8 3.  GPa), representative of Sternlof’s field site, 30critG =  kJ/m 2 , comparable to other 
estimates from the field (10 to 60 kJ/m2 [Rudnicki and Sternlof, 2005]) and from 
nominal stress strain curves of notched laboratory specimens (40 to 60 kJ/m2) [Tembe 
et al., 2006]). The decrease of energy release rate G  (proportional to the square of the 
stress intensity factor at the tip of the band) with band length in this model suggests 
that the bands form with critG G> and then grow until G  falls below critG . 
Laboratory values of w  and L  data plot above the best-fit line for the field data in 
Figure 1. Consequently values calculated for critG for the laboratory data using the 
best fit line to the field data (and the same values of μ  and ν ) are much higher than 

mailto:jwrudn@northwestern.edu
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values inferred from the nominal stress strain curves (roughly 70 to 112 kJ/m2). The 
higher values inferred from the model based on the field data are consistent with the 
interpretation that the bands propagate across the entire laboratory specimen before 
the energy release rate falls to its critical value. 
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Post-yielding behavior in porous sandstones 

W. Zhu1, P. Baud2, T.-f. Wong3 
1Department of geology and Geophysics, Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution, USA 
(wzhu@whoi.edu) 
2Institut de Physique du Globe de Strasbourg (CNRS/ULP), France 
3Department of Geosciences, State University of New York at Stony Brook, USA 

A new loading configuration, lateral relaxation compression, was employed to 
investigate the inelastic and failure behavior of porous rocks. Such a loading 
configuration distinguishes itself from the conventional triaxial compression in that as 
the deviatoric stress increases, the effective mean stress decreases. Tests under 
various effective pressures were conducted on both Darley Dale and Berea 
sandstones, with initial porosity of 13% and 21% respectively. Dilatancy and strain 
softening were observed in all of the deformed samples. The critical stress at the onset 
of shear-induced dilation obtained in this study is comparable to that reported for the 
conventional compression tests. Compared to those deformed under conventional 
triaxial compression, the brittle failure processes in the samples under the lateral 
relaxation loading is relatively stable. The stable post-failure behavior allows us to 
investigate fault nucleation and growth in a more systematic manner. Quantitative 
observation between stress increment, strain softening, and dilatancy elucidate the 
progressive development of shear localization. Microstructural studies on samples 
deformed to various post-failure states provide important physical insight into the 
failure mechanisms. 
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A pressure vessel for true-triaxial deformation & fluid flow during 
frictional shear 

C. Marone, B. Carperter, D. Elsworth, I. Faoro, M. Ikari, M. Knuth, A. Niemeijer, D. 
Saffer, J. Samuelson 

Rock & Sediment Mechanics Lab, Center for Geomechanics, Geofluids & Geohazards, Penn 
State University, Pennsylvania, USA (cjm38@psu.edu) 

We describe a testing apparatus for true-triaxial deformation and direct shear with 
simultaneous fluid flow under brittle-field conditions. Initial results are presented for 
several problems related to fault zone properties and hydro-thermo-mechanical 
processes in faulting. The apparatus allows independent servo control of two load 
axes, a fluid confining pressure, and two independent pore-fluid pressures. Samples 
can be deformed under drained or undrained loading conditions. We focus on results 
from double-direct shear and single-direct shear involving granular and clay rich 
simulated fault gouge, natural fault gouge, bare rock surfaces in frictional contact, and 
in-situ shear fracture of intact samples. A major goal is to relate hydraulic and 
mechanical properties via measurement of porosity, permeability, and deformation 
constitutive properties and to identify physical processes operating in complex fault 
zones. 

        

 
 
Figure: Left panel shows double direct shear configuration and pore fluid access for flow 
normal to shear. Right panel shows results for direct shear of ground, bare rock surfaces with 
flow parallel to the shear direction. Permeability decreases dramatically upon initiation of 
sliding. 
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We report results for perturbations in shear strain rate and compare porosity changes 
based on measurements of layer thickness and fluid flux. For shear of granular layers, 
an increase in strain rate causes dilation and increased fault normal permeability. We 
also measure transient pore fluid depressurization and increased effective stress in 
response to undrained dilation. Other experiments are investigating these properties 
for clay-rich gouges. Changes in permeability during shear deformation are 
particularly important and complex, in part because along-fault permeability may 
increase with shear deformation while across-fault permeability decreases. 
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Seismic tremors: the rock physic interpretation 
L. Burlini 

Institute of Geology, ETH, Zurich, Switzerland (luigi.burlini@erdw.ethz.ch) 

We have measured the output of seismicity, as acoustic emission (AE), during heating 
of serpentinite, gypsum and diasporite samples to beyond their equilibrium 
dehydration temperatures. 
Most experiments were performed on 30mm long cores with a diameter of 
approximately 15mm, under a hydrostatic stress of 200 and 300 MPa in a Paterson 
high pressure/high-temperature internally-heated gas apparatus. AEs were recorded 
via two piezoelectric transducers embedded in the sample end caps, away from the hot 
zone at the ends of two hollow zirconia buffer rods. Drained and undrained conditions 
were achieved by placing either permeable or impermeable discs between the samples 
and the buffer rods. 
At 200 MPa, serpentinites dehydrates to talc + olivine and water around 500ºC, 
gypsum to bassanite + water at around 100ºC and diasporite to corundum and water 
between 300 and 400ºC. 
Microseismicity in the form of high-energy AE events was confined to a narrow 
temperature interval just above the equilibrium dehydration temperature. This 
overstep is due to the heating rate being faster than for equilibrium studies in our 
experiments. The high-energy AE events were characterised by very long duration, 
which is typical of a cascade of multiple overlapping events that cannot be 
individually resolved. 
Under drained conditions, the samples showed a clear volume reduction due to the 
dehydration reaction and subsequent compaction. By contrast, under undrained 
conditions, the samples maintained the same dimensions, but lost weight, implying 
that no compaction occurred during dehydration. 
Our results conclusively show that seismicity can be generated by dehydration 
reactions even in the absence of a deviatoric stress. This has potentially important 
implications for earthquake nucleation in subducting lithospheric plates. Moreover, 
the cascade of events that followed the onset of dehydration may well be related to the 
low-amplitude long-duration (tremor) seismic events that characterize the seismic 
activity in subduction zones and has been tentatively interpreted as caused by 
dehydration of the subducting plate. Support to this hypothesis comes from our 
laboratory observation where low-amplitude and long-duration events were correlated 
with the flow of water outside the sample through the porous spacers and the 
thermocouple holes. 
Another set of experiments was dedicated to the detection of melt movement within 
rock specimens. For this purpose, sandwiches of MORB glass and olivine or alumina 
were prepared. We observed different types of AEs during heating, some of which 
could be interpreted as due to thermal cracking (short duration AEs), some to glass 
transition and finally some to melt migration. Detailed microstructural analysis of the 
recovered samples after the experiments, confirmed that scale length and frequency of 
seismicity scaled consistently from laboratory to nature scale. 
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Scaling relations of earthquakes, aseismic deformation and evolving 
fault structures in a damage rheology model 

V. Lyakhovsky1 & Y. Ben-Zion2 
1Geological Survey of Israel, Jerusalem 95501, Israel (vladi@geos.gsi.gov.il) 
2Dep. of Earth Sciences, University of Southern California Los Angeles, CA, 90089-0740, 
USA 

We perform analytical and numerical studies of scaling relations of earthquakes, 
partition of elastic strain energy between seismic and aseismic components, and 
evolution of fault structures, using a thermodynamically-based continuum damage 
model. Brittle instabilities occur in the model at critical damage level associated with 
loss of convexity of the strain energy function. A new procedure is developed for 
calculating stress drop and plastic strain in regions sustaining brittle instabilities. The 
formulation connects the damage rheology parameters with dynamic friction of 
simpler frameworks, and the plastic strain accumulation is governed by a procedure 
that is equivalent to Drucker-Prager plasticity. The numerical simulations use variable 
boundary forces proportional to the slip-deficit between the assumed far field plate 
motion and displacement of the boundary nodes. These boundary conditions account 
for the evolution of elastic properties and plastic strain in the model region. Three-
dimensional simulations of earthquakes in a model with a large strike-slip fault 
produce scaling relations between the scalar seismic potency, rupture area, and stress 
drop values that are in good agreement with observations and other theoretical 
studies. The area and potency of the simulated earthquakes generally follow a linear 
log-log relation with a slope of 2/3, and are associated with stress drop values 
between 1 and 10 MPa. A parameter-space study shows that the area-potency scaling 
is shifted to higher stress drops in simulations with parameters corresponding to lower 
dynamic friction, more efficient healing, and higher degree of seismic coupling. 
Simulations of evolving fault structures around a pre-exiting narrow damage zone 
agree with analytical expectations for crack extension path under mixed-mode 
loading. The numerical results also demonstrate evolution with continuing 
deformation from an initially-created system of stepping en-echelon segments to a 
smooth through-going structure. 
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Scale dependence in the dynamics of earthquake rupture 
propagation: evidence from geological and seismological 

observations 
M. Cocco & E. Tinti 

Istituto Nazionale di Geofisica e Vulcanologia, Sezione di Roma1, Italy (cocco@ingv.it) 

Geological observations reveal that natural fault zones are characterized by slip 
localization and complex structures; slip occurs on principal slipping zones located 
in fault cores surrounded by fractured damage zones and faults have a finite 
thickness. Earthquake ruptures occur on interfaces of finite thickness and involve 
various non-linear dissipation processes coupled over a wide range of spatial and 
temporal scales. Therefore, earthquakes associated with natural faults have to be 
scale-dependent (implying a departure from self-similarity). Most of our 
understanding of dynamic earthquake ruptures relies on frequency-dependent 
seismological observations, raising the question of scale dependence and scale 
separation during earthquakes. No theoretical solutions are available today for a 
physically consistent renormalization of earthquake rupture dynamics based on an 
accurate physical representation of dissipation processes occurring at different 
scales. This is due to the poor knowledge of the constitutive laws governing each 
process occurring within the fault zone and controlling strain localization, fault 
weakening and stress evolution. In the absence of such a detailed physical 
description of a scale dependent process, we are forced to use classical continuum 
mechanics and a phenomenological approach to describe dynamic fault weakening 
and rupture propagation on a virtual mathematical plane of zero thickness. This 
implies that shear stress, slip and slip velocity should be considered as macroscopic 
parameters. Fault friction should be also considered as a phenomenological 
macroscopic parameter. In this context fracture energy and slip-weakening distance 
(Dc) are scale dependent parameters not directly associated with the processes 
occurring at smaller scales. 
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Coupled thermo-poro-mechanical effects in earthquakes and slow 
slip events 

P. Segall 
Stanford University, Stanford, California, USA (segall@stanford.edu) 

There is increasing evidence that coupled thermo-poro-mechanical processes play a 
crucial role in both seismic and aseismic fault slip. Earthquake nucleation requires 
loss of frictional strength with slip or slip rate. For rate and state dependent friction at 
fixed effective stress instabilities can occur when friction is steady state velocity 
weakening (Ruina, 1983), and the size of the slipping zone is sufficiently large. At the 
same time, shear heating increases fault zone pore-pressure and, if dilatancy and pore-
fluid diffusion are limited, will cause strength to decrease (Sibson 1973, Lachenbruch, 
1980). Measurements of permeability of fault rocks at appropriate effective stress 
conditions can be used to estimate when weakening due to thermal pressurization 
overwhelms frictional weakening. Neglecting dilatancy, Segall and Rice (2006) 
estimate that this transition occurs at slip speeds well below those operative during 
seismic slip, perhaps on the order of 1 mm/s. Recent numerical results, which include 
the full coupling between frictional strength, pore-fluid diffusion and thermal 
pressurization for a planar fault within a homogeneous medium show that the 
transition to thermally dominated weakening occur at even lower slip rates. Rice 
(2006) has shown that earthquake fracture energies are compatible with a thermal 
pressurization process. This suggests a paradigm in which frictional weakening 
controls quasi-static nucleation, but thermal weakening processes control fault 
strength during dynamic earthquake slip. 
Slow slip events and associated non-volcanic tremor represent one of the most 
exciting recent discoveries in seismology, yet the processes giving rise to these 
phenomena are as yet not understood. Slow slip events have been observed in several 
subduction zones, the San Andreas Fault, and on a decollement beneath the south 
flank of Kilauea volcano (Cervelli et al, 2002). We have recently found that slow slip 
events beneath Kilauea trigger swarms of earthquakes, basically ‘coshocks’ and 
aftershocks of the slow slip events (Segall et al, 2006). It is difficult to explain slow 
slip events with frictional weakening alone. The slipping zone must be large enough 
to allow non-steady slip but not so large as to allow dynamic slip. For the preferred 
slip-law form of the rate and state evolution law, the size range for which transient, 
quasi-static slip is allowed is quite small. We hypothesize that rate-state friction 
nucleates slip under drained conditions but that as slip accelerates and deformation 
becomes effectively undrained, dilatancy induced pore-pressure reductions quench the 
instability. This process is most effective under conditions of low effective stress, 
since frictional weakening scales with effective stress, whereas dilatant strengthening 
does not, consistent with some seismic observations. Thus, slow versus fast slip may 
reflect a competition between dilatant strengthening and frictional/thermal weakening. 
This model is explored in the context of the membrane diffusion model studied by 
Segall and Rice (1996). We find a range of models consistent with observed slow slip 
dimensions, slip-rates, and repeat periods. When the dimensions of the weakening 
zone become large relative to the drained critical dimension, the observed behavior 
becomes complex even with uniform material properties. 
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Velocity fluctuations of a crack front during slow propagation: an 
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Space and time fluctations of the slip distribution along major faults are nowadays 
more and more often evidenced. The origin of this variability is however very 
debated. Often fluids are invoked for the presence of several time scales during 
rupture processes or triggering. On the basis of an experimental approach, we study of 
the propagation of a fracture front along a weak heterogeneous plane and show that a 
broad distribution of the crack front velocity is exhibited without the presence of 
fluid. We follow dynamically the quasi-2D fracture propagation in a transparent 
Plexiglasq using a high speed camera and acoustic emissions. The dynamics of the 
fracture front exhibit irregular bursts with large velocity fluctuations because of 
spatial heterogeneities that are artificially randomly introduced. The local velocity 
distribution of the front line is observed to be very wide despite a global and well 
defined average velocity. The distribution is nicely fitted by a power law behavior for 
velocities larger than the average velocity with an exponent -2.7 for various average 
crack speeds (ranging from 0.35 µm/s to 40 µm/s). The spatial correlations of the 
velocity fluctuations also follow a power law behavior which indicates that velocity 
fluctuations are propagating over large length scales along the fracture front. Events 
are defined as clusters of large crack velocities. A seismic moment for each event is 
then estimated from an accurate optical measurement of the crack area. The 
distribution of the seismic moments for a large set of events is shown to be consistent 
with statistics of natural faults even if the large scale crack speed is very constant 
which shows the large influence of the fault asperities at small scales. We also 
compare our experimental results to statistics of slip distributions measured from 
large events (e.g. Kokoxili, Sumatra) and continuous measurements of the slip 
distribution of normal faults from InSAR inversion in the Asal Rift. 
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The effect of dilatancy and compaction on the stability of fluid 
infiltrated fault gouge 

J. Samuelson, C. Marone, D. Elsworth 
Rock & Sediment Mechanics Lab, Center for Geomechanics, Geofluids & Geohazards, Penn 
State University, Pennsylvania; USA (jsamuels@geosc.psu.edu) 

Pore fluid pressure (Pp) plays an important role in dictating the frictional strength of 
fault zones as defined by the Coulomb failure criterion τ = μ(σn – Pp), as well as the 
strength and stability defined by the rate and state friction laws τ = (σn - Pp)(μ – 
a*ln(v/v0) – b*ln(v0θ/Dc). We measured porosity and permeability changes associated 
with transient stressing during steady state frictional sliding. We measure transient 
pore fluid depressurization in response to dilation resulting from step changes in 
shearing velocity. Such variations lead to increased effective stress and transient 
dilatancy hardening that would tend to inhibit the nucleation of earthquake slip. 
Experiments were conducted under true-triaxial loading conditions using the double-
direct shear geometry. The pressure vessel allowing the application of confining 
pressure and two separate and independent pore pressures. Effective normal stress was 
varied from 0.8 to 25 MPa, and the dilatancy coefficient (ε = Δφ/Δln(v), where φ is 
porosity) was measured and found to increase with increasing magnitude of effective 
stress. Predictions of the dilation-induced depressurization based on measurements of 
layer permeability are compared to the experimental measurements. Although 
experimental conditions indicate negligible depressurization, due to relatively high 
permeability, model results indicate that under feasible, but end-member, conditions 
dilation of fault zones could reduce pore pressures, or correspondingly increase 
effective stresses, by several 10’s of MPa. Pore fluid depressurization of such large 
magnitude could have significant implications for the stability of seismically active 
faults. 
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Deformation and failure in high porosity carbonate rocks: 
mechanical data and microstructural observations. 

P. Baud1, S. Vinciguerra2, A. Cavallo2, T. Reuschlé1 
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The analysis of deformation and failure in many sedimentary settings hinges upon a 
fundamental understanding of inelastic behavior and failure mode of porous carbonate 
rocks. Previous laboratory studies on low to intermediate porosity limestones showed 
that even if porosity had several important effects on the overall mechanical behavior, 
a similar phenomenology of failure was observed in rocks with porosity ranging from 
3 to 18%. Dilatancy and shear localization developed under low confining pressure, 
while strain hardening and shear-enhanced compaction were observed at elevated 
confining pressure. Samples deformed in the compactive regime failed by 
homogeneous cataclastic flow. However, recent field observations revealed the 
development of deformation bands on higher porosity carbonates. To investigate the 
development of compaction localization in carbonate rocks, we have conducted a 
systematic study of deformation and failure in two high porosity weak carbonate 
rocks, Majella and Saint-Maximin grainstones with porosities of 30% and 37%, 
respectively. Conventional triaxial experiments were performed at room temperature, 
constant strain rate both in dry and wet conditions at confining pressures between 3 
and 50 MPa. Wet experiments were carried out with distilled water in drained 
conditions at 10 MPa of pore pressure. Shear enhanced compaction was observed at 
all pressures conditions. Compactive shear band developed in both grainstones at low 
effective pressures. At higher effective pressure damage appeared to be 
homogeneously distributed in the Majella grainstones, while subhorizontal 
deformation bands were observed in the St. Maximin grainstone. A significant 
weakening effect of water was observed in both rocks. In order to elucidate the 
micromechanisms controlling strain localization and water weakening, 
microstructural observations and chemical analyses were performed through an 
innovative high-resolution thermal field emission scanning electron (JSM-6500F) 
with resolution up to 1.5 nm, designed to collect electrons from the gun more 
efficiently then traditional SEM. Our preliminary observations showed extensive 
grain crushing and pore collapse in dry deformed samples of both grainstones (see 
figure). To elucidate the role of water, we focussed on dissolution at grain contacts by 
combining images and chemical analysis. 

 
Grain crushing in a sample of Saint-Maximin grainstone 

deformed at Pc = 9 MPa 
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High velocity frictional properties of clay-bearing fault gouges: 
experiments and modelling 
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The present study focuses on the experimental measurement and theoretical 
understanding of the high-velocity frictional behaviour of the Median Tectonic Line 
Tsukide fault gouge and on its consequences on the large scale natural fault behaviour 
during co-seismic slip. 
Several experiments were conducted on the MTL fault gouge using a rotary-shear 
apparatus at high velocities (up to 1.03 m.s−1), low normal stresses (up to 1.4 MPa), 
for displacements up to 60 m. During these experiments, we observed systematically a 
slip-weakening behaviour, i.e. a dramatic decrease in the coefficient of friction, from 
a value of ~1.2 to a value of ~0.3. In addition, the slip-weakening distance Dc we 
calculated from these experiments decreases to several meters with increasing normal 
stress. Optical and SEM observations show the presence of a very thin slipping zone 
(fig.1), and TEM analysis using a FIB section shows that this zone is partially 
amorpheous, with few remaining oxides grains of the order of a few nanometers in 
scale. 
XRD analysis show that kaolinite content decreased after shearing. For comparison, 
additional experiments were conducted under similar conditions on pure kaolinite 
gouge samples. Monitoring humidity, we observed a release of water vapor during 
these experiments, which may indicate dehydration. 
 
 

 
 

FIG. 1 Microtexture of a sample of MTL fault gouge which have undergone a high velocity 
experiment (1 m/s, normal stress 0.60 MPa, total displacement 3 m). a. With optical 
microscopy we can see the very thin slipping zone at the bottom of the gouge layer. b & c. 
SEM pictures showing the slipping zone, where grains cannot be distinguished. 
 
Our theoretical analysis and numerical modelling, in which thermal pressurization of 
pore fluid is coupled to dehydration reactions, shows that thermal dehydration of 
hydrous clay minerals, may be a non-negligible phenomenon during co-seismic slip. 
In well documented fault gouges such as San Andreas, Aegion, or the MTL where the 
water content can reach up to 10% in weight, pore pressure raise due to frictional 
exsolution of bonded water during seismic slip may: 1) be at least comparable to 
thermal pressurization terms, 2) help overcome normal stress and induce damage by 
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hydrofracturation of the fault walls, 3) limit the temperature rise and thus prevent the 
formation of pseudotachylites. 
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Fluid-rock interaction and fault sealing in a region affected by 
earthquakes 
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Hydrological and hydrogeochemical changes of groundwater in response to 
earthquakes have been detected for a long time. Post-seismic hydrological changes 
have been attributed to changes in crustal stresses and transient permeability 
enhancement (e.g. Rojstaczer et al., 1995). Pre-seismic changes in groundwater 
chemistry have been related to enhanced fluid-rock interaction caused by pre-seismic 
strain (e.g. Sholz et al., 1973; Igarashi et al., 1995; Tsunogai and Wakita, 1995; Silver 
and Wakita, 1996; Johansen et al., 2000; Claesson et al., 2004), but there still is no 
clear understanding of a mechanism whereby this might occur. Hydrogeochemical 
monitoring in earthquake active areas can improve our understanding of the chemical 
and physical behavior of water-rock systems before, during and after earthquakes (e.g. 
King et al., 1981; Toutain et al., 1997; Claesson et al., 2004). Hydrothermal systems 
are generally characterized by high permeability and porosity and are therefore ideal 
locations for monitoring water-rock interaction coupled with seismic activity. In order 
to study hydrogeochemical responses to earthquake activity, hydrogeochemical 
monitoring has been carried out in the Tjörnes Fracture Zone, northern Iceland, which 
is a seismically active transform zone, forming part of the Mid-Atlantic ridge. The 
monitoring has included weekly water sampling of a 1500 meter deep low-
temperature (∼ 100°C) borehole (HU-01) with subsequent major and trace element 
analysis as well as stable isotope analysis, to test for chemical response to seismic 
activity. HU-01 cuts through fractured basalt, which is intercalated with sandstones 
and mudstones. The main aquifer is hosted by basalt and located at 1200 meters 
depth. Concentrations of Cu, Zn, Mn, Fe and Cr increased significantly (up to 800%) 
during a 10 week period prior to a magnitude 5.8 earthquake which occurred ~ 100 
km northwest of HU-01. Claesson et al. (2004) suggested that these 
hydrogeochemical pre-seismic changes were related to increased fluid-rock 
interaction, which was promoted by the exposure of fresh crack surfaces, induced by 
pre-seismic fracturing. The concentrations of B, Ca, Cl, Li, Mo, Na, Rb, S, Si, Sr and 
SO4 increased rapidly in the water by 12-19% shortly after the earthquake. The post-
earthquake elemental increases were accompanied by negative shifts in δ18O and δD, 
suggesting switching between meteoric waters. Based on the extremely low δD of the 
waters, we believe that these are of Ice Age origin. Claesson et al. (2004) interpret 
that the post-earthquake changes are probably due to fault unsealing, which would 
enable the tapping of water with a different chemistry. This interpretation is supported 
by the observed two-year chemical and isotopic recovery behavior (Claesson et al. 
2007), suggesting gradual sealing off of this newly-tapped source region. A basalt 
dissolution experiment, carried out in order to understand the observed pre-seismic 
hydrogeochemical changes detected at HU-01 was consistent with the interpretation 
that the transition metal anomalies could be induced by transient exposure of basalt to 
groundwater caused by pre-seismic microfracturing (Claesson et al., in prep.). 
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Stability of clay-rich fault gouge at intermediate to high shear strain 
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Understanding the frictional properties of fault gouge is crucial to understanding the 
generation and nature of earthquakes. Clay minerals are a major constituent of fault 
gouge and are of particular interest because they may exhibit exceptionally low 
friction. Previous work has demonstrated that at shear strains up to ~15, clay-rich 
gouges are velocity strengthening (stably sliding) over a wide range of normal stresses 
and sliding velocities. However, it has been hypothesized that shear localization at 
high strains may cause a transition from stable to unstable frictional behavior in such 
gouges. Here, we report on laboratory experiments that investigate in detail the 
relationship between shear strain and sliding stability for a suite of clay-rich gouges. 
We studied seven fault gouge compositions: naturally occurring chlorite schist and 
illite shale, commercially obtained montmorillonite, kaolinite and silt-sized quartz, 
and 50%-50% mixtures of montmorillonite-quartz and kaolinite-quartz. We 
conducted experiments in a servo-controlled apparatus using the double-direct shear 
configuration under constant shear velocity boundary conditions. To achieve 
intermediate to high shear strain, we employed a new technique in which shear 
displacement is unlimited via use of a replaceable centerblock. Layers were initially 3 
to 5 mm thick with nominal contact dimensions of 5 cm by 5 cm. For each gouge 
mixture we measured frictional properties at normal stresses of 15, 30, 50, 70, and 
100 MPa and conducted velocity stepping experiments in the range 1-300 μm/s at 
strain intervals of ~10-15. We report values of a-b as a measure of gouge stability; a 
positive value of (a-b) indicates velocity strengthening behavior associated with stable 
sliding, whereas negative values indicate velocity weakening behavior associated with 
instability and potentially seismic slip. 
Preliminary results at 100 MPa and shear strains up to ~50 show that a-b values for 
chlorite schist and illite shale are positive and decrease with increasing shear strain. 
For chlorite schist, a-b ranges from 0.0008 to 0.0041 at a strain of ~6 and from 0.0002 
to 0.0009 at a strain of ~36. For illite shale, a-b ranges from 0.0014 to 0.0025 at a 
strain of ~5 and 0.0007 to 0.0016 at a strain of ~50. Montmorillonite maintains a 
positive a-b values > 0.0020 to strains of ~50. Quartz exhibits stick-slip behavior after 
a strain of 6.5. Values of a-b are systematically higher at higher sliding velocity. 
Ongoing experiments include measurements of a-b at strains >50 and at a variety of 
normal stresses to further investigate the relationship between shear strain and gouge 
stability. Systematic variations in a-b will provide insight into the relative importance 
of mineralogy and shear strain with respect to the transition from aseismic to seismic 
slip. 
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Understanding of mechanical behavior and deformation processes of brittle-ductile 
(B/D) transition zone is important as most of the large earthquakes nucleate at the B/D 
transition zone. Halite gouge has been widely used to simulate deformation processes 
in the B/D transition zone since it exhibits deformation behavior ranging from brittle 
to fully plastic at room temperature and at relatively low pressures. However, 
previous friction experiments on halite gouge were performed at very low slip rates 
(10-9-10-3 m/s), raising some question about the applicability of the experimental 
results to natural earthquakes with slip rates of several tens of cm to 3 m/s. We 
conducted friction experiments on halite gouge (300-500 μm in grain size) at sub-
seismic to seismic slip rates (0.02-1.3 m/s) and normal stresses of 0.8-10.0 MPa using 
a high-velocity rotary shear testing machine at Kyoto University. A thin layer (0.6-1.0 
mm thick) of halite gouge was inserted between precut solid cylinders of Australian 
sandstone or Indian gabbro jacketed with Teflon sleeve. We found that mechanical 
behavior and deformation processes of halite gouge are remarkably different 
depending on slip rate and that frictional melting and dislocation creep can occur 
simultaneously in halite gouge layer at seismic slip rates. 
At sub-seismic slip rates of 0.02 to 0.05 m/sec, peak friction (μp = 0.76-0.85) was 
followed by steady-state friction (μss = 0.35-0.37) with a slip weakening distance of 
about 2-5m. Gouge layer consists of a thin slip localization zone (about 0.1 mm thick) 
usually at the halite gouge-rock contact and a thick low slip-rate zone (about 1.0 mm 
thick). The low slip-rate zone shows evidence for a distributed cataclastic flow with 
angular fragments (20-400 μm in size) set in a fine matrix of subangular to 
subrounded grains (2-6 μm in size). In contrast, the slip localization zone consists of 
very fine gouge with subangular to subrounded grains (1-5 μm in size), although 
some remnant of fragments (10-30 μm in size) also occur. 
At seismic slip rates of 0.1 to 1.3 m/sec, peak friction (μp = 0.64-0.99) was followed 
by steady-state friction (μss = 0.36-0.03) with a slip weakening distance of about 20-
80 m. μss decreases with increasing slip rate. Halite shear zone consists of a thin slip 
localization zone (several tens of μm thick) at the halite gouge-rock contact and a 
thick low slip-rate zone (0.6-1.0 mm thick). In contrast to the sub-seismic slip-rate 
experiments, the color of sandstone cylinders changed from yellow to red near the 
shear zone boundary probably due to frictional heating of the halite shear zone. The 
low slip-rate zone consists of polycrystalline halite ribbons highly elongated obliquely 
to shear zone boundary and the oblique foliation is dragged into the thin slip 
localization zone. Individual grains within the halite ribbons are also elongated with 
their long axis (1-30 μm) subparallel to the ribbons and their grain boundaries are 
either straight or slightly wavy. The size of the grains within the ribbons gradually 
decreases toward the slip localization zone. Each halite ribbon results from plastic 
deformation of the original halite grain, with individual grains within the ribbon 
representing product of dynamic recrystallization. Their straight or slightly wavy 
grain boundaries suggest a static adjustment during cooling after deformation. In 
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contrast, the thin slip localization zone consists of very fine, equiaxed euhedral halite 
grains (1-3 μm in size) with substantial pore space between them. Occasionally, some 
halite fragments (20-50 μm in size) mantled by polygonal grains with a size of 1-5 
μm occur in the slip localization zone. We interpret that the very fine euhedral grains 
in the slip localization zone have grown from frictional melt immediately after the 
cessation of shearing and the plastic deformation in the low slip-rate zone was 
enhanced by heat conduction from the slip localization zone. 
The coexistence of mylonite and pseudotachylyte in natural shear zones has been 
interpreted that i) seismogenic slip zone extends down to fully plastically deforming 
shear zone during a large earthquake, ii) seismogenic slip overprints plastically 
deformed shear zone during exhumation, or iii) frictional melting is induced by plastic 
instability in fully plastic regime. Our experimental results suggest that frictional 
melting may occur as slip is localized in a very thin principal slip zone at seismic slip 
rates, while low slip rate in the rocks adjacent to the principal slip zone cause plastic 
deformation, resulting in coexistence of pseudotachylyte and mylonite. 
 

 
 
Fig.1. (a) Reflected-light photomicrograph of halite shear zone at seismic slip rate. LSZ: low 
slip-rate zone. SLZ: slip localization zone. (b) FE-SEM image of LSZ. (c) FE-SEM image of 
SLZ. 
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Post-peak fracture behavior during direct shear tests of rock joints 
F. Magni & G. Grasselli 

Lassonde Institute, Civil Engineering Dept., University of Toronto, ON, Canada, M5S 1A4 
(magni.fabrizio@gmail.com) 

In this work we have studied the post-peak behaviour of rock joints during shear tests, 
with the aim of understanding how fracture dilation relates to the initial surface 
morphology and loading conditions. Systematic analysis of data from joint surface 
topographies and direct shear tests of granitic and sedimentary rocks has been carried 
out at the University of Toronto. 
During each direct shear test normal load (N), shear 
load (T), shear displacement (δ), joint dilation (z), and 
the initial surface topography have been monitored. In 
this work a 3D stereo-topometric measurement 
system as the one available at the University of 
Toronto was used to digitize the rock fractured 
surfaces. The joint surfaces were reconstructed from 
the three-dimensional point clouds with a specially 
developed triangulation algorithm (Wirth, 2002). 
As expected, for each shear test the dilation angle 
measured during the post-peak phase tends to 
decrease from a maximum (ip) towards a residual 
constant value (ir). We found that the evolution of the 
dilation angle can always be described by a 
polynomial equation that fits very well all 
experimental results.  
Using the dilation angle and the digitized fracture 
surface we have been able to calculate the increase 
in contact/damaged area with the progression of the 
shear test. As described in detailed by Grasselli 
(2006) the percentage of surface are potentially 
damaged during shear tests (Ac/Atot) can be 
calculated as function of surface roughness and 
dilation angle (θ). 
The evaluation of the energy (E) used after the peak to reach the residual shear 
strength is calculated by integrating the applied shear force, normalized by the normal 
force, over the shear displacements. The energy dissipated in the post-peak can be 
divided in frictional energy and post-peak damage energy, necessary to damage the 
surface asperities (shaded in the figure). We found that the post-peak damage energy 
tends to a constant value and presents a strong relationship with the increase in 
damaged area observed on the rock surface. 
The major outcome of this research suggests that during a shear test most of the 
damage on the rock surface occurs after the peak. During the post-peak phase the joint 
surface progressively degrades and the asperities are gradually sheared and crushed 
until the system reaches its residual state equilibrium. 
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Change in mechanical properties of simulated pelitic faults 
associated with microstructural evolution at seismic slip rates 

J.-H. Ree1, R. Han1, J.-W. Kim1, J.-i. Ando2, T. Shimamoto2 
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Our understanding of earthquake-generation processes in phyllosilicate-rich rocks is 
limited, even though pelitic rocks are common in seismogenic zones of foreland 
basins and subduction zones. We report here results from high-velocity (0.17 – 1.17 
m/s) friction experiments on simulated faults in a siltstone from the Jurassic Bansong 
Formation of the Taebaeksan Basin in Korea. We found that gouge-generating wear at 
low normal stress (7.4 MPa) and low slip rates (0.17 – 0.55 m/s) changes into 
frictional melting at high normal stresses (9.8 – 17.2 MPa) and high slip rate (1.17 
m/s). The pelitic siltstone is composed mainly of subangular to subrounded quartz 
(10-150 μm), muscovite (10-50 μm) and chlorite (5-100 μm) with a trace content of 
rutile and tourmaline. 
 The siltstone samples sheared at low normal stress and low slip rates show a transient 
slip weakening followed by a stick-slip without any significant weakening. The fault 
zone consists of gouges with no evidence of frictional melt. In contrast, the high 
normal-stress and high slip-rate behavior, resulting in frictional melting, is 
characterized by a potentially unstable slip weakening and then strengthening to a 
peak friction followed by a final weakening with an average steady-state friction 
coefficient of 0.39. The fault zone of the high normal-stress and high slip-rate runs 
consists of a pseudotachylyte (PT) layer (0.3-0.75 mm thick) mantled by a dark-
colored ‘damage’ zone (0.1-0.2 mm thick) along both margins. The damage zone is 
characterized by smaller grain size without melt, less phyllosilicates than wall rocks, 
presence of vesicles, and a heterogeneous matrix of ultrafine particles. The 
concentration of ultrafine particles and vesicles around phyllosilicates suggests that 
they are dehydration products of phyllosilicates induced by frictional heat from the 
slip localization zone (melt layer). Particularly, the color of chlorite in the damage 
zone under plane-polarized light changes from pale brown through dark brown to 
black, presumably due to losing more (OH)-, toward the PT layer. The PT layer 
comprises subangular to subrounded quartz fragments (1-50 μm) often with embayed 
outline, ultra-fine euhedral magnetite (10-100 nm) and a trace of rutile in a glass 
matrix without phyllosilicates. The ultra-fine magnetite grains growing from the melt 
during cooling after shearing cause two- to three-order higher magnetic susceptibility 
(2.2 x 10-6 -1.2 x 10-5m3/kg) of the PT layer than that of the undeformed wall rock 
(2.0 x 10-8m3/kg). 
To correlate microstructural processes with the mechanical evolution of the fault 
zone, we terminated two runs at the peak friction immediately before the start of the 
final weakening and made two sets of thin sections, one along the margin and the 
other along the center of the cylindrical samples. The fault zone of the central section 
(with lower displacement and thus representing an earlier stage than that of the 
marginal section) is composed of foliated gouge with no damage zone in which R-
shear bands crosscut S-foliation defined by a preferred orientation of phyllosilicates. 
The fault zone of the marginal section also shows no damage zone and consists of 
foliated gouge but with finer quartz clasts, rare phyllosilicates and PT patches (or 
fractured thin melt layer) in an ultrafine-grained, heterogeneous matrix probably 
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formed by cataclasis and frictional-heating-induced dehydration of phyllosilicates. 
From these observations, we suggest the following model for microstructural and 
mechanical evolution of the simulated phyllosilicate-rich fault zone at high normal 
stress and high slip rate; (1) cataclastic deformation with the first strengthening, (2) R-
shear band formation (possibly with localized heating along the bands) leading to the 
first transient weakening, (3) further grain-size reduction of the gouge by cataclasis 
and phyllosilicate dehydration, and patchy melting (or formation of thin melt layer 
followed by fracturing) with the second strengthening to the peak friction, and (4) 
formation of macroscopic molten layer resulting in the final weakening and damage 
zone formation via heat conduction from the molten layer. 
 

 
 
Fig.1. Microstructures of pseudotachylyte (PT) layer. (a) BSE image of the PT layer. (b) TEM 
photo of euhedral magnetite grains (dark) in PT layer. 
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Landslide – earthquake interaction 
L. Tatard 
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Landslides triggered by earthquakes are an important social and economical problem 
in several parts of the world. This poster addresses this question through simple 
statistical analysis, trying to better understand the correlation between these two 
phenomena. 
Our study focusses on New Zealand and Yosemite Park (California) data set. For the 
New Zealand catalogue we have 2100 landslides from 1996 to 2004, >1000 landslides 
with time accuracy of 1 day, and 250 landslides with known volumes. The Yosemite 
Park catalogue is 500 landslides from 1857 to 2005 with 245 landslides with known 
date and 492 landslides with known volume. For both landslide areas we compare the 
landslide occurrences to regional and worldwide seismicity catalogues. 
The fundamental difference between the two landlslide catalogues is that the 
cumulative distribution as a function of time of New Zealand landslides shows three 
peaks (corresponding to peculiar days where a lot of landslides were triggered either 
by rainfall or by earthquakes) whereas the cumulative distribution as a function of 
time of Yosemite Park landslides is smooth over time. 
The statistical method used to study the correlation between earthquakes and 
landslides consisted in considering earthquake occurrence as t=0 and looking when 
landslides occurred between t-100 days and t+100 days and then stacking every 
landslide occurrences to see if a special pattern was drawn around t=0. To understand 
how earthquakes and landslides interact we introduced a ratio to normalize landslide-
earthquake distance by earthquake size: the delta/L ratio. 
A clear correlation was found between earthquakes and landslides for both catalogues 
(peak in the number of landslides on t=0) as shown in figures 1 and 2. It is to be noted 
that for the New Zealand correlation, there is an increase of landslides before t=0. 
We tested the robustness of our statistical analysis against randomized catalogues. No 
correlation was found to exist for these randomized landslide catalogues. 
For NZ all the information emerges from the 3 days when a strong peak activity was 
a-priori known. There is no further correlation with earthquakes for all the events on 
the 1996-2004. 50% of the landslide activity is driven by a single M= earthquake. 
For Yosmite the best signal to noise emerge from 10>D/L earthquake-landslide pairs. 
The signal is defined as the peak value of daily landslide rate at t=0. The noise is the 
average of the daily landslide rate on the -100, +100 day window. This result mimics 
the one reported for aftershocks of earthquakes. 
We discuss these results and other catalogues worldwide in order to extract the 
mechanical processes that drive the specificity of earthquake landslide interactions in 
different tectonic settings. 
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Figure 1: New Zealand: correlation between landslides and M>1 earthquakes. Plots for 
different d/L (landslide-earthquake distance over ruptured fault length). Time is 100 days 
before and after each earthquake, t=0 being the earthquake day. 

 
Figure 2: Yosemite Park: correlation between landslides and over magnitude 1 earthquakes. 
Graphics for different d/L (distance landslide-earthquake over length of fault that has been 
ruptured). Looking 100 days before and after each earthquake (considering occurrence of 
earthquake is t=0). 
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Frictional behaviour of simulated muscovite fault gouge at shear 
strains up to 120 and temperatures of 20-600 ºC 
E.W.E Van Diggelen, C.J. Spiers, C.J. Peach, G. Pennock 

Department of Earth Sciences, Utrecht University, Budapestlaan 4, 3584 CD Utrecht, The 
Netherlands (diggelen@geo.uu.nl) 

Phyllosilicates are common constituents of mid-crustal fault rocks and are widely 
expected to be relatively weak around the brittle-ductile transition, leading to low 
fault strength. To investigate the mechanical role of muscovite, we performed rotary 
shear experiments on simulated muscovite gouge (average grainsize 13 µm with ~5% 
quartz impurities) under hydrothermal conditions (20-600ºC, 100 MPa fluid pressure), 
determining the effects of shear strain (γ up to 120), normal stress (20-100 MPa), 
temperature and sliding velocity (0.03-3.8 µm/s) on the frictional behaviour and 
microstructure. The results show frictional behaviour with coefficients of friction of 
~0.34 at 20ºC, in agreement with previous data, gradually increasing to values of 
~0.55 at 300ºC, remaining around this value up to 600ºC. During shear, samples 
compact continuously (15-20% at γ~25) at low temperatures (20-225ºC). At higher 
temperatures, initial dilatation of up to 10% is followed by similar compaction. The 
mechanical results are independent of sliding velocity. The low temperature 
microstructures (<300ºC) show strong grain size reduction to form a well-foliated 
muscovite matrix (grainsize < 2 µm) enclosing widespread quartz and muscovite 
porphyroclasts (~10 µm) and cut by numerous shear bands in the Riedel and Y-shear 
orientations. The higher temperature microstructures are increasingly characterised by 
dense, elongate lenses (20-50 by 10 µm), of fine, folded and kinked grains (5-10 µm), 
the lenses being separated by an anastomosing network of ultra-fine (<< 1 µm) 
cataclastic zones. The gouge is inferred to have deformed by cataclastic flow at low 
temperatures, accompanied by intracrystalline plastic deformation of the muscovite 
plus healing by diffusive mass transfer processes at high temperatures. Based on these 
results, it is questionable whether the presence of muscovite and similar 
phyllosilicates can account for the weakness inferred for large scale crustal fault 
zones, such as the San Andreas, from geophysical and geological observations. 
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Onset of strain localization in sheared glacial till 
A. Rathbun & C. Marone 
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Strain localization plays a key role in determining the frictional stability of brittle 
shear zones, which in turn influences the rheology and seismic/aseismic behavior of 
fault zones and deforming glacial till. Recent studies show that seismic, stick-slip 
motion occurs in dilatant till layers. We report on detailed laboratory experiments to 
measure the onset of shear localization of Caesar till sampled from the Scioto Lobe of 
the Laurentide Ice Sheet, collected in central Ohio, USA. 
Experiments were conducted in a servo-controlled, double-direct shear apparatus with 
saturated samples at normal stresses of 0.5, 1, and 5 MPa. The nominal frictional 
contact area is 100 cm2 and remains constant during shear. The layer thickness was 
either 0.5, or 1 cm prior to shear. Till was sheared in constant velocity or constant 
shear stress (creep) boundary conditions. Constant velocity experiments were 
conducted with a series of velocity steps from 10 µm/s to 30 µm/s. Constant shear 
stress experiments were employed to study frictional creep and the localization of 
strain. Creep was induced after an initial shear strain ranging from 0 to 2.6 to 
investigate the role of shear fabric on deformation. In creep experiments, shear stress 
increments began at ~ 2/3rds of the shear strength and continued until tertiary creep 
occurred. Stress steps were 5% of the shear strength and we determined the resulting 
strain rate and layer dilation. 
Both velocity stepping and creep experiments show a transition from distributed 
deformation to localized deformation at low strains. Velocity steps show that Caesar 
till is a velocity strengthening material, with the critical slip distance decreasing with 
strain up to 0.7 then remaining constant. Creep experiments show that dilatancy after 
a stress step decreases exponentially from ~10 µm at shear strain of zero to ~2 µm at a 
shear strain of 1. Beyond strains of 1 no variation in dilatancy is observed. Decreasing 
initial layer thickness decreases dilation by the same factor at low strains, but has no 
effect at strains of 1 or greater. These results imply that shear becomes more localized 
over a finite displacement in a velocity strengthening material. Beyond the onset of 
localization variation in strain and driving velocity do not change the characteristics 
of strain localization. Localized deformation in till implies shallow deformation, 
which does not regulate fast glacial slip. 
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Hydro-mechanical coupling during crack damage evolution in rocks 
P.G. Meredith 

Department of Earth Science, University College London, UK (p.meredith@ucl.ac.uk) 

Despite the importance of understanding the effect of cracks on fluid permeability in 
rocks at depth, to date it has not been possible rigorously to test proposed 
relationships for crack-induced permeability in very tight rocks. Here, we report new 
results from measurements to isolate the relationship between permeability and crack-
induced porosity near the percolation threshold using an initially crack-free crystalline 
rock into which we have introduced controlled crack damage by means of thermal 
stressing. We find that permeability (K) evolves with porosity (φ) above the 
percolation threshold (φc) according to: K = K0 (φ - φc)n, where n = 3.8 ± 0.5. This 
behaviour is similar to results reported for higher porosity rocks, indicating the 
universality of this scaling relation. 
We extend this to investigate permeability evolution with elevated pressure in two 
rocks with contrasting natural crack microstructures, using an advanced experimental 
arrangement capable of measuring porosity, P wave velocity, S wave velocity, and 
permeability contemporaneously at effective pressures up to 100 MPa. Using the 
Kachanov (1994) noninteractive effective medium theory, the measured elastic wave 
velocities are inverted using a least squares fit, permitting the recovery of the 
evolution of crack density and aspect ratio with increasing isostatic pressure. Overall, 
the agreement between measured and predicted velocities is good, with average error 
less than 0.05 km/s. At larger scales and above the percolation threshold, macroscopic 
fluid flow also depends on the crack density and aspect ratio. Using the permeability 
model of Guéguen and Dienes (1989) and the crack density and aspect ratio recovered 
from the elastic wave velocity inversion, we predict the evolution of permeability 
with pressure for direct comparison with the laboratory measurements. We also 
calculate the evolution of the crack porosity with increasing isostatic pressure, on the 
basis of the calculated crack density, and compare this directly with the 
experimentally measured porosity. 
Finally, we report results from triaxial deformation experiments performed on 
samples of Diemelstadt sandstone conducted under a confining pressure sufficient to 
induce compaction bands. Previous studies of compactive deformation have generally 
concentrated on the growth of a sequence of compaction bands through the volume of 
the sample. Here, however, we concentrate on the nucleation and temporal evolution 
of single compaction bands. We have used full wave-form acoustic emission (AE) 
locations from multiple transducers to record the propagation of the first induced 
compaction band in orientations parallel and normal to the principal anisotropy plane. 
We find that samples deformed parallel to the isotropy plane are mechanically 
stronger and that the compaction band geometry is more tortuous in the normal 
orientation. Consistent with this pattern, we observe a very large and sharp reduction 
in fluid permeability (3 to 4 orders of magnitude) during the formation of compaction 
bands parallel to the anisotropy plane, and a more gradual reduction during 
compaction band growth normal to this plane. 
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In theoretical analyses of the coupling between pore pressure and stress and its 
influence on deformation and failure, it is often assumed that the poroelastic 
properties are isotropic. This would necessarily imply that the undrained pore pressure 
response characterized by the Skempton pore pressure coefficient B depends solely on 
the mean stress and not on the deviatoric stresses. However, recent laboratory 
measurements have demonstrated that a perturbation in the differential stress can 
result in a reversible pore pressure change in porous rocks and sands (Hart and Wang, 
1995; Lockner and Stanchits, 2002; Lockner and Beeler, 2003). Since the magnitudes 
of the pore pressure response and applied differential stress were observed to be 
positively correlated, the data suggest that the poroelastic response is anisotropic and 
may partly be stress-induced. 
Building upon the treatment of anisotropic poroelasticity by Carroll (1979) and 
Thompson and Willis (1991), Cheng (1997) derived explicit expressions for the 
Skempton coefficients and Biot effective stress coefficients in a transversely isotropic 
material. These two second-rank tensors are sensitively dependent on the effective 
elastic moduli of the porous medium, which have been studied extensively using 
several classes of micromechanical models. In particular a porous rock can be 
modeled as a cracked solid, with anisotropic crack densities characterized by fabric 
tensors. A granular material can also be modeled by an assembly of spheres in elastic 
contact, with stiffnesses that are sensitively dependent on the applied stresses and 
orientations of the contact normals. 
Following Sayers and Kachanov (1995) we expressed the effective elastic 
compliances of a transversly isotropic rock in terms of a second-rank crack density 
tensor, which were then incorporated into Cheng’s (1997) relations to derive the 
anisotropic poroelastic coefficients. This model of a cracked solid predicts that the 
principal components of the Skempton tensor are directly proportional to the 
corresponding principal components of crack density tensor. Analogous but somewhat 
more complicated expressions for the Biot effective stress coefficients can also be 
derived. Our analysis of Lockner and Beeler’s (2003) data for Berea sandstone show 
that the rock has an initial crack anisotropy that is relatively small, but the anisotropy 
progressively increases with increasing differential stress, a manifestation of the 
growth of stress-induced cracks and closure of pre-existing cracks parallel and 
perpendicular to the maximum compression direction, respectively. 
The elastic behavior of a randomly packed assembly of monodisperse spheres have 
been analyzed by Digby (1981) and Walton (1987) for hydrostatic and uniaxial strain 
paths, and recently by Johnson et al. (1998) for more general strain paths. In response 
to an axisymmetric stress field the elastic moduli of an assembly of randomly packed 
spheres which is initially isotropic will evolve to become transversely isotropic. Such 
an elastic contact model predicts that the Skempton tensor is dependent on the applied 
stress, coordination number and porosity. The tensor components increase with 
decreasing mean stresses and with increasing deviatoric stresses, in basic agreement 
with Lockner and Stanchits’ (2002) data for Ottawa sand. 
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The chemically-mediated compaction of rock salt is represented as a problem in 
granular mechanics using a distinct element model. The model follows the motion of 
the interacting particles by combining conservation of momentum with a contact law 
between particles, which accounts for the time dependent closure due to pressure 
solution via a viscous resistance (Fig.1a for verification). Attributes of the model are 
explored through a variety of studies to explore the effect of packing, (i.e., regular 
versus random packing), and size distribution of granular particles. The results show 
that random packing, which is typically the case for natural compaction, allows for 
significantly larger pressure solution-induced viscoelastic displacement than regular 
packing, a frequently-used generic model for pressure solution, due mainly to the 
increased contact areas between particles (Fig.1b). A range of diameter distributions 
of the particles tested to investigate the dependency on size distribution show that size 
distribution is an important factor in inducing and triggering pressure solution. The 
code is used to explore effects apparent in laboratory experiments on granular 
mixtures of salt, in which pressure solution is known to operate at rapid rates under 
room temperature conditions. The rock salt was crushed and sieved to obtain 6 grain 
size fraction ranging from 38 – 212 μm to investigate the effects of grain size and 
grain size distribution. The experiments were performed in a steel pressure vessel 
inside a biaxial loading frame under both constant stress and constant strain (stress 
relaxation) conditions with controlled pore pressure and confining pressure. 

mailto:kibok@psu.edu
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Figure 1. Displacement and forces induced by pressure solution. (a) Verification of DEM 
code on 2-ball system, (b) Comparison of regular and five cases of random packing on 100-
ball system with the same size of particles. 
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Several possible scales of description are important for creep processes: a microscopic 
description, at the grain-scale; a mesoscopic description at the scale of lab samples, 
and a macroscopic description derived from geodetic or seismological observations. 
All creep relations depend on temperature and loading conditions, but in different 
ways. Microscopic-level models depend on the grain-to-grain contact stresses and 
grain-scale deformation mechanisms, and are therefore very sensitive to intergranular 
contact geometry, grain size, mineralogy and pore fluid chemistry. At the mesoscopic 
scale, analyses of laboratory experiments usually describe dependencies of average 
strain or porosity on the stress applied to the surface of the rock sample at as a 
function of elapsed time and at different sample "states". The parameters of the 
macroscopic description are the stress applied at the interface between the fault core 
and the damage zone, the overburden and some effective viscosity term.We proposed 
a meso to macroscopic description of isotropic creep (Fitzenz et al., 2005) that we 
constrained using the high-temperature and pressure lab experiments of Niemeijer et 
al. (2002). The model relates the rate of porosity reduction to the applied stress, the 
temperature, and the instantaneous porosity. We found a stress exponent of 3 and an 
activation energy close to 60 kJ/mol for these experiments on quartz (Fitzenz et al., 
JGR in press), indicative of at least some fracturation. However, we also saw a change 
in behavior during these experiments, namely with an initial phase of very low 
activation energies in strong contrast with those obtained with increasing compaction 
time. Given our approximate treatment of the microscopic geometrical complexities, 
is the change in constitutive parameters we infer during the Niemeijer et al. (2002) 
experiments indicative of a fundamental change in deformation mechanisms or 
merely an artifact of changes in porosity, packing geometry or other parameters 
during these experiments? In particular, can we rule out pure pressure solution as 
occuring during the experiments on the basis of the large stress exponent that we 
obtain? In order to further investigate this issue, we performed the same inference on 
creep data simulated using two sophisticated numerical models of pressure solution 
deformation at axi-symmetric asperities under normal load: Bernabe and Evans 2007 
(BE model) and Lehner and Leroy 2004 (LL model). Bernabe and Evans 2007 
perform the traditional data analysis method on their simulated data to determine the 
stress exponent and the apparent activation energy. Note that in the BE formulation, 
the strain rates (or displacement rates) need to be compared for constant contact area. 
That is, the state of the samples in their single contact model needs to be the contact 
area. With this analysis we show that for data simulated with either models (and 
assuming a simple cubic packing geometry) we get stress exponents very close to 1 
(from 1.04 to 1.2), as is expected for pressure solution, and as is obtained by Bernabé 
and Evans (2007) with their analysis. 
However, our method is not well designed to identify and characterize changes in 
behavior within each experiment. Indeed, if we invert subsets of the data according to 
time-intervals, we do not see evidence for a transition from dissolution-controlled to 
diffusion-controlled mechanism. Since the creep law we chose depends on the applied 
stress and not contact stress, our results are very sensitive to the population of contact 
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sizes corresponding to the data points included in the inversion. When we separate the 
data according to time-intervals, it turns out that there is almost the same population 
of contact sizes in all time-intervals and our results are insensitive to the transitions 
that happen in some of the experiments. We therefore propose an enhanced version of 
the Bayesian inference scheme of Fitzenz et al., JGR in press, which features 1) the 
identification of the changes within each porosity time series and 2) the inversion of 
all the data corresponding to a given "domain" (instead of using time-intervals). This 
procedure will be checked against the BE and the LL simulated data, and will then 
become applicable to any series of creep experiments, including the Niemeijet et al 
(2002) dataset. 
The evolving constitutive laws, the corresponding parameters and their uncertainties 
will then be usable in forward fault rupture models. This flexible probabilistic 
methodology will help better constrain the time-evolution of the interseismic rheology 
of fault zones, and will enable to produce more realistic probability density functions 
for the time to failure and other parameters of importance to seismic hazard 
assessment and predictability assessment. 
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Intergranular pressure solution is one of the most important mechanisms of rock 
deformation in the Earth’s crust, playing a key role in controlling sediment 
compaction, fault slip and healing, salt tectonics, and bulk rock deformation at low 
metamorphic grade. The theory of pressure solution predicts that the rate of the 
process is for a large part controlled by the kinetics of dissolution and diffusion within 
fluid-bearing grain boundaries. For decades, controversy has existed regarding the 
structure of fluid-filled grain boundaries during pressure solution, and how this 
influences the kinetics of grain boundary transport. Models put forward assume either 
a thin aqueous film bound by surface forces or a non-equilibrium, island-channel 
structure. 
We present an overview of recent experimental results on the structure and properties 
of grain boundaries in materials undergoing creep by intergranular pressure solution, 
and address the implications of these results. Contact loading experiments, employing 
in-situ optical observation and infrared microspectroscopy, have shown that the grain 
boundary structure developed during pressure solution of NaCl against glass, NaCl or 
CaF2 surfaces is of non-equilibrium island-channel type, containing a brine film with 
a mean thickness of 20-200 nm. Interestingly, the thickness of the grain boundary 
fluid, the degree of hydrogen bonding of the water within it, and the diffusion 
coefficient of NaCl within the grain boundary fluid all depend on the orientation of 
the dissolving NaCl surface. The grain boundary film shows a reduction in diffusion 
coefficient by up to one order compared with bulk NaCl solution, and the pressure 
solution process is diffusion controlled. Compaction experiments performed on wet 
calcite aggregates at temperatures up to 150 °C, and on quartz sand under 
hydrothermal conditions (350-650 °C), also show evidence for intergranular pressure 
solution involving a rough, island-channel type of grain boundary structure. In high 
purity calcite systems, pressure solution seems to be diffusion controlled with grain 
boundary diffusive properties (diffusivity × mean thickness) similar to those of NaCl 
(∼10-18 m3s-1). In quartz sands, however, grain boundary dissolution control offers the 
best explanation for the observed rates of compaction by pressure solution. 
The kinetics of diffusion controlled pressure solution inferred for NaCl from our 
experiments yield strain rate predictions that fit well with observations on natural salt 
flow. However, extrapolation of our laboratory data for calcite and quartz to natural 
conditions yields deformation rates that are far too fast. In these cases, models 
assuming rate control by diffusion in rough grain boundaries, by diffusion in thin 
adsorbed films or by interfacial reaction all predict strain rates several orders faster 
than mean values inferred from nature. A possible explanation for this discrepancy 
may lie in a reaction-inhibiting effect of impurity ions present in natural pore fluids. 
Alternatively, it may be that the grain boundary structure needed for pressure solution 
heals up at low stresses in nature, due to the action of interfacial energy driving 
forces. A model for healing of island-channel grain boundaries shows that this may be 
an important missing link in the pressure solution story! 
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Numerous observations on faults exhumed from depth or cut by drill hole show that 
their rheological and transport properties evolve after an earthquake (Fig. 1a). This is 
also shown by post seismic geophysical measurements. The strength of fault drops 
after an earthquake (weakening, Fig. 1b) and then is progressively restored 
(strengthening, Fig. 1c - d). In the same time the permeability that was activated by 
seismic fracturing is progressively sealed and the fluid pressure is assumed to 
progressively increase. This evolution sets the conditions for a new earthquake. 
However, the timing is rather complex since it depends on several parameters: (i) the 
rate of stress loading imposed by boundaries condition (plate tectonics); (ii) the rate of 
recovery of strength; (iii) the rate of increase of fluid pressure, (iv) the rate of 
aseismic creep, and also (v) the possible triggering by external forcing. Each of these 
parameters has specific characteristic time and their interaction is necessarily 
complex. In such a context, the most common mechanism of creep and sealing that 
we can observe in natural faults is pressure solution. Pressure solution competes with 
cataclasis as the main mechanisms of deformation in the upper crust and their 
interaction leads to complex behavior both in time and in space. However, pressure 
solution is not as well studied as cataclasis. The reason is that pressure solution 
kinetics is controlled by chemical reactions and is generally very slow, resulting in 
strain-rates ranging from 10-11 to 10-15 s-1. Reproducing such low strain-rates in the 
presence of fluid in the lab is a challenge. Another problem is the complexity of the 
pressure solution processes that are driven by various types of driving forces linked to 
differential stresses and achieved through several-steps processes. Consequently, there 
are various types of pressure solution creep and sealing laws depending on the 
transport mechanisms (diffusion and/or advection), on the limiting processes 
(reaction-rate or diffusion-rate) and on the driving forces (difference in normal 
stresses or elastic, plastic and surface energies). The role of pressure solution in fault 
permeability and strength evolution is discussed in relation with earthquakes and 
fracturing processes. 
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Fig 1: (a) Schematic view of post-seismic fault sealing showing the role of pressure solution 
at various time scales: porosity (black) linked to the fracturing (seismic) process is 
progressively sealed by mineral deposit (white). (b) Instantaneous increase of displacement-
rate (weakening) triggered by fracturing, pressure solution by indenter technique (Gratier 
and Gueydan 2007). (c) Fast evolution of cohesion with time (at high temperature) associated 
with pressure solution fracture healing processes, cohesive strengthening of fault zone 
(Tenthorey and Cox 2006). (d) Very slow fracture porosity evolution with time (strengthening 
depending on fracture spacing), modeling using pressure solution experimental data (Renard 
et al 2000). 
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Fluids released during prograde metamorphism may exert a significant mechanical 
and chemical effect on the behavior of deforming rock masses changing their 
porosity-permeability characteristics. In order to constraint the role of the 
decarbonation reaction of dolomite during deformation we performed a series of 
experiments testing the drained vs undrained behavior of a natural, polycrystalline, 
coarse grained, pure dolomitic marble during axis-symmetric and torsion deformation 
tests. All experiments were conducted using an internally heated gas apparatus at 
temperature of 800°C and confining pressure of 300MPa. Dolomite decomposes 
according to the reaction: 
 CaMg(CO3)2 ↔CaCO3 + MgO + CO2 
At constant overall pressure the equilibrium temperature of the reaction is only a 
function of the partial pressure of CO2. In a closed system at 300MPa the equilibrium 
temperature is 931°C. The experiments under undrained conditions were therefore in 
the stability field of dolomite. Under drained conditions, the fluid phase within the 
porous alumina spacer at the extremities of the sample is at ambient pressure and CO2 
produced during decarbonation is free to escape. The reaction creates pores, in which 
the fluid phase, for perfect draining conditions, will be at ambient pressure. The 
equilibrium breakdown temperature of dolomite grains adjacent to pores that are 
completely drained to ambient pressure is 430°C. along these interfaces the 
equilibrium is overstepped by 370°C and the reaction will progress readily. 
Constant strain rate triaxial compression experiments were performed under 
undrained conditions and showed that dolomite yields at a differential stress of ca. 
350MPa and hardens until an apparent flow stress value of 500MPa at approximately 
10% shortening. Under light microscope examination, the strained samples have 
microstructures compatible with intracrtystalline plasticity. Twin density exceeds that 
of the starting material and twins often show tapering edges or twin boundary 
migration. Individual grains of dolomite show undulose extinction and grain 
boundaries are decorated by fine recrystallised grains. 
Torsion experiments performed under drained conditions show that the sample very 
rapidly reached a peak stress of ca. 140MPa, followed by a weakening of 
approximately 30% at the end of which a stable value of stress was attained. Analysis 
of the deformed specimen revealed extremely heterogeneous strain distribution along 
the sample length. Deformation localized near both porous spacers placed at the 
extremities of the specimen, corresponding to the zone where dolomite broke down 
into a fine grained mixture of calcite and periclase according to the break-down 
reaction. The central part of the sample is almost undeformed, coarse non-reacted 
grains of dolomite are present showing evidence of internal deformation like undulose 
extinction, micro cracks, as well as displaced and bent twin boundaries. 
Microstructural observations showed evidence for different deformation mechanisms 
to be active in different regions of the samples deformed under vented conditions. The 
occurrence of twin bands and migrated twin boundaries in the coarse, non-reacted 
dolomitic grains in the specimen centre is reminiscent of intracrystalline plastic 
deformation, which however is only able to account for very limited amount of strain. 
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In the shear zones at both ends of the sample, grains of calcite and periclase with 
equivalent diameter as small as 0.25 microns are present. The very small grain size of 
the reaction products and the stress exponent value of 1.9 from the stepping rate test at 
high strain suggest activity of a grain size sensitive deformation mechanism inside the 
shear zones. Tension fractures are normally found in the central part of the specimens 
where, due to the low permeability of the starting material, dolomite is stable. The 
orientation of these fractures remains in agreement with the geometry of the principal 
stress directions induced by the applied torsion, with the �1 oblique to the sense of 
shear. CO2 production due to the equilibrium reaction of dolomite might lead to the 
formation of fluid pressure which would locally lower the effective pressure and thus 
favour cataclastic deformation. 
The strength of reacting dolomite is compared with that of dolomite deformed in 
triaxial compression in non-drained conditions, which appears to be much stronger. 
The bulk rheology of dolomite deformed in drained conditions is therefore controlled 
by strength of the reaction products. Reaction progress is controlled by the CO2 
pressure gradient along the sample which is in turn controlled by the permeability of 
the specimens. 
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Conventional models for brittle failure in rock physics and seismology assume that 
the total stresses are independent of pore pressure and that for example increasing 
pore pressures lead to a reduction of the effective normal stress on faults and thus to 
fault destabilization (fig.1a). Migrating overpressured fluids and the related changes 
of effective stress are interpreted to be the major cause for microseismicity. 
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However, stress and pore pressure observations in reservoirs during injection or 
depletion of fluid show, that there is a direct relationship between changes in pore 
pressure ΔP and changes in horizontal stress ΔSh. This interaction is called pore 
pressure stress coupling. Data from overpressured sedimentary basins suggest that Sh 
increases approximately 60-80% of the rate of increase in pore pressure, i.e. ΔSh/ΔP ≅ 
0.7. Due to pore pressure stress coupling Sh increases with increasing pore pressure. 
Therefore, the effective minimum horizontal stress, Sh - P, decreases less than without 
the effect of pore pressure stress coupling. Thus pore pressure stress coupling 
counteracts the effect of pore pressure increase and instead of destabilizing faults due 
to the reduction of the effective stress, pore pressure stress coupling can lead to more 
stable behaviour (fig. 1b). Vice versa, in the case of reduction of pore pressure the 
effect of pore pressure stress coupling can bring faults closer to failure. This means, 
that both, injection and depletion of fluids, can cause microseismicity and earthquakes 
in reservoirs. Thus, the knowledge of the distribution of stress and pore pressure is 
essential to assess the sealing capacity of the reservoir bounding faults. 

Fig. 1. a) Conventional 
model of the effect of pore 
pressure increase for a 
normal faulting regime 
with constant differential 
stress. b) Pore pressure 
stress coupling leads for 
increasing pore pressures 
to an increase of the 
minimum horizontal stress 
and thus to a reduction of 
the differential stress 
(smaller Mohr circle) 
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In reservoir management, for the assessment of the sealing capacity of reservoir 
bounding faults during both, fluid injection as well as fluid depletion, the state of 
stress and pore pressure are required. Analytical solutions for the state of stress and 
pore pressure are available for simple geometries. For complex geometries however, 
one approach to investigate both the stress field and the pore pressure distribution is to 
use the method of numerical modelling. In our case, the coupled differential equations 
are solved by using the commercial software ABAQUS. Here, we present the results 
of a numerical study of a 3D FE-model with porous elastic rheology. Case studies, for 
which analytical solutions are available, are for example the injection of a fluid and 
the sudden pressurization of a borehole respectively, where we considered different 
material parameters such as e.g. the reservoir permeability. This will be extended to 
other reservoir geometries and loading conditions. 
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We measured compressional and shear wave velocities of Chauvigny limestone under 
hydrostatic pressure and in triaxial compression tests at confining pressures Pc= 30, 
50, 70 and 100 MPa. Chauvigny limestone is almost pure (~99 %) in CaCO3 with 17 
% porosity. 
Tests were performed on dry specimens of 50 mm in diameter and 100 mm in length 
at room temperature and at a constant strain rate of 2.10-4s-1. Acoustic emission (AE) 
hypocenter locations were used to analyze the spatial damage distribution and we 
used first motion polarity, to define AE source types. Volumetric strains were 
recorded using strain gages. Our mechanical data during hydrostatic and triaxial 
compression experiments is similar to that of Tavel and Indiana limestone (Vajdova et 
al. 2004). 
For confining pressures > 30 MPa, Chauvigny limestone samples show shear-
enhanced compaction. For experiments performed at 30-50 MPa confining pressure, 
samples first compact and then show dilatancy with increasing axial strain. During the 
hydrostatic loading up to 145 MPa, P-wave velocities increase by only 2 % indicating 
that the samples are almost free of pre-existing cracks. During triaxial loading, a 
stress-induced anisotropy of P-wave velocities develops, with vertical velocity 
components being faster than horizontal velocities. 
Increasing confining pressure also significantly reduces P-wave anisotropy. These 
observations suggest the development of vertical cracks during the shear-enhanced 
compaction. P-wave velocities measured during depressurization remain lower than 
when measured during pressurization (decrease higher than 30%), demonstrating the 
evolution of crack damage. Our microstructural observations indicate that samples 
deform by cataclastic flow (without localization of the deformation). 
 
Key words: oolithic limestone, compaction, elastic waves velocities, acoustic 
emissions 
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Simulations of the shear deformation of two phase aggregates, using finite elements, 
are implemented and compared to experimental observations made on anorthite-
diopside two-phase aggregates with a diopside inclusion content of 50 vol %. The aim 
of the numerical simulations is a better understanding of the deformation mechanisms 
at the scale of the inclusion. 
Synthetic aggregates have been prepared by hot isostatic pressing in order to produce 
specimens with a controlled microstructure: a fine grained matrix (<5µm) of anorthite 
containing coarser diopside inclusions (< 45 µm). The specimens are subjected to 
torsion at T= 1000 to 1200 °C, confining pressure of 400 MPa and constant twist 
rates. SEM (scanning electron microscope) observations have been made to 
characterize the microstructure. They indicate substantial local stress enhancement 
and localized dislocation creep in the vicinity of the diopside inclusions. The fine 
grained matrix also showed evidences of grain boundary sliding mechanisms, such as 
cavitation coalescence leading to microcracking and ductile failure. 
These observations provide data for modeling the deformation of the samples using a 
finite element code which accounts for the rheology of the constituents. A few 
representative volume elements (RVE) are chosen for which the microstructure and 
phase distribution are known. In particular, we select representative areas with a 
single inclusion surrounded by the matrix. The exact geometry of the inclusion, as 
seen from microstructural observations, is used in the finite element mesh. One thus 
considers almost equiaxed shapes or elongated ones. Several material behaviors may 
be implemented in the computer code, from elasticity to elasto-viscoplasticity. One 
uses material parameters identified experimentally for anorthite and diopside. In an 
incremental procedure, local distributions of strain and stresses are analyzed; of 
particular interest are the stress concentrations near the inclusion. The interface 
between matrix and inclusion is at first taken as perfect. One introduces then a thin 
layer of material with a modified rheology in order to simulate a behavior analogous 
to a limited amount of interface uncoupling. 
The objective of this work, beyond the specific case for which it is applied here, is to 
develop a numerical tool which can be used for testing more generally the 
deformation of a matrix containing inclusions with different rheologies and interface 
properties. 
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Microanalytical facilities at HPHT Laboratory at INGV 
A.Cavallo and HPHT Group 

Istituto Nazionale di Geofisica e Vulcanologia, Sezione di Roma1, Rome, Italy 
(cavallo@ingv.it) 

The High Pressure High Temperature Laboratory of Experimental Volcanology and 
Geophysics acquired new microanalytical facilities in 2006, such as a Field Emission 
Electron Microscope (FESEM) JEOL JSM 6500 F, a WD/ED Microprobe (5 
spectrometers) JEOL JXA 8200, an automatic carbon coater JEOL JFC 530 and an 
high resolution spatter coater JEOL JFC-2300HR. 
The FESEM generates much less electrostatically distorted images with spatial 
resolution lower then 2 nm, i.e. from 3 to 6 times higher resolution then conventional 
SEM. This is possible because of the electron source, a Schottky field emitter 
(ZrO/W). This type of source delivers a bright, highly-stable electron beam into the 
optical column, providing narrower probing beams at low as well as high electron 
energy, which improves the spatial resolution and minimizes sample charging and 
damage. 
FESEM is equipped with detectors for x-ray (EDS) and for secondary and back 
scattered electrons and can increase probe current up to 200 nA improving signal to 
noise ratio in x-ray map. Moreover it is possible to collect chemical maps and images 
from a large area of sample through a special software (navigator). 
FESEM is suitable for a number of applications including morphological, textural and 
microstructural analyses as well as semiquantitative analyses. 
The other main facility is a microprobe (EPMA) installed in our laboratory equipped 
with 5 wavelength-dispersive spectrometers (WDS) and an energy-dispersive 
analyser. Backscattered electron, secondary electron and X-ray imaging facilities are 
available. 
12 analysing crystals, allocated in the 5 spectrometer (4 in the first one and 2 in the 
other) cover a large range of analysing elements. A special device (transmission 
illuminator) allows to observe thin section of rock specimens as for an optical 
mineralogy microscopy. A special software allows to acquire chemical maps of large 
sample portions. 
 

       
 
 
     
 

EPMA – Natural carbonate from Merapi 
(Indonesia) in a synthetic analogue of 
Monte Mellone (Alban Hills, Italy) lava 
flow. 

FESEM - Experimental ultramafic 
pseudotachylite from Balmuccia peridotite 
formed during  high velocity  friction 
experiments.  
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Healing of simulated fault gouges aided by pressure solution: results 
from rock analogue experiments 
A. Niemeijer1, C. Marone2, D. Elsworth1 

1Department of Energy and Geo-Environmental Engineering, ThePennsylvania State 
University, USA (arn3@psu.edu) 
2Department of Geosciences, The Pennsylvania State University, USA 

We performed slide-hold-slide experiments on simulated fault gouges of salt and salt-
muscovite mixtures to investigate the effects of fluids and phyllosilicates on the 
strength gain of fault gouges. Rock salt was used as a rock-analogue since fluid-
assisted deformation is rapid at room temperature. We find that the healing rates of 
pure salt gouge in the presence of saturated brine are approximately an order of 
magnitude higher than both dry salt at room temperature and water-saturated quartz at 
65 ºC. Fault gouges consisting of mixtures of salt-muscovite (80:20) show healing 
rates about half that of pure salt, which is consistent with the observation that 
mixtures have lower porosities and smaller dilatancy angle due to the easy sliding 
surfaces provided by muscovite. Gouges with lower porosity will compact less during 
holds and thus exhibit lower healing rates. Our results show that approximately half of 
the strength gain during slide-hold-slide tests can be attributed to dilational work 
against the normal stress upon re-shear. Taking this into account, the remainder of the 
strength gain can be explained by a microphysical model of compaction via pressure 
solution. The model predicts a time-dependent increase in contact area through 
compaction during the hold periods. Assuming that the contacts have some cohesive 
strength, this increase in contact area leads to an increase in strength. Using the ratio 
of the contact area over the initial contact area (i.e. at the start of the hold), we are 
able to explain the measured strength gain for fault gouges of salt in the presence of 
saturated brine. However, the strength gain predicted by the model underestimates the 
experimental values for shorter hold periods (< 1000 s). A similar break in slope 
around 1000 s was found in previous experiments on quartz (Yasuhara et al., 2005), 
and attributed to particle aggregation and dilatation. 
However, if we assume that the rate-controlling process for pressure solution is 
diffusion, we calculate a characteristic diffusive length of 55-173 μm for a hold 
period of 300 seconds, which is close to the grain size of the salt. Thus, the time 
period is too short for an increase in contact area by compaction via pressure solution 
and transport of dissolved material will be mostly within the grain boundary. We 
propose that the strength gain for short hold periods is due to intrinsic strengthening 
of the gouge, i.e. a cementation of the actively sliding contacts during periods of no 
slip by pressure solution leading to increased cohesion of the sliding contacts, without 
a significant increase in contact area. This process is likely to be operative at longer 
hold periods as well, but is masked by the strength gain due to the increase in contact 
area. 
In conclusion, we have demonstrated that strength gain of fault gouges aided by 
pressure solution processes is a combination of dilational work done against the 
normal stress, an intrinsic strengthening of actively sliding contacts by cementation 
and an increase in contact area by compaction via pressure solution. In order to 
predict strength gain of natural fault gouges under conditions where pressure solution 
is operative, all three processes have to be taken into account and the composition, 
porosity and grain size (distribution) of the fault gouges have to be known. 
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Session 3 - Fault structure and mechanics: from laboratory to 
exploratory drilling of major faults 
 
Oral presentations (Thursday, 27th September) 
 
14.30-15.10 Keynote: Structure and properties of the San Andreas fault at 
seismogenic 

depths: recent results from the SAFOD experiment 
Hickman S.H., Zoback M., Ellsworth W., Boness N., Solum J., 
Kirschner D., Moore D., Malin P., Thurber C., Roecker S. 

 
15.10-15.30 Mechanical heterogeneity of the Pretorius fault zone with applications 
to  

an m2.2 earthquake within this fault zone, Tautona mine, South Africa 
(NELSAM project) 

Heesakkers V., Lockner D., Reches Z. 
 
15.30-15.50 The architecture and mechanics of an active low angle normal fault: the 

Alto Tiberina Fault, northern Apennines, Italy 
Chiaraluce L., Chiarabba C., Collettini C., Piccinini D., Cocco 

M. 
 
15.50-16.10 3D modelling of fault-zone architecture along a major Alpine wrench 

lineament: the Pusteria and Sprechenstein-Val di Mules fault system 
Bistacchi A., Massironi M., Menegon L. 

 
16.10-16.30 Karst faults: mechanism of evolution and its modelling 

Khramchenkov M., Konyukhov V., Chekalin A. 
 
17.00-17.40 Keynote: Physical properties and microstructures in core samples near 
the 

Chelungpu fault in Taiwan 
David C., Louis L., Robion P., Humbert F., Wong T.-f., Chen N. 
T., Boullier A.-M., Song S.-R. 

 
17.40-18.00 Fluid overpressure as the triggering mechanism for the seismicity of 
the 

Northern Apennines: constraints from field and laboratory data 
De Paola N., Collettini C., Faulkner D. 

 
18.20-18.40 Effect of the intermediate principal stress on fault strike and dip 
theoretical 

analysis and experimental verification 
Haimson B., Rudnicki J.W. 
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Posters (Wednesday, 26th and Thursday, 27th September) 
 
16) Strength and deformability of granodiorite core from the SAFOD drillhole (San 
Andreas Fault Observatory at Depth) under true triaxial stress conditions 

Haimson B., Lee H. 
 
17) Anisotropy of physical properties and microstructure of two SAFOD spot core 
samples 

Louis L., Chen T.M., Robion P., David C., Wong T.-f. 
 
 
(from Friday, 28th to Sunday, 30th September) 
 
18) Relations between faults and seismicity in the Cottian Alps (Central-Western 
Alps) by an integrated approach between structural analysis, morphotectonics and 
seismic data 

Perrone G., Cadoppi P., Eva E., Giardino M., Tallone S. 
 
19) Petrofabric, compositional features and seismic properties of metamorphic rocks: 
a multiple approach 

Cirrincione R., Connolly J.A.D., Kern H., Ortolano G., Pezzino A, Punturo R. 
 
20) Physical properties of seismogenic Triassic Evaporites in the northern Appennines 
(Central Italy) 

Trippetta F., Vinciguerra S., Collettini C., Meredith P.G. 
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Structure and properties of the San Andreas fault at seismogenic 
depths: recent results from the SAFOD experiment 

S.H. Hickman1, M. Zoback2, W. Ellsworth1, N. Boness3, J. Solum4, D. Kirschner5, D. 
Moore1, P. Malin6, C.Thurber7, S. Roecker8 

1U.S. Geological Survey, Menlo Park, CA, USA (hickman@usgs.gov) 
2Stanford University, Stanford, CA, USA 
3Chevron Energy Technology Co., San Ramon, CA, USA 
4Shell Int. Exploration and Production Co., Houston, TX, USA 
5Saint Louis Univ., St. Louis, MO, USA 
6Duke University, Durham, NC., USA 
7Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, Troy, NY, USA 
8University of Wisconsin, Madison, WI, USA 

The San Andreas Fault Observatory at Depth (SAFOD) is being drilled into the San 
Andreas Fault Zone to study the physics of earthquake nucleation and rupture and 
determine the composition, physical properties, and mechanical behavior of an active, 
plate-bounding fault at depth. SAFOD is located 10 km NW of Parkfield, California, 
and penetrates a section of the fault that is moving through a combination of repeating 
microearthquakes and fault creep. During Phases 1 and 2 in the summers of 2004 and 
2005, SAFOD was drilled vertically to a depth of 1.5 km and then deviated through 
the entire San Andreas Fault Zone to a depth of 3.1 km. During Phase 3 of SAFOD 
(being carried out in the summer of 2007), cores are being acquired from holes 
branching off the main SAFOD borehole to directly sample actively deforming traces 
of the fault at depth. 
Geophysical logs and drill cuttings analyses conducted during SAFOD Phases 1 and 2 
define the San Andreas Fault Zone to be relatively broad (~200 m), containing several 
discrete zones with anomalous geophysical or mineralogical properties that may 
represent active shear zones. Two of these shear zones are now actively deforming the 
cemented casing. The most dramatic of these is a zone at 3.30-3.33 km measured 
depth exhibiting low P- and S-wave velocities and that is also associated with the 
sudden appearance of serpentine and talc, minerals thought to be important in 
controlling frictional strength and the stability of sliding. Continuing measurements of 
casing deformation, as well as monitoring of microearthquakes using seismometers 
directly within the fault zone, were used to pinpoint the exact location of the actively 
deforming fault traces prior to coring directly within the fault zone during Phase 3. 
The Phase 3 core samples will be extensively tested in the laboratory to study the 
composition, deformation mechanisms, physical properties and rheological behavior 
of fault rocks from the active traces of the San Andreas Fault at realistic in-situ 
conditions. At the conclusion of Phase 3, an array of seismometers, accelerometers, 
tiltmeters and fluid pressure sensors will be deployed in the cased borehole in the 
immediate vicinity of repeating M2 earthquakes. SAFOD long-term monitoring will 
be used to test hypotheses related to earthquake rupture nucleation, propagation and 
arrest; and the possible role of fluid pressure in controlling fault strength and 
earthquake periodicity. 

http://www.rpi.edu/
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Mechanical heterogeneity of the Pretorius fault zone with 
applications to an m2.2 earthquake within this fault zone, Tautona 

mine, South Africa (NELSAM project) 
V. Heesakkers1, D. Lockner2, Z. Reches1 

1University of Oklahoma, Norman, OK, USA (heesakkers@ou.edu) 
2USGS, Menlo Park, CA, USA 

We determined the mechanical properties of the fault-rocks and host rocks of the 
Pretorius fault-zone (TauTona mine, South Africa), and discuss the relations of these 
properties to the rupture zone of an m2.2 earthquake within this fault. The Pretorius 
fault is a 10 km long ENE trending, Archean fault with right-lateral displacement up 
to 200 m and vertical throw of 30-60 m. The fault-zone is 25-30 m wide with tens of 
anatomizing, non-parallel segments, and the fault-rock in these segments is a massive, 
well-cemented (sintered) cataclasite. Sections of the Pretorius fault have been 
reactivated due to the mining activity. The rupture zone of one of these events, the 
m2.2 earthquake of December 12, 2004, was mapped in tunnels at depth of 3.6 km. 
The rupture zone was traced for 25 m horizontally and 8 m vertically and it revealed 
that 3 to 4 quasi-planar, crosscutting segments were reactivated within the Pretorius 
fault. Slip up to 25 mm occurred predominantly along the contacts between the 
quartzitic host rock and the Archean cataclasite. 
We determined the mechanical properties of 10 cataclasite samples and 24 quartzite 
samples under confining pressures up to 200 MPa; the samples were collected from 
boreholes drilled across the Pretorius fault. The two rock types are distinctly different. 
The cataclasite is significantly weaker than the quartzite in uniaxial strength (97 MPa 
versus 204 MPa), cohesion (28 MPa versus 46 MPa), and coefficient of internal 
friction (0.58 versus 0.82). On the other hand, the cataclasite is more brittle than the 
quartzite: the first displays negligible inelastic deformation and its yield point is 0.85 
of ultimate strength (brittle-elastic), whereas the second displays significant 
weakening and inelastic deformation starts at 0.25 the ultimate strength (brittle-
plastic). Further, the failed cataclasite samples display negligible, pervasive damage 
off the main fault, whereas the quartzite shows pervasive off-fault damage. The 
Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio of the two rocks are close: 71 GPa and 0.15 for 
the cataclasite and 81 GPa and 0.17 for the quartzite. We propose that the Pretorius 
fault formed initially as a 25-30 m wide zone of damaged quartzitic rocks. Segments 
of localized shear developed later within the damaged quartzite, and the gouge of 
these segments was finally sintered into cataclasite. The recent m2.2 rupture is 
localized along the cataclasite-quartzite due to the contrast in the amount of inelastic 
deformation between the two rock types. A finite element model following Eshelby’s 
theory (Eshelby, 1957) relates the mechanical heterogeneity between both rock types 
to the controlling mechanism of the localization during the reactivation of the 
Pretorius fault, suggesting strain localization along the contacts and slip weakening as 
the dominant weakening mechanism of this event. The research was supported by 
NSF Continental Dynamics grant 0409605 and ICDP. 
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Figure 1: Top: Generation of fresh rock powder along the contact of the quartzitic host rock 
and the fault rock, during the M2.2 event of December 12, 2004. 
Bottom left: Typical stress vs. strain relation of the quartzite samples showing brittle-plastic 
behavior before failure due to dilation of the sample. 
Bottom right: Typical quasi-linear stress vs. strain relation of the fault rock, showing brittle-
elastic behavior. 
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The architecture and mechanics of an active low angle normal fault: 
the Alto Tiberina fault, northern Apennines, Italy 

L. Chiaraluce1, C. Chiarabba1, C. Collettini2, D. Piccinini3, M. Cocco3 

1Istituto Nazionale di Geofisica e Vulcanologia, Centro Nazionale Terremoti, Italy 
(chiaraluce@ingv.it) 
2 Geologia Strutturale e Geofisica, Dip. Scienze della Terra. Università di Perugia, Italy 
3Istituto Nazionale di Geofisica e Vulcanologia, Sezione di Roma1, Italy 

We present detailed seismological evidence for the existence of a major, actively 
slipping low angle normal fault (15° dip) located in the Northern Apennines, Italy - 
the Alto Tiberina Fault (ATF). During an 8 month time span seismic experiment, we 
recorded ~2000 earthquakes with ML ≥ 3.1 using a dense temporary network of 
seismometers. High resolution hypocenters have been located using the double-
difference algorithm incorporating catalogue travel time data and relative P- and S-
waves measurements from waveform cross-correlation. The relocated micro-
seismicity defines a nearly planar, 500 to 1000 m thick fault zone with an along-strike 
length of 60 km and down-dip width of 40 km that cross-cuts the upper crust from 4 
km down to 16 km depth. This NNW-trending normal fault is oriented at high angles 
(~75°) to the maximum vertical principal stress and coincides with the geometry and 
location of the ATF as derived independently from geological observations and 
interpretation of depth-converted seismic reflection profiles. The fault separates an 
aseismic footwall from an hangingwall volume where seismicity distributions 
delineate the geometry of contemporaneous minor synthetic and antithetic normal 
faults (4-5 km long) that sole into the underlying detachment. The ATF 
accommodates significant crustal extension acting as a detachment or these secondary 
faults responsible for the largest events in the region. The focal mechanisms are 
consistent with the geometry of the structures highlighted by the earthquake 
distribution and confirm the extensional kinematics. 
The ATF related seismicity shows a nearly constant rate of earthquake production, 
with about 3 events per day of ML ≤ 2.3 homogeneously distributed over the entire 
fault surface and a higher b-value (1.06) with respect to that inferred for the seismicity 
located in the fault hanging-wall (0.85) which, on the contrary, is characterized by a 
higher rate of seismicity. In the Alto Tiberina fault zone we also observe the presence 
of clusters of earthquakes that have the peculiarity to occur with relatively short time 
delays and the occurrence of repeaters: earthquakes repeatedly rupturing the same 
fault patch. 
We discuss several interpretations of the results in order to explain the role of this low 
angle normal fault in accommodating crustal extension and generating micro-
earthquakes. The hazard related to this major fault still has to be evaluated. We 
suggest an interpretative model in which the fault zone rheology is defined using rate- 
and state-dependent constitutive laws so that crustal extension is mostly 
accommodated by aseismic slip in velocity strengthening areas whilst micro-
earthquakes occur in velocity weakening patches. We propose that these short-lived 
frictional instabilities are triggered by fluid overpressure events related to the build-up 
of CO2 – rich fluids known to originate from a regional-scale mantle source located 
below the ATF. 
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3D modelling of fault-zone architecture along a major Alpine wrench 
lineament: the Pusteria and Sprechenstein-Val di Mules fault system 

A. Bistacchi1, M. Massironi2, L. Menegon2 
1Dipartimento di Scienze Geologiche e Geotecnologie, Università di Milano Bicocca, Italy 
(andrea.bistacchi@unimib.it) 
2Dipartimento di Geoscienze, Università di Padova, Italy 

The E-W Pusteria (Pustertal) line is the eastern segment of the Periadriatic lineament, 
the >600 km tectonic boundary between the Europe and Adria-vergent portions of the 
Alpine collisional orogen (Dal Piaz et al., 2003). The crustal-scale Periadriatic 
lineament is characterized by a transcurrent polyphase activity of Tertiary age, and is 
marked by an array of calcalkaline to shoshonitic magmatic bodies. The western edge 
of the Pusteria line is marked by the Mules tonalitic “lamella” and represents the 
tectonic divide between the Austroalpine paragneiss to the N and the Brixen granitoid 
to the S. The Pusteria line, in turn, is cut by the later Sprechenstein-Val di Mules fault, 
actually the kinematic linkage between the Pusteria system and the extensional 
Brenner detachment during the Miocene-onward lateral extrusion of the Tauern 
window block towards the E. At the map scale, this line is characterized by a complex 
network of dextral brittle fault zones, interconnected by contractional step-overs. 
A 3D geological model of the fault network, where each major fault segment is 
represented as a discrete surface, has been reconstructed from borehole data and a 
detailed 1:5000 geological map by means of the geomodeling package gOcad. In this 
model, continuous fault surfaces are discretised as triangulated surfaces interpolated 
with the DSI algorithm (Mallet, 2002). This algorithm is particularly well suited to 
model natural objects, such as fault networks, because, while retaining the imposed 
topology, it allows for different concurrent constraints to be set: hard and soft 
constraints on position, constraints on attitude, constraints on intersection with other 
fault surfaces, etc. The 3D fault network model has been interactively validated by 
means of retrodeformation of the Sprechenstein-Val di Mules fault. An implicit 
approach to fault network modelling will be attempted in the future, where each fault 
surface is represented as a level set of a potential function defined on the 3D 
modelling domain. This approach will allow to automatically handle topological 
relationships between fault segments in a natural and global way (Tertois, 2007). 
Having reconstructed the geometry and topology of the fault network, the next step is 
to populate the model with fault rocks and structural/geomechanical properties. 
Continuous or categorical properties (the latter being the result of some sort of 
classification) can be represented in a 3D geomodel as discrete functions defined 
either on volumetric or surface objects, and both these data structures has been used in 
our model for damage and core zones respectively. In any case, available 
classification and representation schemas have been modified and adapted in order to 
account for the scale and spatial resolution of the 3D model. 
Core zones are assumed to have their mean surfaces coincident with surfaces of the 
fault network. The finite thickness of cores is not represented explicitly, with 
volumetric objects, because of the very low thickness of these objects with respect to 
areal extension. Therefore, we prefer to represent core thickness as a continuous 
property of fault surfaces. Also fault-rock classification and other continuous or 
categorical properties have been represented as discrete functions of surfaces of the 
fault network. Hence, each fault core in the model is represented with a triangulated 
surface, which carries properties such as core thickness and fault rock type (these 
properties can be visualized with isopach curves or with a categorical colour-coded 
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legend). Several problems and limitations have arisen in the interpolation and/or 
simulation of these properties, but in general the very flexible DSI algorithm can be 
applied successfully. The relationships between thickness of the fault core, type of 
fault rock, lithology of the host rock, and topological position in the fault network can 
be very effectively highlighted by means of this representation. 
On the other hand, damage zones can be represented as fully-3D volumetric objects. 
Different properties, which concur in representing the “degree of damage”, are 
modelled as continuous or categorical functions defined on different 3D portions of 
the damage zones: number and attitude of joint sets, fracture spacing, etc. A multi-
criteria classification, which attempts to summarise the “degree of damage”, is 
proposed. Apart from obvious relationships with lithology of the host rock, this 
synthesis model highlights lobe-shaped strong-damage volumes centred on step-
overs, and generally implies lower levels of damage along rectilinear fault segments. 
Also attitude of joint sets shows variations with respect to position in the fault 
network. These results can be compared with mechanical models, which predict stress 
intensity and orientation variations in a fault network. 
In addition, the 3D structural model provides the basis for further studies. For 
instance, a relative permeability model can be derived from the structural model, 
based on qualitative inferences about the hydrogeological behaviour of damage and 
core zones. It highlights the architecture of relatively more permeable conduits 
(assumed to correspond to highly fractured damage zones) and sealing boundaries 
(e.g. continuous clay-bearing fault gouge horizons). Enhanced damage in and around 
compressional step-overs seems to be the locus for more focused and important fluid 
flow. This point will be further investigated by means of geochemical data. 

Fig. 1. Fault network model, viewed from the NW, and horizontal cross section of the “degree 
of damage” volumetric property defined on damage zones. Lobe-shaped strong-damage 
volumes (red and orange) appear to be centred on step-overs. Bounding box is 3.6 x 2.8 x 0.9 
km. 
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Karst faults: mechanism of evolution and its modelling 
M. Khramchenkov1, V. Konyukhov2, A. Chekalin2 

1Kazan State University, NIIMM, Nujyn str.,1/37, Kazan, 420008, Russia 
(mkhramch@ksu.ru) 
2Kazan State University, NIIMM, Nujyn str.,1/37, Kazan, 420008, Russia 

Processes which are caused by dissolution of fractures of some types of rocks by 
filtered waters with formation of emptiness (cavities, caves, etc.), and the changes 
connected to this process in overlapping soils (formation of sinkholes, subsidence) are 
called karst processes. We construct mathematical model, which connects parameters 
of one fracture dissolution process, with characteristics of system fracture dissolution. 
On this basis size fracture distribution is constructed depending on physical and 
chemical characteristics of process of dissolution process, and hydrodynamic 
parameters various cases (laminar and turbulent flow). In practice change of the form 
of earth surface (sinkholes, subsidence) caused by washout of a soil by underground 
stream (subsurface erosion) is well-known. Usually process of underground erosion of 
a soil begins when there is a hydraulic connection between initially non-connected 
layers, caused by local destruction of a low-permeable bed. So, at occurrence of 
hydraulic interaction of different aquifers there can be a destruction of a soil structure 
both descending, and an ascending underground flux. This process results in 
formation of a zone in which the arch of destruction of the soil is formed, causing 
formation of karst sinkholes. Underground erosion of a soil can be caused and by 
artificial reasons, for example, actions on artificial water-downturn or infringement of 
integrity of pipelines. As a rule, in many cases physical washout of a soil begins after 
achievement by a gradient of hydraulic head H of some characteristic value 0I  for the 
given soil [1]. It is necessary to note, that destruction affects not all but only some 
fractions of a soil. Usually underground erosion affects the finest fractions which 
serve as cement for the more large fractions of a soil. Thus the soil loses ability to 
resist the loading, and in time break-fall of this part of a soil occurs. It causes the 
formation of sinkholes on a earth surface. We examined the soil saturated with water 
which particles in places of contact are fastened by some binding substance which 
initial share in a lump of a soil is insignificant. At strong enough underground flux 
binding can start to collapse. Process of underground erosion at which share binding 
and, hence, cohesion of soil particles, will gradually fall in this case begins. Together 
with it, obviously, first of all, durability of a soil will decrease for break and shift. 
Physically reduction of the contents of binding in a soil results in decrease in cohesion 
of particles of a soil. According to the representations advanced in [1], reduction of 
cohesion results in reduction of factor of a fortress of a soil and to reduction of 
threshold value of width of the cavity providing sinkhole. Let N – a volume fraction 
of substance of the soil, capable to erosion, H – hydraulic head. Further, it is possible 
to accept, that destruction binding occurs at excess by a gradient of a head H∇  of 
some critical size 0I  (which, generally speaking, can vary with changing of N), and 
velocity of destruction is a function of 0( )H I∇ − . Thus, for change in time of non-
negative part of N the equation of a kind turns out 

0/ ( , ( ))N t N N I∂ ∂ = −Ψ ∇ −   (1) 

Here the velocity of destruction binding 0( , ( ))N N IΨ ∇ −  is a function, positive at 

00,N H I≥ ∇ ≥ , and equal to zero in other cases, is considered set together 0 ( )I N  
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and a reference value 0N . It is possible to count, that the size N obviously defines 
durable properties of a skeleton (before its destruction starts). However in the given 
work questions of durability and destruction of a skeleton of a soil as a whole are not 
examined. The purpose of work was calculation of distribution of N during 
underground erosion at a motionless skeleton when irreversible deformations (here we 
do not determine the moment of the beginning of deformations and it is considered, 
that the skeleton remains motionless all time of process). The ratio (1) allows to 
realize numerical calculations if values H∇  will be found. Further the received 
model was solved numerically. Various variants of formation of karst failures have 
been investigated depending on number of cavities in the rock, velocity of filtration, 
processes of sedimentation of the formed suspension, and other factors. 
 
Acknowledgements: Work was supported ISTC, the project no. 3225. 
References: Goldin, A.L. and Rasskazov, L.N. (2001) Design of Earth Dams: ASV (In Rus). 
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Physical properties and microstructures in core samples near the 
Chelungpu fault in Taiwan 

C. David1, L. Louis1, P. Robion1, F. Humbert1, T.-f. Wong2, N.T. Chen2, A.-M. 
Boullier3, S.R. Song4 
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4National Taiwan University, Taiwan 

The Chi-Chi earthquake (Mw=7.6) in 1999 activated the Chelungpu fault in Western 
Taiwan and caused severe damage to the country. The Taiwan Chelungpu fault 
Drilling Project (TCDP) was operated in 2004-2005 in order to cross the earthquake 
slip zone materials at depth, with excellent core recovery. Two major boreholes 
separated by a distance of about 40 meters have been drilled down to 2003 meters 
(hole A) and 1352 meters (hole B). The anisotropy of several physical properties like 
magnetic susceptibility (AMS), P-wave velocity (APV) and electrical conductivity 
was investigated in laboratory experiments on core samples retrieved from the TCDP 
holes A and B at depths ranging from 600 to 1400 meters. Two different facies were 
studied: sandstones and siltstones. Our data show that the AMS was similar for all the 
samples regardless of facies, with a magnetic fabric characteristic of weakly deformed 
sedimentary rocks that had undergone layer parallel shortening. This robust 
observation applies to both the siltstones and sandstones over the broad range of 
depths that was sampled. In contrast the P-wave velocity anisotropy in the TCDP 
samples reflects fundamental differences between the elastic fabrics of the two facies. 
Indeed APV of the sandstones seems to be controlled by microcrack porosity, with a 
preferred orientation correlated with the maximum principal direction of paleostress 
and tectonic deformation. This observation is confirmed by microstructure analyses 
on thin-sections, and by the anisotropy of electrical conductivity in the sandstone 
samples. Our study underscores the relatively strong anisotropy of several physical 
properties consistently for hole-A and hole-B samples, in relation with bedding 
foliation and tectonic loading. As the set of samples collected in hole B is 
representative of both wall rock and damage zones, our results tend to show that as far 
as AMS measurements are concerned magnetic fabrics remain similar in wall rock 
and damage zones, suggesting no further internal deformation in the damage zone. 
However a significant increase both in mean magnetic susceptibility and AMS was 
observed in the damage zone close to the slip zone associated with the Chi-Chi 
earthquake at 1136 meters in Hole B. 
Finally we present some observations on the textures related to deformation and fluid 
circulation in the fault core zones in Hole A and B. 
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Top figure: equal area lower hemisphere projection of the principal axes for magnetic 
susceptibility and P-wave velocity for the hole A samples. Notice the difference in the elastic 
fabric (APV) between the siltstone and the sandstone samples. 
 
Bottom figure: the rotation of the principal axes for P-wave velocity in the sandstone samples 
is interpreted as resulting from the presence of microcracks which normal is parallel to the 
bedding strike. 
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Fluid overpressure as the triggering mechanism for the seismicity of 
the Northern Apennines: constraints from field and laboratory data 

N. De Paola1, C. Collettini1, D. Faulkner2 
1GSG, Dipartimento di Scienze della Terra, Università di Perugia, Italy (colle@unipg.it) 
2Rock Deformation Lab, University of Liverpool, UK 

The integration of seismic reflection profiles with well-located earthquakes show that 
the mainshocks of the 1997-1998 Colfiorito seismic sequence (Central Italy) 
nucleated at a depth of ~6 km within the Triassic evaporites. In the same lithology, 
made of interbeds of dolomites and anhydrites, two deep boreholes (~4 km), located 
at about 30 km from the epicentral area, encountered CO2 at near lithostatic pressure. 
In order to investigate the deformation processes operating at depth in the source 
region of the Colfiorito earthquakes we have characterised: 1) fault rocks and fault 
zone architecture by studying outcrops of the Triassic Evaporites exposed in Tuscany, 
and 2) rheology and permeability by performing triaxial rock deformation 
experiments on anhydrite and dolomite samples collected in deep boreholes of the 
Northern Apennines. In the field, large displacement (>100 m) evaporites-bearing 
faults show the typical features of the frictional regime with a prominent fault core, up 
to 2 m thick, and a damage zone which is well developed in the dolostones, with 
centimetre scale fractures and veins, and is almost absent in the sulphates-rich 
horizons. The fault rocks, made of dolomite and gypsum/anhydrite, consist of fine-
grained cataclasites in some portions evolving into a foliated cataclasite and fault 
gouge. A common feature observed within the fault core is the presence of localised 
shear along discrete striated fault planes, parallel to the boundaries of the fault zone. 
These are characterised by continuous principal slip surfaces, 10-20 μm thick, 
developed within a fine-grained dolomite-rich cataclasite. SEM analyses suggest that 
these principal slip surfaces acted as channels for exotic fluids. Triaxial load and 
permeability tests performed at room temperature and 100 MPa confining pressure 
(Pc) on borehole samples, show that for Pe < 20 MPa the anhydrites display brittle 
behaviour with the development of a discrete fault plane and associated stress drop, 
where Pe is the effective pressure and Pf is the pore fluid pressure. For Pe > 20 MPa 
the tests display the transition to brittle/ductile behaviour with distributed deformation 
(cataclastic bands), larger ductility and no stress drop. Hydrostatic permeability 
measurements obtained for different Pf values show low values of permeability even 
at sub-lithostatic fluid pressure with k in the range 10-21–10-22 m2 for the dolomite and 
10-19–10-21 m2 for the anhydrite. Permeability measurements during cyclic loading 
tests show that anhydrite-permeability tends to reduce for increasing loading untill a 
threshold value of about 90% of the maximum sustainable load is reached. When 
loading exceeds this critical value, permeability increases of about 1-2 orders of 
magnitude before a dramatic peak, up to 4-5 orders of magnitude, is observed when 
approaching failure. Field and lab data suggest that during the seismic cycle, the 
permeability of the dolostones within the damage zone is likely high and controlled 
by mesoscale fracture patterns. On the other hand, the absence of mesoscale fracture 
patterns within sulphates layers and the low values of permeability measured during 
lab tests for the anhydrites, suggest that fluid overpressure can be maintained in this 
lithology within the damage zone as far as the co-seismic period. In the active area of 
the Northern Apennines when deep seated, CO2-rich crustal fluids encounter the 
Triassic evaporites, patches of fluid overpressure in the proximity of a fault may lead 
to frictional instability promoting seismic rupture nucleation. We speculate that the 
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principal slip surfaces observed in the exhumed Evaporites-bearing faults represent 
the result of similar fluid-assisted rupture nucleations. 
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Effect of the intermediate principal stress on fault strike and dip 
theoretical analysis and experimental verification 

B. Haimson1 & J.W. Rudnicki2 
1Dept. of Materials Sci. and Engn., and Geol. Engn. Program, Univ. of Wisconsin, Madison, 
WI, USA (bhaimson@wisc.edu) 
2Dept. of Civil and Env. Engn. Northwestern University, Evanston, IL, USA 

True triaxial compression experiments on dry rectangular prisms of Westerly granite, 
KTB amphibolite, and a massive (TCDP) siltstone abutting the active Chelungpu 
Fault, Taiwan, revealed some common brittle fracture characteristics, not usually 
observed in conventional triaxial testing (in which σ σ=2 3 ). For each rock type we 
conducted several groups of tests, each for a constant σ3 and an intermediate principal 

stress σ2  that was varied from test to test between σ σ=2 3 and σ2  approaching ( )at failureσ1 . 
Among the major findings was the observation that brittle failure under true triaxial 
stresses takes the form of a shear fracture or fault, striking within 10° of the 
σ2direction and steeply dipping in the σ3direction. For axisymmetric stress conditions 
fault dip angle decreases gradually as σ σ=2 3 rises. However, for 2 3σ σ≠  the 
intermediate principal stress controls the fault dip angle, which generally increases 
steadily as the level of σ2  is raised while holding σ3  constant. Within the range of σ2  
tested, the dip angle increases by substantial amounts (up to 20°) from its base value 
for which σ σ=2 3  (example shown in Figure 1a). 
The same experimental data show that dip angle decreases as a function of the 
deviatoric stress parameter 2 /N s τ= −  (Figure 1b), as N varies from 1/ 3− for 
axisymmetric compression to 1/ 3 for axisymmetric compression (where 2s  is the 

intermediate principal deviatoric stress ( ) /s σ σ σ σ= − + +2 2 1 2 3 3 , /ij ijs sτ = 2 is the 
second invariant of the deviatoric stress and the ijs are components of the deviatoric 
stress). This trend is consistent with the predictions of Rudnicki and Rice [1975] 
based on a theory of failure as a bifurcation from homogeneous deformation into 
localized shear deformation in a planar band. These predictions employ a constitutive 
theory of the Drucker-Prager type that depends on stress only through the mean stress 

( ) /σ σ σ σ= + +1 2 3 3and τ . Nevertheless, the variation with N of the predictions and 
observations for the dip angle do indicate a dependence on the third stress invariant. 
The Rudnicki and Rice prediction for the dip angle also depends on the elastic 
Poisson’s ratio and the sum β μ+ , where μ is the slope of the yield surface (not 
necessarily constant) in the  vs. τ σ plane and β is the ratio of inelastic increments of 
volume strain (positive for dilation) to inelastic increments of shear strain. 
Although the predicted dip angle is qualitatively in accord with the data, the measured 
angles typically decrease less rapidly with N  for constant values of β μ+ . This 
discrepancy may result from several possibilities. One is that the value of β μ+  may 
depend on the mean stressσ , as suggested by the observed decrease in dip angle with 
confining stress for axisymmetric compression. Alternatively, the observed values of 
dip angle at different values of N and σ could be used to infer the dependence of 
β μ+ on σ although it would be preferable to determine these parameters 
independently. The sum β μ+  may depend, in addition, on parameters that track the 
evolution of plastic deformation. Another possibility is that use of the bifurcation 

mailto:bhaimson@wisc.edu
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theory with a more elaborate constitutive model that included the third stress invariant 
would yield quantitatively better agreement between theory and prediction. 
 

 
Fault dip as a function of σ2 

Comparison with shear localization theory by Rudnicki 
and Rice (1975) 
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Figure 1. Fault dip angle θ in siltstone (a) as a function of σ2  and (b) as a function of N . 
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Strength and deformability of granodiorite core from the SAFOD 
drillhole (San Andreas Fault Observatory at Depth) under true 

triaxial stress conditions 
B. Haimson & H. Lee 

University of Wisconsin, Madison, WI 53706-1595 United States (bhaimson@wisc.edu) 

A limited amount of core from the 1462-1470m segment of the SAFOD (San Andreas 
Fault Observatory at Depth) drillhole, near Parkfield, California, was made available 
to us for mechanical testing under true triaxial stress conditions. The objective of this 
project is to derive critical mechanical properties, analyze brittle fracture 
characteristics, and establish the strength criterion of the Salinian granodiorite that 
abuts the Fault on the West, as well as assist in the estimation of the in situ stress 
conditions in the vicinity to the Fault. The core received was intact but traversed by 
numerous fractures, a fact that reduced the number of rectangular prismatic specimens 
(19×19×38 mm3) produced. Nevertheless, a series of true triaxial tests in which σ1 
was monotonically raised to failure while holding constant σ2 and independently σ3, 
revealed some important mechanical characteristics. Five sets of tests in which σ3 was 
kept constant (20, 40, 80, 120, 160 MPa) and σ2 was varied from test to test, 
consistently showed that the granodiorite compressive strength increases not only 
with σ3, but also with σ2 for constant σ3, contrary to the commonly accepted Mohr 
criterion assumption (Figure 1). Depending on the magnitude of σ2 the true triaxial 
strength can reach levels of up to 60% higher than those predicted based on 
conventional triaxial tests (where σ2 = σ3). Plotting all test results in the domain of 
octahedral shear stress at failure τoct as a function of the mean stress acting on the 
plain of failure, as proposed by Mogi (JGR, 1971), yielded a well constrained true 
triaxial strength criterion in the form of a power function: τoct = 2.39[(σ1 + σ3)/2]0.78 (r 
= 0.99). Failure plane was always steeply dipping in the σ3 direction, with the dip 
angle increasing with σ2 for constant σ3. Volumetric strain for constant σ3 indicated a 
rise in the dilatancy onset as the intermediate principal stress was raised above the 
least principal stress. For example for σ3 = 80 MPa, dilatancy onset rose from 31% of 
σ1(at failure) at σ2 = 160 MPa, to 48% of σ1(at failure) at σ2 = 320 MPa. SEM inspection of 
tested specimens reveals that the brittle fracture process involves microcrack 
localization, culminating in a through-going inclined shear fracture that follows a 
tortuous path and in places develops an en-echelon pattern (Figure 2). 
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Anisotropy of physical properties and microstructure of two SAFOD 
spot core samples 

L. Louis1, T.M. Chen2, P. Robion1, C. David1, T.-f. Wong2 

1 Université de Cergy-Pontoise, France (laurent.louis@u-cergy.fr) 
2 State University of New-York at Stony Brook, USA 

Two core samples from the SAFOD main hole, one arkose and one shale, respectively 
located at 3063 meters and 3992 meters measured depth (i.e. along the borehole) have 
been studied through the measurement of P-wave velocity, magnetic susceptibility, 
and the estimation of their associated anisotropies. Our data indicate appreciable 
acoustic and magnetic anisotropies in both arkose and shale, which can be attributed 
to deformation features. To reorient the samples with respect to geographical 
reference, directional data were rotated so that the bedding plane obtained from AMS 
measurements coincides with the image log picks of the bedding performed by the 
Stanford team. Reoriented stereoplots provide insight into the direction of the 
maximum compressive stress on both sides of the SAF zone. In order to confirm 
interpretations based on AMS and APV data in terms of the microstructure, results of 
AMS measurements on samples saturated with ferrofluid, mercury injection 
porosimetry and ongoing thin section analysis will also be presented. 
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Relations between faults and seismicity in the Cottian Alps (Central-
Western Alps) by an integrated approach between structural 

analysis, morphotectonics and seismic data 
G. Perrone1, P. Cadoppi1,3, E. Eva2, M. Giardino1, S. Tallone3 

1Dipartimento di Scienze della Terra, Università di Torino, Italy (gianluigi.perrone@unito.it) 
2Istituto Nazionale di Geofisica e Vulcanologia, Italy 
3C.N.R. IGG - sezione di Torino, Italy 

The most internal sector of the Cottian Alps is characterized by a present-day 
widespread seismicity with low magnitude events (ML< 3), though in the past some 
medium grade seismic events (MS=5,5) occurred. Nevertheless, for this part of the 
Alpine chain, an updated geological map and a seismotectonic model are still lacking. 
This work started to fill this gap for the Northern sector of the Dora-Maira Unit 
(DMU), cropping out in the inner part of the Cottian Alps. The DMU is a slice of 
continental crust belonging to the Penninic Domain of the Western Alps that 
experienced a complex Alpine metamorphic structural evolution. Apatite fission track 
data (Malusà et al., 2005) suggest that the DMU reached shallow crustal levels in 
Oligocene where a semi-brittle to brittle fault network developed. 
 

 
 
Figure 1 - Tectonic sketch map of Western Alps. DM: Dora-Maira Unit; GP: Gran Paradiso 
Unit; MR: Monte-Rosa Unit; PTB: Piedmont Tertiary Basin; TH: Torino Hill; M: 
Monferrato; pf: Penninic Front; chl: Chamonix Line; cl: Canavese Line; crl: Cremosina 
Line; tl: Tonale Line; arl: Aosta-Ranzola Line; sf: Simplon Fault; rl: Rodano Line; stf. Stura 
Fault; rdfz: Rio Freddo deformation Zone; cffz: colle delle Finestre Fault Zone; svz: Sestri-
Voltaggio Zone; ptf: Padan Thrust Front; sat: Southern Alpine Thrust; scsz: Susa-Chisone 
shear zone. The dashed rectangle shows the studied area. 
 
The post-Oligocenic structural evolution of this part of W-Alps is characterize by two 
deformation phases. To the earlier phase is associated the development of an E/W 
left-lateral fault zone, whose characteristics (albite, chlorite and quartz 
mineralizations on fault planes) indicate that formed under brittle-ductile conditions. 
This fault zone is interpreted as a lateral ramp of Oligo-Miocene back-thrusts (Roure 
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et al., 1990) whose propagation, at regional scale, could be related to the transpressive 
regime induced by the anticlockwise rotation of the Adria plate (Collombet et al., 
2002). 
To the following deformation event is related the development and reactivation of N/S 
normal faults. At mesoscale these faults crosscut older structures with fault rocks 
represented by breccias, microbreccias. No mineralization has been observed on the 
fault surfaces. These evidences indicate that these structures formed under very 
shallow crustal levels. The activity of these faults could be related to the uplift and to 
the subsequent isostatic readjustment of the fractionated lithosphere induced by the 
regional transpressive regime (Cadoppi et al., 2006). 
The more recent (Plio-Quaternary) tectonic activity in the study area has been 
investigated comparing structural, morphotectonic and seismic data. In the internal 
sector of the Cottian Alps, seismicity is confined at shallow crustal levels (minor than 
10 km) and lines up to a NNE/SSW direction joining the N/S faults. Geomorphic 
evidences as the occurrence of strongly incised straight valleys with asymmetric 
cross-section and the occurrence of debris slope deposits and small landslides along 
these structures suggest a recent tectonic activity for these structures. 
Focal mechanisms, showing transtensive and extensional solutions with roughly E/W 
trending T axes (Eva et al., 1997; Perrone et al., 2005; Perrone, 2006) for this sector 
of Western Alps, indicate that such an extensional regime is still on-going. These 
interpretations are also in agreement with geodetic data, showing extension in the core 
of the chain (Calais et al., 2002). 
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Petrofabric, compositional features and seismic properties of 
metamorphic rocks: a multiple approach 

R. Cirrincione1, J.A.D. Connolly2, H. Kern3, G. Ortolano4, A. Pezzino4, R. Punturo4 
1Dpt Earth Sciences, University of Calabria, Via P. Bucci, Arcavacata di Rende (CS), Italy 
2Earth Sciences Department, Swiss Federal Institute of Technology, 8092 Zurich, Switzerland 
3Institut of Geological Sciences, University of Kiel, 24098 Kiel, Germany 
4Dep. Geological Sciences, University of Catania, Corso Italia, 57, Catania, Italy 
(punturo@unict.it) 

The research focuses on the relationship between the volume fraction and distribution 
of mineral phases of two paragneisses representative of the crystalline basement of the 
Peloritani Mountains, NE Sicily (Atzori et al., 2003) and their seismic properties. The 
aim is to identify the similarities and differences obtained using various approaches to 
better understand the petrophysical properties of the rocks at elevated temperature and 
pressure. 
Petrophysical investigation was made with three methodologies: 
1. Calculation of seismic properties as a function of pressure (P) and temperature (T) 
from mineralogy and properties predicted by thermodynamic methods (Connolly and 
Petrini, 2002; Hacker and Abers, 2004); 
2. Simultaneous measurements of seismic velocities into three orthogonal directions 
of sample cubes with a multi-anvil apparatus at controlled P and T (Pmax= 600GPa; 
Tmax= 600°C) (Punturo et al., 2005); 
3. Calculation of seismic velocities based on lattice preferred orientation (LPO) of the 
constituent minerals, their elastic constants and their abundance within the rock 
(Mainprice, 1990). 
Results: through the thermodynamic approach we obtained petrophysical properties of 
the rock (e.g. Vp, Vs, density, Poisson’s ratio) at equilibrium conditions. However, 
this methodology does not account for the role of the microstructural and textural 
features of the rock: since texture is not a thermodynamic property, the rock is 
considered to be isotropic. 
In contrast, laboratory measurements on cubes into three orthogonal directions at 
controlled T and P, allow determination of the directional dependence (anisotropy) of 
P- and S-wave velocities and shear wave splitting, caused by extrinsic (crack-related) 
and intrinsic (fabric-related) properties, and permit to elucidate their relation to 
structural elements such as foliation and lineation as well as extrapolations to in situ 
conditions. The calculation of the 3D velocity distribution based on the lattice 
preferred orientation (LPO) of major minerals gives evidence for the nature of the 
intrinsic (matrix) anisotropy and important information on the contribution of the 
various rock-forming minerals to the measured bulk velocity anisotropy. 
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Two earthquakes of magnitudes Mw=5.7 and 6 marked the beginning of a sequence 
that lasted more than 30 days in the northern Apennines of Italy in September 1997, 
characterised by thousands of aftershocks and four additional events with magnitudes 
5 <Mw< 6. Geologic cross-section integrating surface geology with seismic reflection 
profiles show that the first two mainshocks and the largest aftershocks nucleated in 
the Triassic Evaporites (TE) at depth of about 4-6 km. The TE formation is a 
sedimentary sequence up to 2-2.5 km thick, which has been affected by post 
depositional diagenetic and tectonic processes. The time-space evolution of the 
seismic sequence seems to be driven by a fluid pressure pulse generated from the 
coseismic release of fluid overpressure trapped within TE. This interpretation is 
consistent with the CO2 overpressure observed at two deep (~ 4 km) boreholes located 
close to the epicentral area within the TE at 85% of the lithostatic load. 
The aim of this work is to assess the evolutions of physical properties of TE at depth 
by studying the evolution under varying effective pressure in order to quantitatively 
interpret the geophysical investigations. We report a first data set of laboratory 
measurements of density, porosity and P- and S-wave velocities on samples of the TE 
from exposed outcrops in Tuscany. Velocity measurements have been performed in a 
hydrostatic pressure vessel during increasing and decreasing effective pressure-cycle 
for both dry and wet samples. Density measurements are characterized by a general 
low porosity ( < 6%). P-wave velocities measured at room pressure are in good 
agreement with density. By increasing effective pressure from 0 to 100MPa, P-wave 
velocity increases of about 20% and 5% in dry and in wet samples respectively. Low 
velocities hysteresis observed after the pressurization-depressurization cycle, suggests 
that the bulk of deformation in hydrostatic stress conditions is elastic. This 
observation is in good agreement with a dominant cracks porosity, originated from 
processes such as dedolomitization and re-hydration of TE during the exhumation. 
Preliminary microstructural observations carried out with a field emission SEM are 
presented in order to elucidate the porosity geometry and the main features of 
microcracks (geometry, crack density and aspect ratio). 
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Session 4 - Fracture and flow in volcanic and geothermal areas and 
physical properties of volcanic rocks 
 
Oral presentations (Friday, 28th September) 
 
9.00-9.40 Keynote: Seismic event rate as a precursor to volcanic eruptions 

Kilburn C. 
 
9.40-10.00 The evolution of elastic moduli with increasing damage during cyclic 

loading of Etna basalt 
Heap M.J., Vinciguerra S., Meredith P.G., Boon S.A. 

 
10.00-10.20 Fracture of andesite in the brittle and brittle-ductile transition regimes 

Smith R., Sammonds P.R., Kilburn C.R.J., Tuffen H. 
 
10.20-10.40 Analysis of fracture in a soft rock (Neapolitan Tuff) using digital image 

correlation with displacement discontinuity quantification 
Hall S.A., Viggiani G., Bésuelle P. 

 
10.40-11.00 Laboratory AE simulation of the transition between VT and LP events 
in 

active volcanoes 
Benson P.M., Meredith P.G., Vinciguerra S., Young P.R. 

 
11.00-11-20 Numerical simulations of magma and rock dynamics in volcanic 

environments 
Papale P., Longo A., O’Brien G., Vassalli M., Saccorotti G., 
Bean C., Barbato D., Barsanti M. 

 
 
(Saturday, 29h September) 
 
9.00-9.40 Keynote: Advances in the prediction of shear events induced from 

mechanical stimulation 
Kohl T. 

 
9.40-10.00 Well path design and stimulation treatments at the geothermal research 

well GtGrSk4/05 in Groß Schönebeck 
Zimmermann G., Reinicke A., Blöcher G., Milsch H., Holl H.-
G., Moeck I., Kranz S., Brandt W., Saadat A., Huenges E. 
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Posters (from Friday, 28th to Sunday, 30th September) 
 
21) Physical properties of tuffs from a scientific borehole at Alban hills volcanic 
district (central Italy) 

Vinciguerra S., Del Gaudio P., Mariucci M.T., Marra F., Meredith P.G., 
Montone P., Pierdominici S., Scarlato P.G. 

 
22) Drilling active volcanic areas: in situ physical measurements at Alban Hills 
(Rome, Central Italy) 
 Mariucci M.T., Montone P., Pierdominici S., Marra F., Florindo F. 
 
23) Chemical and isotopic characterisation of gas and water in a scientific borehole at 
Alban Hills: new insights about fluids circulation and natural gas hazard 

Pizzino L., Cinti D., Voltattorni N., Sciarra A., Quattrocchi F. 
 
24) Physical properties of Icelandic basalts: field observations and experimental data 

Adelinet M., Fortin J., Geoffroy L. 
 
25) Effects of volcanic seismic events on the Stromboli stability by finite difference 
numerical modelling 

Apuani T., Merri A., Masetti M. 
 
26) Anhydrite cementation patterns on the core scale 

Mürmann M., Kühn M., Wagner R., Meyn V., Clauser C. 
 
27) Hydro-thermal flows in a rough fracture 

Neuville A., Toussaint R., Schmittbuhl J. 
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Forecasting eruptions from patterns of volcano-tectonic seismicity 
C.R.J. Kilburn, A. Bell, R. Smith, C. Matthews 

Benfield UCL Hazard Research Centre, Dept Earth Sciences, UCL, UK (c.kilburn@ucl.ac.uk) 

Increases in volcano-tectonic (VT) event rate are the most-commonly monitored 
precursors to eruptions. They frequently evolve between two limiting trends, 
described by exponential and hyperbolic increases with time. Such constraints are 
remarkable, because they occur independently of the magnitudes of the events 
themselves. Indeed, similar constraints may also apply to rates of acoustic emissions 
detected before the bulk fracture of rock in the laboratory. The limits thus appear to 
represent general, scale-independent constraints on the approach to bulk failure, so 
that their quantification has the potential to yield reliable short-term forecasts of 
eruptions. Short-term pre-eruptive seismicity commonly evolves at depths of less than 
5-7 km, within a region ~1-10 km across. Most detected events have magnitudes of 0-
2, corresponding to movements of about 1-10 mm over fault lengths of 10-100 m. The 
events often occur throughout the whole 'seismic volume' during the entire precursory 
sequence without a strongly-preferred upward migration. The simplest interpretation 
is that the detected events reflect the growth of faults throughout the seismic volume, 
as a new magmatic pathway is formed in response to a combination of magmatic and 
tectonic stresses. The event-rate regimes can be interpreted in terms of fault 
interaction within the seismic volume under stress. Initially, the event rate increases 
with the number of activated fractures and, hence, with the number of events that have 
occurred, yielding an exponential increase with time. Once a sufficient number of 
fractures has been activated, subsequent extension favours continued growth of the 
activated fractures, rather than the activation of new ones. The fractures unite to 
connect the magma to the surface, and so it is this stage that is associated with the 
final acceleration in seismicity before eruption. The seismic event rate now depends 
on the rate of reactivation of the same fractures, a condition that yields a hyperbolic 
increase with time, following a Boltzmann distribution for the probability of 
reactivation. Applied to eruptions after extended repose (and so requiring a new 
pathway to form), evidence of unrest at andesitic-dacitic, subduction-zone volcanoes 
are commonly detected at least 0.2-2 years beforehand. Early increases in VT event 
rate are often poorly defined, because subduction-zone volcanoes have typical repose 
intervals on the order of centuries, so that the great majority are not being monitored 
continuously. However, improved seismic networks are often operating shortly before 
eruption, and these show that hyperbolic increases can develop some 10-14 days 
before magma reaches the surface. In contrast, basaltic volcanoes in extensional 
settings show exponential increases in precursory event rate over intervals from 
months to years, but often lack a clear hyperbolic increase immediately before 
eruption. Tectonic setting may thus exert a crucial control on recognising patterns of 
short-term precursors. As a result, mitigation strategies designed for volcanoes in one 
particular tectonic regime may not necessarily be applicable to volcanoes in other 
tectonic settings. 
 
References: Kilburn CRJ, 2003. J Volcanol Geotherm Res 125, 271-289; 
Kilburn CRJ, Sammonds PR, 2005. Geophys Res Lett 32, L24313, doi: 10.1029/2005 
GL024184; 
Kilburn CRJ, Voight B, 1998. Geophys Res Letters 25, 3665-3668; 
Smith R, Kilburn CRJ, Sammonds PR, 2006. Bull Volcanol, doi: 10.1007/s00445-006-0102-
5. 
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The evolution of elastic moduli with increasing damage during cyclic 
loading of Etna basalt 

M.J. Heap1, S. Vinciguerra2, P.G. Meredith1, S.A. Boon1 
1Mineral, Ice and Rock Physics Laboratory, Department of Earth Sciences, University 
College London, UK (m.heap@ucl.ac.uk) 
2Istituto Nazionale di Geofisica e Vulcanologia, Sezione di Roma1, Italy 

Volcanic edifices are commonly subject to cycles of pressurization and 
depressurization over extended periods of time due to repeated episodes of magma 
emplacement from deep reservoirs to shallow depths. However, the effect of this 
phenomenon on the mechanical and elastic properties of volcanic rock remains 
unclear. Nevertheless, a number of important geophysical techniques, such as seismic 
tomography and ground deformation patterns, rely heavily on accurate knowledge of 
elastic properties. Hence to improve our understanding, we have performed uniaxial 
stress-cycling experiments on samples of extrusive basalt from Mount Etna, Italy. The 
basalt contains an extensive pre-existing network of isotropic, interconnected 
microcracks caused by rapid cooling. Samples were initially loaded to 20 MPa and 
then unloaded to 4 MPa, with each subsequent peak exceeding the previous one by 10 
MPa until the sample failed. Experiments on oven-dry samples demonstrated that 
there is a gradual reduction in sample stiffness with each cycle that results in a total 
decrease in static Young’s modulus of ~30% and increase in static Poisson’s ratio of 
~60%. Water-saturated samples show an almost identical trend. Calculation of elastic 
moduli from radial measurements of P- and S-wave velocities during stress-cycling 
also showed a total decrease in dynamic Young’s modulus of ~30%. Commensurate 
changes in dynamic Poisson’s ratio demonstrated the anisotropic nature of induced 
crack damage by a decrease of ~50%. These observations are attributed to the 
formation, growth and coalescence of aligned microcracks. This is further supported 
by the observation of the Kaiser ‘stress memory’ effect during acoustic emission (AE) 
analysis and by optical microscopy analysis of deformed samples. 
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Fracture of andesite in the brittle and brittle-ductile transition 
regimes 

R. Smith, P.R. Sammonds, C.R.J. Kilburn, H. Tuffen 
Department of Earth Sciences, University College London, UK (rosanna.smith@ucl.ac.uk) 

Renewed extrusion at andesitic to dacitic lava domes and collapses of these domes are 
usually preceded by hundreds to thousands of shallow high frequency, hybrid, and 
low frequency micro-earthquakes. The identification of fault textures in silica-rich 
lavas has led to the hypothesis that fracture and faulting of high temperature magma 
may be responsible for much of this seismicity. Samples of andesite from Mount 
Shasta in the Cascades, a homogenous, isotropic, porphyritic andesite that is a typical 
material for both lava domes and shallow underlying country rock, have been 
deformed in compression at temperatures of up to 900ºC, and under confining 
pressures of up to 50MPa. During these tests the axial load, axial strain and acoustic 
emissions were recorded, in order to compare the results with field observations of 
deformation and seismicity at lava domes. 
In dry conditions at temperatures from 20ºC to 600ºC and from uniaxial conditions to 
confining pressures of 50 MPa, the mechanical properties of this andesite remained 
virtually unchanged; with a peak differential compressive stress of 110 ± 30 MPa and 
a Young’s modulus of 20 ± 5 MPa. At 900 ºC the compressive strength and Young's 
modulus dropped as the behaviour became more ductile. SEM analysis of fractures 
formed at these higher temperatures showed more evidence of melt formation and 
ductile deformation than there was on fractures formed from room temperature to 600 
°C. A peak in AE hit rates coincided with macroscopic failure of all samples and a 
minimum in the seismic b-value coincided with the failure of most samples, even 
when deformed at 900ºC. Although the acceleration towards the peak in AE varied for 
different conditions, there was no systematic change with temperature or pressure. 
The amount of AE generated at 900ºC was within the range recorded during 
individual lower temperature experiments, despite other evidence of ductility. This 
provides further evidence that seismogenic fracture may occur in hot erupting magma 
and this fracturing could be a key control on extrusion mechanisms and lava dome 
stability. 
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Analysis of fracture in a soft rock (Neapolitan Tuff) using digital 
image correlation with displacement discontinuity quantification 

S.A. Hall, G. Viggiani, P. Bésuelle 
Laboratoire 3S-R, Grenoble, France (cino.viggiani@hmg.inpg.fr) 

This paper considers the failure processes of the Neapolitan Fine-Grained Tuff (FGT) 
with the particular aim of gaining improved understanding of the mechanisms of rock 
failure by fracture coalescence. The results are of interest both for understanding the 
processes of in situ structural collapses and also, with the new experimental 
observations and quantification, for a more fundamental understanding of crack 
initiation, propagation and interaction. Results from an experimental program at 
Laboratoire 3S-R in Grenoble and associated analysis by digital image correlation 
(DIC) are presented. These results allow assessment of the mechanisms of crack 
initiation, propagation and interaction in samples (both intact and with pre-existing 
artificial flaws/cuts) of natural, dry specimens of the FGT. Combined analysis of 
photographic images and acoustic emission shows that the failure is controlled by the 
pre-existing discontinuities, that the cracking process depends on the number and 
geometry of flaws present and that a number of possible mechanisms can be involved, 
in particular for the processes acting within the rock bridges between the flaws. The 
focus of this paper is understanding and quantifying these phenomena and their 
controlling factors through analysis by DIC and in particular by means of a new 
method which permits analysis of discontinuities in displacement from the DIC 
results (DIC can usually be considered just as a continuum approach). 
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Laboratory AE simulation of the transition between VT and LP 
events in active volcanoes 

P.M. Benson1,2, P.G. Meredith1, S. Vinciguerra3, R.P. Young2 
1Mineral, Ice and Rock Physics Laboratory, Department of Earth Sciences, University 
College London, UK (p.benson@ucl.ac.uk) 
2Lassonde Institute, University of Toronto, Ontario, Canada 
3Istituto Nazionale di Geofisica e Vulcanologia, Sezione di Roma1, Italy 

We have deformed basalt from Mount Etna (Italy) in triaxial compression tests under 
an effective confining pressure representative of conditions under a volcanic edifice 
(40 MPa), and at a constant strain rate of 5 x 10-6 s-1. Despite containing a high level 
of pre-existing microcrack damage, Etna basalt retains a high strength of 475 MPa. 
We have monitored the complete deformation cycle through contemporaneous 
measurements of axial strain, pore volume change / permeability, compressional wave 
velocity change and acoustic emission (AE) output. Using novel instrumentation that 
allows us to record the continuous waveform during the test at a sampling rate of 
10Mhz, we have been able to follow the complete evolution of the throughgoing shear 
fault without recourse to any artificial means of slowing the deformation. Location of 
AE events over time using standard (solid) cylindrical samples shows that 
decompression of the sample creates resonance and fluid decompression related 
signals that are qualitatively very similar to low frequency (LF) events seen in the 
field, and which commonly precede volcanic unrest. The same experiments, when 
repeated using samples with a small central conduit drilled axially to gain direct 
access to the shear/damage zone, show the same switch between ‘VT’ and ‘LF’ 
events, with the AE events during decompression preferentially located within the 
damage zone created during the shear process. 
 

   

 

mailto:p.benson@ucl.ac.uk
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Left: Brittle AE measured in the laboratory (inset, a typical sample post-failure, with AE 
superimposed). Right: Comparison to decompressions through the fracture created during the 
same test (inset, an example of a ‘low frequency’ event from Mt. Pinatubo for qualitative 
comparison). 
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Numerical simulations of magma and rock dynamics in volcanic 
environments 
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Barbato1, M. Barsanti5 

1Istituto Nazionale di Geofisica e Vulcanologia, Sezione di Pisa, Italy (papale@pi.ingv.it) 
2University College Dublin, Ireland 
3Università di Bologna, Italy 
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Magma movements in sub-surface volcanic environments are known to produce 
geophysical signals observed at the surface. These signals consist of ground 
deformation spanning a wide frequency range, and of gravity changes. Commonly, 
ground deformation and gravity measured at the surface are inverted to derive the 
position and force vs. time history of a point source. This allows constraints on the 
deep dynamics of the involved fluids (magma or geothermal fluids) to be put. 
We have developed a forward approach which consists in modelling the dynamics of 
magma flow in the sub-surface volcanic environment (magma reservoirs and volcanic 
conduits or dykes) determining mass movements and time-space distribution of stress 
on the confining rocks, and using them to determine ground deformation, seismic 
signals, and gravity changes associated with magma dynamics. Such an approach 
provides a consistent view of magma and rock dynamics associated with a wide 
variety of processes occurring below the volcano and potentially capable to generate a 
volcanic eruption, such as magma chamber replenishment, mixing of compositionally 
different magmas, volatile exsolution, magma ascent in a volcanic conduit or dyke, 
etc. Furthermore, removing the point source simplification allows us to investigate the 
geophysical signals associated with a more realistic extended source which is 
intimately tied to the magma flow dynamics. 
The numerical code for magma flow (Longo et al., Geophys. Res. Lett. 2006) 
describes the time-dependent 2D dynamics of a compressible-to-incompressible 
homogeneous multicomponent mixture made of liquid in equilibrium with an 
H2O+CO2 gas phase at local P-T-X conditions. The finite element numerical 
algorithm consists in a time-space discretization with Galerkin least-squares and 
discontinuity capturing terms, which allow high numerical stability. The code is 
implemented with the most updated models for non-ideal multicomponent gas-liquid 
thermodynamics and for the relevant properties density and viscosity, under the 
assumption of Newtonian magma rheology. The numerical code for rock dynamics 
(O’Brien and Bean, Geophys. Res. Lett. 2004) is based on an elastic lattice method 
which consists of particles arranged on a cubic lattice which interact through a central 
force term and a bond-bending force, and which allows taking into account the 
topographic surface and rock heterogeneities. One-way coupling between the two 
models occurs through the definition of the time-space force source for rock 
movements defined by the time-space stress distribution at the magma-rock boundary 
calculated by the fluid dynamic model. 
We present here the results of a study on magma chamber replenishment in a possible 
shallow chamber at Campi Flegrei. The system initial and boundary conditions are 
defined on the basis of the whole investigation carried out in the frame of a 2-year 
INGV-Department of Civil Protection project which included several tens of 
geophysicists, petrologists, geochemists, field volcanologists, and numerical 
modellers. The system is schematized as a long dyke feeding a shallow and small 
magma chamber. While the chamber initially hosts a magma with phonolitic 
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composition, the dyke provides CO2-rich magma with trachytic composition. The 
simulations show the dynamics of light magma plume rise, convection, and mixing 
with the resident magma, and other dynamic aspects of such processes which were not 
known before. Parametric studies allowed us to vary the geometry of the chamber, the 
volatile contents of the two magmas, and the initial overpressure at dyke base. By 
integrating the contribution from any point in space in the simulated domain, we 
model the expected free-air corrected gravity change associated with the simulated 
dynamics. The computed gravity changes are negative, due to the replacement at 
shallow depth of the denser phonolitic magma by the CO2-rich, lighter trachytic 
magma, with maximum values of some tens of μgal above the chamber. The 
numerical simulations of rock dynamics employ either homogeneous or 
heterogeneous rock properties, the latter defined on the basis of the results of seismic 
tomography experiments at Campi Flegrei (Zollo et al., Geophys. Res. Lett. 2003). A 
subset of simulations also employ a schematized 2D topography of the caldera region. 
The results show the time-space distribution of ground deformation and the seismic 
signals obtained by high-pass filtering at 100 s according to the frequency band of 
typical broadband seismometers. Ground movement shows oscillations related to the 
dynamics of magma convection inside the chamber, with maximum vertical 
displacements of the order of cm and typical periods concentrating in two frequency 
bands corresponding to several tens and a few to a few tens of s. A number of 
characteristics of the quasi-static and seismic-band ground movements associated 
with magma chamber replenishment at Campi Flegrei are described. The potential of 
our methods in the recognition of geophysical signals associated with deep magma 
dynamics in volcanic environment, and in the identification of short-term precursors 
of volcanic eruptions, is under investigation. 
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Advances in the prediction of shear events induced from mechanical 
stimulation 

T. Kohl & T. Mégel 
Geowatt AG, Zürich, Switzerland (kohl@geowatt.ch) 

The European EGS project Soultz-sous-Forêts is now in its decisive state by reaching 
the final reservoir depth of 5 km. The three boreholes, GPK2, GPK3 and GPK4 have 
been successfully targeted at their predefined reservoir positions. Improvement of the 
reservoir conditions through stimulation with a minimized seismic risk represents now 
a primary challenge to enable economic operation and future extension. In this 
context, the new HEX-S code has been developed to simulate the transient hydro-
mechanical response of the rock matrix to massive hydraulic injections. The 
presentation describes the successful forecast of the pressure response and shearing 
locations for the GPK4 stimulation in September 2004. As basis for this predictive 
modelling the reservoir model was derived from data analysis of the stimulation of 
GPK3 in May 2003. Stimulation flow rates up to 45 l/s at GPK4 and of >60 l/s at 
GPK3 have been applied, triggering several ten thousand of microseismic events. The 
transient numerical simulations with the HEX-S code match the main characteristics 
of both, the microseismic and the hydraulic behaviour. Different model calculations 
demonstrate the capabilities of our new approach. Key parameters in this approach are 
the magnitude/orientation of the stress field and the location/orientation of fracture 
zones along the open-hole section. It is noteworthy that the modelling became 
possible only due to the excellent data quality at the Soultz project. The results 
demonstrate that simulations based on solid physical ground can reveal the complex 
reservoir behaviour during hydraulic stimulation. The use of HEX-S also provides 
perspectives for future developments such as design calculations that enable 
optimizing cost-intensive hydraulic stimulations before hand. HEX-S is now prepared 
for calculation of optimized stimulation strategies. Examples will be shown that 
elucidate the complex history of pressure, fracture aperture and shearing. 
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Well path design and stimulation treatments at the geothermal 
research well GtGrSk4/05 in Groß Schönebeck 

G. Zimmermann, A.Reinicke, G. Blöcher, H. Milsch, H.-G. Holl, I. Moeck, S. Kranz, 
W. Brandt, A. Saadat, E. Huenges 

GeoForschungsZentrum Potsdam, Germany (zimm@gfz-potsdam.de) 

The technical feasibility of geothermal power production will be demonstrated in the 
geothermal research wells Groß Schönebeck using a borehole doublet. This task 
includes safeguarding the thermal fluid cycle and the optimisation of energy 
conversion technology at the surface. The existing well Groß Schönebeck (E GrSk 
3/90) was tested to investigate scenarios of enhancing productivity of thermal fluid 
recovery from the underground. The forthcoming project is to complete the doublet 
with a second well (Gt GrSk 4/05) with a total depth of 4400 m. For the development 
of a maximum effective pay zone the new well is inclined in the reservoir section with 
47° and was drilled in the direction of the minimum horizontal stress (σh=288°) for 
optimum hydraulic fracture alignment in relation to the stimulated pre-existing well E 
GrSk 3/90. Hence the orientation of the fractures will be 18°N in the direction of the 
maximum horizontal stress. 
The fracture treatment design comprises three fracture treatments, two in the 
sandstone section (Upper Rotliegend, Dethlingen Formation) and one in the volcanic 
section (Lower Rotliegend). In the low permeable volcanic rocks it is intended to 
perform a waterfrac treatment in conjunction with a low proppant concentration to 
achieve a long-term productivity and a fracture half length of up to 200 m. It was 
shown previously from treatments in the existing well E GrSk3/90 that the high 
permeable sandstones did not show a self propping effect. Hence it is planned to 
perform two gel proppant treatments in the sandstones to maintain long-term access to 
the reservoir. 
The aim of this paper is to present a line of argument for a decision guidance 
concerning the well path orientation and the optimum design for fracture treatments in 
the different reservoir sections. 
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Recent seismic swarms and hydrothermal activity indicate that the Quaternary 
volcanic complex of Albani hills may pose a threat to the city of Rome. A 350m 
scientific borehole was drilled for the first time in Italian volcanic areas to understand 
the inner structure and define the stress field, by means of down-hole measurements 
and laboratory analysis. We ran wire-line logs in the borehole in order to characterize 
the physical properties of the volcanic rocks and their variations with depth (see 
Mariucci et al., this session). In particular, we ran a detailed sonic log to measure P-
wave velocities from the well-head down to 110m. To further investigate velocity 
changes in detail, we carried out laboratory measurements on selected core samples 
representative of the main volcanic units. The main lithology cored was a pyroclastic-
flow deposit (tuff) from the explosive phase of activity (561-366 ka), which shows a 
wide variability in terms of grain-size and cohesiveness. We have studied two 
pyroclastic units that are the most representative of the whole volcanic succession: (1) 
a coarse-grained, extremely lithified facies, containing abundant mm-to-cm lava clasts 
and pyroxene and biotite crystals ('Pozzolane Rosse' unit), and (2) a fine-grained, 
matrix-supported pyroclastic deposit, with rare lithic lava clasts and sparse pumice 
and carbonatic clasts ('Tufo Pisolitico’ unit). 
Preliminary measurements of elastic wave velocities indicate that P-wave velocities of 
Pozzolane Rosse vary between 3.7 and 4.2 km/s, and S-wave velocities vary from 3.2 
to 4.1 km/s. In contrast, P-wave and S-wave velocities for the Tufo Pisolitico are 
much lower at 2.9 km/s and 2.6 km/s, respectively. Radial P-wave velocity 
measurements made every 10° around vertical cores show that Pozzolane Rosse has 
an anisotropy of about 25%, whereas the corresponding anisotropy for Tufo Pisolitico 
is just 3%. We interpret this difference in anisotropy as being due to the abundant 
clasts in the Pozzolane Rosse matrix controlling the heterogeneity, and hence 
producing the large anisotropy observed. Similarly, the difference in the velocity 
between the two units can be explained by the much greater lithification of the 
Pozzolane Rosse unit. Overall, this indicates how variations are significant, even 
within the same tuff lithology, and can therefore influence values adopted as input to 
models (e.g. velocity models for seismic tomographies). In order to understand the 
variation of rock properties with depth, we also present data from simultaneous 
measurements of elastic wave velocities and fluid permeability made in a servo-
controlled steady-state-flow permeameter at effective pressures from 5 to 80 MPa, 
during both increasing and decreasing pressure cycles. Selected samples were also 
thermally treated in order to take account of the role of thermal stresses. The results 
obtained from laboratory measurements and their comparison with field 
determinations, such as sonic logs, provide crucial information for the interpretation 
of the inner volcanic district structure, and in turn suggest if/how mechanical and 
thermal stress can significantly change the rheology and permeability of the Albani 
hills tuffs, opening new perspectives for the interpretation of the volcanic district 
dynamics. 
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Alban Hills are a Quaternary volcanic district located in Central Italy, SE of Rome, 
defined as “dormant” or “quiescent” volcano. Recently, many detailed investigations 
have been performed under the auspices of Italian “Dipartimento della Protezione 
Civile”, involving different branches of earth sciences. In the framework of two 
different Italian projects, in 2006 a scientific borehole was drilled in this area to better 
define the shallow crust structure under the volcanic complex, the present-day stress 
field and its evolution in recent times by means of down-hole measurements and core 
analysis. Moreover, finally the hole became a station of the Italian seismic network, 
hosting a broad-band seismometer at depth that will allow good seismic recordings in 
a very urbanized area. The drilling site was selected mainly because of its feature: it is 
located in the area where most of the seismic swarms occurred; where an uplift was 
recognized by geodetic investigations and satellite images analysis; gas 
concentrations (mainly CO2 and H2S) in the aquifers are high; gas leak at surface 
occurred in the past causing casualties; local tectonics is peculiar and seems quite 
different from the regional trend and there is, however, still a lack of active stress 
data. 
Here we summarize the drilling project, its aims and the main results but in particular 
we focus on the wire-line logs that allowed characterizing some physical properties of 
the main volcanic units of this Quaternary volcanic district. Wire-line drilling 
produced a complete stratigraphic record of the volcanic units (tuffs and lavas) down 
to the Plio-Pleistocene sedimentary basement (clays and sands) and stopped at 350m 
depth into few meters of sands. Pressurized fluids held in the sandy unit at the hole 
bottom, capped by the overlying shales, caused a blow-out while the first 
hydrofracturing test was starting. This event prevented us from continuing the planned 
hydrofrac tests, but deep fluids (mainly gases) were sampled and analysed providing 
useful information to better understand the complex fluid flow and its likely 
connection to a deep-seated magma chamber (see Pizzino et al, this session). Six 
down-hole logs were performed by ICDP Operational Support Group (GFZ-Potsdam) 
using slim tools: gamma-ray, resistivity, sonic, magnetic susceptibility, borehole 
televiewer and caliper. From the latter we recognized and analysed borehole 
breakouts, fractures and faults that helped to interpret the main tectonic features and 
the present-day stress field. The others allowed to characterize some in-situ physical 
properties of the stratigraphic units. In-situ measurements were also compared and/or 
joined to laboratory analysis on core samples for a better definition of the rock 
parameters and comprehension of the behaviour of the main volcanic units under 
different P and T conditions and their seismic response (see e.g. Vinciguerra et al., 
this session). 
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Chemical and isotopic characterisation of gas and water in a 
scientific borehole at Alban Hills: new insights about fluids 

circulation and natural gas hazard 
Pizzino L., Cinti D., Voltattorni N., Sciarra A., Quattrocchi F. 
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In the framework of a multidisciplinary project funded by the Italian Department of 
Civil Protection, focused on the Colli Albani volcanic district (Central Italy), a 350 m 
deep borehole (named CA1) was drilled in order to: 1) understand the shallow crust 
structure beneath the volcanic complex; 2) characterize the physical properties of the 
rock units through on site measurements and laboratory experiments; 3) provide data 
on the local present-day stress field, and 4) install a broad-band seismometer at depth 
of about 200m. The borehole is located near Santa Maria delle Mole village, adjacent 
to the western rim of the Tuscolano-Artemisio caldera, where several phenomena of 
unrest recently occurred. In the period 1989-90 a seismic swarm affected this area and 
a related uplift was recognized by geodetic investigations and satellite images 
analysis. In addition, this area is affected by high gas concentrations (mainly CO2 and 
H2S) both in aquifers and soils; gases have a deep origin (methamorphism of deep 
carbonates and/or magmatic degassing). Sometimes, episodes of gas exhalation from 
soil and/or gas burst can also occur due to the human activity in case of: i) removal of 
the shallow impermeable fine-grained sediments that discontinuously cover the area 
and ii) drillings (mainly for water supply) intercepting gas pockets that form at depth, 
both at the top of the permeable carbonatic platform and in the overlying sandy 
formations. Moreover, temporary widespread gas exhalation from soil can also occur 
because of natural causes (i.e. fracturing of pervious shallow sediments, mainly clays) 
due to variations in the local/regional stress field and/or local seismic activity. All 
these phenomena caused in the past illness and casualties among local inhabitants and 
animals, marking the considered area as exposed to a high Natural Gas Hazard. 
During the phase of hydraulic fracturing tests at the CA1 borehole, in a sandy unit at a 
depth between 345 and 350m, a blow-out occurred, causing the collapse of its deepest 
part. The over-pressured fluid column (mainly gas, with minor water) has risen up to 
5m from well-head and leaked out for about one hour without changing its intensity, 
with pressure measured at the surface about 30 bar. The following day the leak of gas 
and water went on but the pressure at well-head stabilized around 13 bar. In order to 
emphasise the origin of the fluids issuing from the CA1 borehole, gas and water were 
collected and analysed for their chemical and isotopic characterisation; data were 
compared with new ones gathered inside the project, concerning water wells, springs 
and natural gas manifestations located in the Colli Albani area. New geochemical data 
provided additional information about both the deep volcanic circulation of fluids and 
their possible connection to a deep-seated magma chamber. 
Geochemical features highlight some peculiarities in both chemical and isotopic 
composition of the emitted fluids. Water shows a Na-HCO3 chemistry and a very high 
salinity never found up to now in the Colli Albani (Total Dissolved Solids = 7 g/l). 
The high salt content is probably due to the prolonged interaction of the CO2-rich 
fluids with clays. Phreeqc geochemical code was used to identify the main gas-water-
rock interaction processes. It calculated speciation and saturation indexes of the main 
mineral phases, indicating that CO2-rich water dissolves minerals such as calcium and 
magnesium carbonate, illite, Fe-Mg chlorite, alkaline feldspars and Na-bearing 
minerals. These processes account for the very high Na, Mg and bicarbonate content, 
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as well as for the strong enrichment in minor and trace elements such as Li, B, Si and 
Fe. Stable O and H isotopes reveal a meteoric origin of water, excluding any other 
source (juvenile and/or connate). Water is tritium-free, pointing to a long (more than 
50 years) residence time of water in the aquifer. As for the other gaseous 
manifestation throughout the Colli Albani, gas phase is CO2-dominated, with N2 as 
second most important component. Minor gases are represented by CH4, H2 and He; 
in particular, He content is the highest of the entire volcanic district. However, 
3He/4He isotopic ratio indicates a prevalent crustal contribution together with a not 
negligible magmatic component (about 12%), one of the highest in the area. Carbon 
isotopes of CO2 suggest a high temperature origin of this gas, probably due to the 
methamorphism of carbonates (crustal contribution) caused by a cooling magma 
chamber hosted in the deep Mesozoic carbonate basement. 
Furthermore, CA1 borehole provided very important information for identifying the 
depth, the thickness and the spatial location of both the fine-grained sediments and the 
impervious layers in order to mitigate and, possibly, prevent further harmful gas 
escapes. All these geological and stratigraphical data were still unknown for the Santa 
Maria delle Mole sector; the CA1 borehole provided very useful information and 
filled this gap of knowledge. 
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Physical properties of Icelandic basalts: field observations and 
experimental data 

M. Adelinet1,2, J. Fortin2, L. Geoffroy1 

1LGRMP, Université du Maine, France (adelinet@geologie.ens.fr) 
2Laboratoire de Géologie, ENS Paris, France 

In Iceland, the medio-oceanic ridge interacts with a mantle melting anomaly. The 
surface rocks are all volcanic with a dominance of basalts. An intense hydrothermal 
activity is located at the emplacement of central volcanoes, mainly along the active 
rift system. This hydrothermal activity is associated with an intense micro-seismicity 
that was recently specifically recorded by a French survey in the Reykjanes Peninsula 
(SW Iceland). 
We aim at better understanding the meaning of the seismicity in the Icelandic 
hydrothermal systems through a tectonic and mechanical study of the physical 
properties of Tertiary Icelandic basalts in the fractured hydrothermal fields (figure 1), 
at (paleo)depths comprised between 1.5 and 5 km. We present the preliminary results 
of a quantitative structural model of an eroded geothermal system from the Tertiary 
outcrops in SE Iceland (paleo-depth: ~2 km). We collected in addition a number of 
basaltic samples from the same area (including the clay phases infilling the fracture 
systems). We performed several mechanical tests using a tri-axial press under water-
saturation conditions. We measured the rheology (elastics constants, yield stress, 
porosity and permeability) of the phases constituting the hydrothermal field at depth. 
In addition, using piezoelectric captors, we recorded the high-frequency waves 
associated with the samples rupturing. 

 
Figure 1 
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Effects of volcanic seismic events on the Stromboli stability by finite 

difference numerical modelling 
Apuani T., Merri A., Masetti M. 

Dip. di Scienze dalla Terra "Ardito Desio", Università degli Studi di Milano, Italy 
(andrea.merri@unimi.it) 

The effect of seismic activities is one of the crucial issues that needs to be analysed in 
evaluating the stability of a volcanic edifice. The seismicity can be related to tectonic 
activity or due to magma migration mechanisms. The aim of this work is to analyse 
the effects of seismic events associated to magma migration mechanisms, on the 
stability of the Stromboli volcano flanks. The research implements the analysis 
focused on deep failure surfaces (Apuani et al 2005a). 
The analysis was performed by two-dimensional finite difference numerical 
modelling (FLAC 5.0, Itasca). On the basis of physical and mechanical properties 
defined by in situ surveys and laboratory tests, the volcano geotechnical model was 
built up assuming one lithotechnical unit (alternation of lava and breccia layers “lava-
breccia unit”; Apuani et al 2005b) behaving according to the Mohr-Coulomb 
constitutive law. The rock mass total unit weight was assumed to vary linearly with 
depth and the Mohr-Coulomb strength parameters have been calculated as a function 
of depth or stress field. The explosion-quakes produced in the magmatic feeding 
system, can be considered the main seismic activity at Stromboli. The research 
couples the dynamic analysis with the effects of the magma pressure in the feeding 
conduits. 
 

Magma pressure (p) acting on 
the dyke was considered in 
terms of two components: a 
magmastatic component (pm) 
and an over-pressure 
component (po). The dynamic 
input was applied on both sides 
of a magmatic conduit, 
extended vertically below the 
active crater zone. In 
accordance with the evidences 
provided by the geophysical 
data, the dynamic source has 
been located between 300 and Fig 1: applied forces and location of the dynamic input 
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700 meters. The source is provided by a regular sin wave function with a frequency of 
2 Hz and horizontal acceleration ranging 0.5-3 m/s2 applied for 180 second. A proper 
value of damping has been introduced to keep into account the damping effects 
exerted by the material on the propagating dynamic perturbation. The effects of the 
dynamic perturbation are revealed in terms of displacements vectors, strain 
increments and pore pressure variations. Zones of shear strain’s critical concentration 
indicate potential failure surfaces which could develop along the volcano flanks. The 
model shows that the seismic events alone are not a sufficient cause of deep 
instability, but when coupled with magma overpressure during feeding processes they 
could represent one of the triggering factors and the seismic characters can control the 
geometry and typology of the instability processes. 
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(Stromboli-Italy): limit equilibrium analysis and numerical modelling. J. Volcanol. Geoth. 
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Anhydrite cementation patterns on the core scale 
M. Mürmann1, M. Kühn1, R. Wagner2, V. Meyn3, C. Clauser1 

1Applied Geophysics and Geothermal Energy, E.ON Research Center for Energy, RWTH 
Aachen University, Germany (c.clauser@geophysik.rwth-aachen.de) 
2Geowatt AG, Zürich, Switzerland 
3Institute of Petroleum Engineering, TU Clausthal, Germany 

Porosity and permeability of hydrothermal reservoirs can be significantly reduced by 
anhydrite cementation. This may prevent an economical use of hot water produced by 
geothermal installations. The Allermöhe 1 borehole (Hamburg), which was deepened 
1997 represents an example of a failed attempt for the development of hydrothermal 
energy. Although thickness and temperature of the tapped Rhaetian Sandstone are 
favourable for geothermal energy use, the pore space with its original porosity of 

% 20  is filled by anhydrite to a large extent. For a risk assessment of future boreholes 
it is essential to understand how and when anhydrite cementation occurs under 
reservoir conditions. 
Core samples from the Allermöhe 1 borehole show a spatially periodical cementation 
pattern of anhydrite. To determine the processes responsible for the spatial extent of 
these patterns, core-flooding experiments were performed under reservoir conditions 
of temperature and pressure. Figure 1 shows the applied temperature profile and the 
resulting permeability distribution in the middle of a flooded core which is correlated 
to the anhydrite amount. Anhydrite is deposited in the centre of the core. Because it is 
well known from previous studies that precipitation occurs preferentially in large and 
not in small pores, permeability and porosity data were obtained after the experiment 
with a resolution of 1 mm3 and form the base for numerical reactive transport 
simulations. 
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Figure 1: Temperature profile and permeability of a slice in the middle of the core 
determined by core-flooding experiments. 
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A two-dimensional numerical model consisting of 107 x 29 cells with cell sizes of 1 
mm x 1 mm was built using the code SHEMAT (Simulator for HEat and MAss 
Transport, Clauser 2003) to simulate the processes which led to anhydrite cementation 
patterns as observed in the core flooding experiments. The applied parameters and 
boundary conditions for the numerical experiment are given in Figure 2. Since a 
homogenous permeability and porosity distribution yields a homogenous anhydrite 
cementation, contrary to observation in the experiment, a heterogeneous distribution 
was synthesized. 
 

diffusion coefficient = 5·10-9 m2·s-1

dispersion length = 0,0005 m

Flow

CCa= 33,6 mol·m-3

CSO= 33,6 mol·m-3

CNaCl = 3400 mol·m-3

Vin = 1,26·10-6 m·s-1

CCa = 0 mol·m-3

CSO4
= 0 mol·m-3

CNaCl = 3400 mol·m-3

P = constant

 
Figure 2: Parameters and boundary conditions of the numerical model. 
 
As anhydrite cementation is not observed near the inflow despite the fluid 
supersaturation, a nucleation threshold had to be implemented in the reaction kinetics. 
Since a constant threshold merely shifts the anhydrite cementation to regions of 
higher temperature, this threshold needs to be pore size dependent. This honours the 
fact that precipitation occurs predominantly in larger pores (Putnis et al. 2000). The 
approach of a fractal pore space geometry allows the correlation of pore size and 
porosity. 
Comparison between the numerical results and the permeability distribution measured 
in the laboratory confirms the necessity for a pore size dependent nucleation threshold 
to describe anhydrite nucleation. 
However the simulations can not explain the formation of the anhydrite clusters which 
are observed in the experiment. Therefore, ongoing investigations include the 
simulation of anhydrite in three dimensions as this increases the degrees of freedom 
for the fluid flow and hence influences the patterns of anhydrite precipitation. 
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Hydro-thermal flows in a rough fracture 
A. Neuville, R. Toussaint, J. Schmittbuhl 

Institut de Physique du Globe de Strasbourg (CNRS/ULP), France (amelie.neuville@eost.u-
strasbg.fr) 

Heat exchange during laminar flow is studied at the fracture scale on the basis of the 
Stokes equation. We assume to have a low Reynolds number and to be in the 
lubrication approximation, which leads to the Reynolds equation with the 2D pressure 
field as unknown. A similar approach for the thermal aspect is applied. By balancing 
heat conduction and forced convection we obtain a 3D temperature law which is then 
reduced to a 2D temperature equation by averaging it along the thickness of the 
fracture. As a first step, the temperature within the surrounding rock is supposed to be 
hot and constant, the density of the fluid is considered as constant and the fracture 
walls are supposed to be impermeable. 
We developed a finite difference scheme solved 
with a biconjugate gradient method to compute 
the hydrodynamic flow (fig. 1B) [2, 3] and the 
2D temperature field (fig. 1C) inside a variable 
fracture aperture [4]. The aperture (fig. 1A) is 
obtained from a self-affine geometrical model 
shown to be a realistic description of a natural 
fracture. 
Influence of the fracture roughness on the heat 
flux through the wall when a cold fluid is 
injected is observed and a thermalization length, 
that characterizes the distance at which the fluid 
reaches the temperature wall, is estimated. 
Comparisons with the analytical results obtained 
with flat parallel plates are made. Fracture 
roughness is shown to induce large variability of 
behaviors. 

Figure 2 
A Dimensionless synthetic self-affine aperture field: red
corresponds to largest apertures and blue to quasi-closed 
areas. The rms of the aperture field is 0.35 and the mean 1. 
B Map of the normalized local flux for the aperture field 
shown in Fig. 1A. Red areas correspond to maximum fluxes
and blue regions to immobile zones. 
C Map of the logarithmic normalized temperature within the 
fracture shown in Fig. 1A. The surrounding rock is hotter 
than the injected fluid. Low temperature zones are in blue 
and hot zones in red. 
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 “Inhibited thermalization”, referring to a system dominated by convection and 
therefore requiring a longer distance for the fluid to reach the wall temperature, is 
observed as well as “enhanced thermalization” referring to a system dominated by 
small hydraulic apertures and conduction, therefore requiring a shorter distance for 
the fluid to reach the wall temperature, is used. Our model shows that fracture 
roughness is also potentially responsible for channeling effects. Statistical trends of 
the link between the thermalization length and the mean hydraulic aperture are 
estimated. 
This hydro-thermal behavior is as well affected by the mechanical loading of the 
fracture, which influences the aperture geometry. A boundary element model [1] 
describing how the fracture elastically closes is introduced to study the hydro-thermo 
mechanical coupling of a rough fracture. 
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Session 5 - Reservoir characterisation and stimulation 
 
Oral presentations (Saturday, 29th September) 
 
10.50-11-30 Keynote: Rock physics and geomechanics aspects of seismic reservoir 

monitoring 
Holt R.M. 

 
11.30-11.50 Anisotropic modeling of elastic wave velocities evolution in deformed 

shales 
Sarout J., Guéguen Y. 

 
11.50-12.10 Prediction of reservoir permeability from petrography characterization 

Baraka-Lokmane S., Main I.G., Ngwenya B.T., Elphick S.C. 
 
12.10-12.30 The influence of the shear stress on the evolution of the permeability in 

fractured novaculite and diorite 
Faoro I., Niemeijer A., Marone C., Elsworth D. 

 
14.20-15.00 Keynote: Effects of diagenesis on compaction of porous reservoir 

rocks 
Olgaard D.L., Cameron S.D., Crawford B.R., Dunsmuir J.H., 
Herhold A.B., King H.E. 

 
15.00-15.20 Interpretation of permeability change due to effective stress with 
special 

focus on pore space geometry 
Blöcher G., Milsch H., Zimmermann G. 

 
15.20-15.40 Improved interpretation of T2 distributions from NMR relaxation 

measurements for a better prediction of low permeabilities 
Arnold J., Pape H., Pechnig R., Clauser C., Anferova S., 
Talnishnikh E., Blümich B. 

 
15.40-16.00 Coupling of hydraulic and electrical transport properties in sandstones 

Milsch H., Blöcher G., Engelmann S. 
 
16.00-16.20 Anisotropic permeabilities evolution of reservoir rocks under pressure: 

new experimental and numerical approaches 
Dautriat J., Gland N., Youssef S., Vizika O., Dimanov A. 

 
16.20-16.40 Linking elastic, mechanical and transport properties in anisotropically 

cracked rock 
Schubnel A., Benson P., Nasser F., Guéguen Y., Meredith P.G., 
Young P.R. 
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Posters (from Friday, 28th to Sunday, 30th September) 
 
28) The effect of CO2 injection on the compaction creep behaviour of granular 
feldspar aggregates 

Hangx, S.J.T, Spiers, C.J. 
 
29) Inertial and diffusive pore pressure fields in porous media 

Krzikalla F. 
 
30) Effect of CO2 injection on the compaction creep of carbonate rocks 

Liteanu E., Spiers C.J., Peach C.J. 
 
31) Permeability prediction on low porosity rocks by mobile NMR 

Arnold J., Pape H., Pechnig R., Clauser C., Talnishnikh E., Anferova S., 
Blümich B. 

 
32) Numerical modelling of hydraulic and thermal processes in the deep heat 
reservoir of the EGS test site Soultz-sous-Forêts, France 

Blumenthal M., Kühn M., Pape H., Rath V., Clauser C. 
 
33) Oscillating flow of a compressible fluid through deformable pipes and pipe 
networks: wave propagation phenomena 
 Bernabé Y. 
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Rock physics and geomechanics aspects of seismic reservoir 
monitoring 

R.M. Holt 
NTNU & SINTEF, Trondheim, Norway (Rune.Holt@iku.sintef.no) 

The use of time-lapse (so-called “4D”) seismic technology has made it possible to 
monitor petroleum recovery processes and thereby improve reservoir performance by 
more efficient injection and infill drilling schemes. When the reservoir is flooded with 
water or steam to enhance recovery, the main 4D signal arises from the effect of fluid 
substitution in the reservoir. The challenges associated with this are briefly discussed 
here, while more focus will be on depleting reservoirs with no water drive. In that 
case, however, the effect visible in 4D is often found to originate in the overburden. 
In order to understand the 4D observations and utilize them, one needs to combine 
seismic, geomechanical and rock physics knowledge. Through geomechanical 
modeling, the stress changes in the reservoir and the overburden may be computed. 
Through rock physics experiments and modeling, the influence of these stress changes 
on seismic velocities may be estimated. Finally, in order to see the resulting time-
lapse effects on, the above results have to be incorporated into a seismic model. 
The depleting reservoir is a dynamic system: Pore pressure change is associated with 
an increase in effective stresses within the reservoir, which is expected to increase 
seismic velocities there. The stress change is anisotropic, so velocity anisotropy 
should be expected. The stress changes are also affecting reservoir productivity 
through changes in permeability and porosity, in particular if the reservoir rock yield 
criterion is exceeded. 
Stresses are also changing outside the reservoir: Above the centre of the depleting 
zone, the vertical stress is reduced and the horizontal stress is increased. So, vertically 
traveling seismic P-waves are expected to slow down in the overburden, and again; 
we would expect anisotropy to evolve. 
In this presentation, the main focus will be on the role of rock physics and 
geomechanics in this application area. The development of discrete particle modeling 
into a tool that permits dynamic geomechanical behavior to be assessed from grain 
scale physics will be outlined. It will be shown how laboratory measurements of stress 
dependent wave velocities obtained on synthetic and natural sandstones and shales, 
together with analytical and numerical modeling, help us to understand field 
observations. 
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Anisotropic modeling of elastic wave velocities evolution in deformed 
shales 

J. Sarout &Y. Guéguen 

Laboratoire de Géologie, Ecole Normale Supérieure / CNRS – UMR 8538 – Paris, France 
(joel.sarout@ens.fr) 

Clayrocks, and shales in particular, represent approximately two-third of all 
sedimentary rocks on Earth’s upper crust. For instance, in oil and gas drilling 
operations, shales constitute 80% of the drilled sections, mainly because they overlie 
most hydrocarbon bearing reservoirs. Further, due to their very low permeability, 
several countries are considering clayrocks as a possible host lithology for radioactive 
waste confinement. Many research programs have been initiated in order to estimate 
the feasibility of such a solution. In this trend, the French agency for radioactive waste 
management, ANDRA, is evaluating the reliability of the Callovo-Oxfordian layer, 
Jurassic in age, located in the eastern part of France, near Bure, at a depth ranging 
approximately from 400 to 670 m. In particular, the main level of ANDRA’s 
underground research laboratory is located at a depth of approximately 490 m. 
The present research work combines an experimental approach (laboratory 
measurements) to a theoretical approach (micromechanical modeling) in order to 
assess the evolution of clayrocks microstructure under triaxial stresses, representative 
of in situ conditions (Figure). The main purpose of this type of approach is to model 
the long-term behavior of this clayrock in response to external perturbations. Indeed, 
the only way to predict the behavior of this clayrock at timescales of the order of a 
hundred of thousands of years is to understand the physical phenomena involved at 
the microscale while the rock deforms. 
The experimental setup developed by the rock physics group at the Ecole Normale 
Supérieure allows for the continuous and simultaneous measurement of five different 
elastic wave velocities and two directions of strain (axial and circumferential), on the 
same rock sample (Figure). The main outcomes of these experiments are: (i) 
identification of the whole tensor of elastic moduli of the transversely isotropic 
clayrock from the elastic wave velocity measurements; (ii) assessment of the 
evolution of these moduli under triaxial loading; (iii) assessment of the evolution of 
the elastic anisotropies of this clayrock under loading. This last point allows us to use 
the anisotropy of the dynamic properties of this rock as an indicator of the evolution 
of its microstructure. Indeed, the experiments and the associated modeling have been 
designed in such a way that they allow for the distinction between: (i) the intrinsic 
elastic anisotropy of the solid phase forming the rock; and (ii) the anisotropy induced 
by the presence of the porosity. 
Eventually, an original micromechanical model is developed in order to assess the 
relative impact of these sources of elastic anisotropy. Indeed, this type of theoretical 
approach takes into account both sources of anisotropy, i.e., intrinsic and 
microstructure-induced, as our laboratory experiments reported experimental data 
suggest. In other words, this effective medium model is able to describe macroscopic 
properties of the rock in terms of its microscopic specificities by means of a 
homogenization procedure based on Eshelby’s theory. This model relates explicitly 
rock porosity to pores density, aspect ratio and fluid compressibility. This original 
tool leads asymptotically to a more classical damage model, taking into account 
though rock intrinsic anisotropy. 
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(a) Shale microstructure (left) and principle of the macroscopic deformation experiments 
(right). (b) Left: Schematics of the triaxial loading apparatus, i.e., (1) Cell lower platten, (2) 
Confining chamber, (3) Rock sample, (4) Sample lower platten, (5) Sample upper platten, (6) 
Temperature transducer, (7) Cell locking screws, (8) Auto-compensated hydraulic piston, (9) 
Piston upper pressure chamber, (10) Piston auto-compensation chamber, (11) Piston lower 
pressure chamber. Right: principle of the elastic wave velocity measurements on an 
anisotropic shale sample. 
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Prediction of reservoir permeability from petrography 
characterization 

S. Baraka-Lokmane1,2, I.G. Main1, B.T. Ngwenya1, S.C. Elphick1 
1School of GeoSciences, University of Edinburgh, UK (salima.lokmane@pet.hw.ac.uk) 
2Institute. of Petroleum Engineering, Heriot-Watt University, Edinburgh, UK 

In this study, porosity and permeability measurements as well as petrographic examination 
of three sandstone reservoir samples (Fife and Locharbriggs sandstones both from 
southwest Scotland and Slick Rock Aeolian sandstone from Utah, United States) were used 
to evaluate the effect of mineralogy on permeability. The choice of three different types of 
sandstones that differ in grain size, porosity, and mineralogy will show that variations in the 
porous microstructure can be linked to the flow behavior of single fluids. These three 
groups of samples have undergone a wide range of detailed petrographical characterization. 
The results of the different methods used were found to be consistent with each other, and 
the combination of a variety of methods has allowed a full characterization of the rock and 
its impact on fluid flow. A positive correlation between liquid permeability and the volume 
fraction of quartz is clearly demonstrated. Liquid permeability also increases with 
increasing mean grain size and porosity, and decreasing percentages of clay and cement. 
Liquid permeability was correlated using multi-variate regressions to one to five 
petrographical parameters, the results of which have useful application in the estimation of 
reservoir permeability where samples are not available for experimental testing. 
 

Keywords: sandstone, permeability, petrography, laboratory study 
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The influence of the shear stress on the evolution of the permeability 
in fractured novaculite and diorite 

I. Faoro, A. Niemeijer, C. Marone, D. Elsworth 
College of Earth and Mineral Sciences, Penn State University, University Park, PA 16802, 
USA (iuf103@psu.edu) 

The evolution of the permeability in fractured rocks, subject to changing stress 
conditions is a complex issue. In this contribution, we report on experiments in which 
rock surfaces were sheared under controlled pore pressure and true-triaxial stress 
conditions while permeability was monitored via flow parallel to the shear direction. 
Direct shear tests were performed in a pressure vessel under drained conditions on 
samples of novaculite and of diorite (Coso Geothermal field, CA). Smoothed-faced, 
prismatic blocks were roughened by grinding with 60# grit, assembled face-to-face, 
and jacketed within a sealed membrane. Normal stress was applied by a hydraulic 
ram, and confining- and pore-pressures were maintained via high precision servo-
controlled pressure intensifiers. The sample pairs are sheared to 18 mm of final 
displacement at 5 μm/sec, at room temperature, and at effective normal stresses 
ranging from 5 to 20 MPa. Permeability evolution is measured throughout shearing 
via flow of distilled water from an upstream reservoir at 0.1 MPa and discharged at 
atmospheric pressure. 
The permeability of the smooth fracture in novaculite varied only slightly with 
applied effective normal stress (0.5×10-14 m2 at 5 MPa, 10-14 m2 at 10 MPa and 10-14 
m2 at 20 MPa). The corresponding hydraulic apertures were respectively 20 μm, 15 
μm and 13 μm. In all three tests, permeability dropped one order of magnitude upon 
shearing. Steady state values for permeability and shear strength were typically 
reached after ~ 10 mm of load point displacement. An associated reduction of ~10 μm 
was observed in the hydraulic apertures. 
Similar behavior was recorded in the diorite sample but only at the highest effective 
normal stresses (see Figure 3). The initial permeability of ~10-13 m2 dropped four 
orders of magnitude before reaching a steady state value. This corresponds to a 
reduction in hydraulic aperture of ~23 μm, reaching a steady state magnitude of ~1.5 
μm. At lower effective normal stresses diorite shows different behavior. At 5 MPa the 
initial permeability of 0.5×10-14 m2 increases to 10-14 m2 at peak strength and drops to 
0.5×10-14 m2 during steady state frictional sliding. This corresponds to a hydraulic 
aperture of 20 μm. At 10 MPa the initial permeability of 10-14 m2 (hydraulic aperture 
14 μm) reduces to 10-16 m2 (hydraulic aperture of 2.8 μm) at peak shear strength, and 
then partly recovers by one order of magnitude to reach a final steady permeability of 
10-15 m2 (final hydraulic aperture of 5 μm). 
We observe that permeability decreases with an increase in the applied normal load. 
Moreover, shearing results in a permeability reduction in all cases, and is more 
pronounced at higher normal stress levels. This is presumably the result of mechanical 
removal (wear or fracturing) of asperities along the sliding contacts. The removed 
material subsequently clogs the fracture, reducing the permeability. Surfaces profiles 
support our hypotheses. Chemical analyses of pore fluids will be reported (Figure 4). 
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Figure 3: Change in permeability and shear stress with the shear displacement in diorite, at 
applied effective normal stresses of 10 MPa. 
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Figure 4: Change in concentration of major ions with the shear displacement in diorite, at 
different applied effective normal stresses values. 
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Effect of diagenesis on compaction of reservoir rocks 
D.L. Olgaard1, S.D. Cameron2, J.H. Dunsmuir2, A.B. Herhold2, H.E. King2, M.J. 

Gooch1 
1ExxonMobil Upstream Research Co.; Houston, TX, USA 
(David.L.Olgaard@ExxonMobil.com) 
2ExxonMobil Research and Engineering Co Houston, TX, USA 

Predicting sediment porosity-depth trends and ultimately the quality of reservoir rocks 
requires an understanding of mechanical and chemical compaction mechanisms 
during diagenesis. In many siliciclastic sediments porosity versus depth profiles can 
be predicted from the sediment’s stress history. In carbonates such predictions are 
more difficult because chemical diagenesis is prevalent even within a few meters of 
the seafloor. 
We used a systematic laboratory approach to investigate the influence of early 
diagenesis in a meteoric environment on compaction of oolitic carbonates. Aggregates 
were synthesized in an autoclave from loosely packed natural aragonite ooids and 
fresh water, to mimic phreatic conditions. Time and temperature were used to control 
the degree of chemical diagenesis. Constant stress-rate, uniaxial strain compaction 
tests were performed on the aggregates to track mechanical properties as a function of 
chemical alteration. Samples were characterized before and after compaction with 
electron and optical microscopy, X-ray tomography, and X-ray diffraction. The 
aragonite ooids dissolved preferentially inwards from their rims, and blocky calcite 
precipitated in the original inter-ooid pore space with little change in porosity. This 
progression results in an inverted structure with moldic pores inside a foam-like 
structure of calcite. With deformation, all samples exhibited elastic to plastic 
compaction typical of granular aggregates. With increasing alteration, the elastic 
moduli appear to increase, the transition to plastic behavior occurs at progressively 
higher stresses, and the elastic-plastic transition becomes more abrupt. At high 
stresses the plastic behavior was similar for all samples. X-ray tomography with 
micron-scale resolution tracks grain displacement and void and cement compaction. 
These experiments and results help us understand the complexities of chemical-
mechanical interactions during diagenesis and improve our ability to predict porosity 
changes with depth for basin modeling, reservoir quality prediction and reservoir 
management. 
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Interpretation of permeability change due to effective stress with 
special focus on pore space geometry 

G. Blöcher, H. Milsch, G. Zimmermann 
GeoForschungsZentrum Potsdam, Telegrafenberg, D-14473 Potsdam, Germany 
(bloech@gfz-potsdam.de) 

Besides porosity (storage), permeability (flow) is one of the most important 
parameters in gas, oil and water reservoirs. During exploitation time the basic 
reservoir conditions such as temperature and pressure are changing and thus alter the 
characteristics of these reservoirs. 
Hence, we investigated the pore space geometry and the effective pressure 
dependence of the Skempton coefficient B and the permeability k of two sandstones 
(Bentheimer and Flechtinger) to derive linkages between pore space geometry and 
transport properties. Effective pressure peff is meant as the difference between 
confining pressure pc and pore pressure p according to Terzaghi’s Principle (Terzaghi, 
1923). In order to investigate the pore space geometry and in particular the circularity 
(roundness) of pores, thin section micrograph analysis and Mercury porosimetry were 
performed. The results show that the pore space of the Bentheimer sandstone (21% 
porosity) is more heterogeneously and irregularly shaped than of the Flechtinger 
sandstone (10% porosity). Altogether, three principal types of porosity can be 
defined: (1st) catenary (fully connected), (2nd) cul-de-sac (death ends) and (3th) closed 
(Selley, 1985). By means of the 2D image analysis all types of porosity can be 
analysed and Mercury porosimetry registeres the former two. Subsequently, we 
measured the Skempton coefficient B=dp/dpc and therefore the undrained poroelastic 
response of both sandstone samples. It follows that the irregular pore space of the 
Bentheimer sandstone (B=0.75-0.38 at peff=5-32MPa) is more sensitive to effective 
pressure than the pore space of the Flechtinger sandstone (B=0.81-0.61 at peff=5-
25MPa). In contrast, the measured permeability of the Bentheimer sandstone is nearly 
constant at 950mD and for the Flechtinger sandstone drops by 22% from 0.058mD to 
0.045mD at a similar range of effective pressure. The Skempton coefficient is affected 
by pores of the 1st and 2nd type, but for permeability only fully connected pores are 
involved. 
In order to interpret the effective pressure dependence of the Skempton coefficient 
and the permeability, we assume a heterogeneous deformation of the pore space 
described by the following concurrent processes: a change in shape of pores from 
irregular to spherical at higher pressure levels and a change of pore type ratios from 
fully connected to separated pores by closing of microcracks and pore throats. We 
present, how these processes can explain the laboratory results with special focus on 
the initial pore space geometry. 
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Permeability prediction from NMR well logs or mobile NMR core-scanner data is 
attractive since measurements can be performed directly in the formation and on fresh 
cores right after drilling, respectively. Besides, the method is fast and non-destructive. 
In contrast to T1 relaxation time distributions of longitudinal magnetization, 
commonly measured T2 distributions of transversal magnetization are influenced by 
external and internal magnetic field gradients. Internal magnetic field gradients arise 
from magnetic susceptibility contrasts between rock mineral surfaces and the pore 
fluid. Resulting diffusion effects result in shorter T2 values and thus in apparently 
smaller pore sizes. In the case of typical reservoir rocks with high porosity, the 
influence of diffusion due to internal magnetic field gradients can be neglected and 
permeability can be predicted by a standard equation developed by Kenyon et al. 
(1988) which is commonly used in NMR logging. With a mobile NMR core scanner 
which provides a nearly homogeneous static magnetic field we performed two-
dimensional T1 and T2 relaxation experiments on Rhaetian sandstone samples with 
low porosity and small pore radii. Because small pore radii are associated with high 
internal magnetic field gradients diffusion effects become more important and 
standard methods from NMR logging in the oil industry cannot be applied for an 
accurate permeability prediction. Based on model theory with regard to a field 
gradient interlayer which fits the inner side of the pore wall (Figure 1), we can relate 
an effective pore radius to each T2 distribution curve with both an analytical and a 
more practical empirical equation. In a next step, permeability can then be predicted 
accurately from the physically based Kozeny-Carman equation (Konzeny, 1927; 
Carman, 1937). Here, the formation factor for hydraulic flow provides an additional 
contribution towards an accurate permeability prediction. All calculated permeability 
values are verified based on results from gas flow measurements (Figure 2). 
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Figure 1: Schematic model of a por, exposed to a constant, homogeneous, static magnetic 
field of amplitude B0 = 0.2 T. Strong local magnetic field gradients caused by paramagnetic 
centers at the pore wall affect a layer of thickness d. 

 
Figure 2: Correlations of Allermoehe core plug permeabilities: gas flow measurements vs. 
calculated permeabilities: (1) based on the standard method in oil industry (Kenyon 
equation); (2) based on new model theory (this paper). 
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We investigated the effective pressure dependence of both permeability and electrical 
conductivity of three different sandstones (Fontainebleau, Flechtinger and 
Eberswalder) to derive linkages between these two rock transport properties. Effective 
pressure is meant as the difference between lithostatic- and pore pressure according to 
Terzaghi’s Principle. The experiments were performed in a newly designed HPT-
permeameter at a maximum confining- and pore pressure of 50 MPa and 45 MPa, 
respectively and a constant temperature of 40 °C. A 0.1 molar NaCl-brine was used as 
the pore fluid. For given pressure conditions and porosities ranging from 4 to 10 %, 
the samples show three orders of magnitude variation in permeability (10-17 – 10-14 
m2) but only a factor of 2.8 to 3.1 variation in electrical conductivity and thus 
formation factor, depending on the effective pressure range. The permeability and the 
electrical conductivity of the specimens are positively related to porosity only for the 
two Rotliegend samples. In contrast, the Fontainebleau sandstone with an 
intermediate porosity of 7.5 % has a 600-times higher permeability than the 
Flechtinger sample with a porosity of 10 % but the lowest electrical conductivity (0.1 
mS/cm). Finally, the effective pressure dependence of both transport properties is a 
nonlinear inverse proportionality reflecting an intermediate microstructural case 
between isotropic- and crack porosity, the former being the most pronounced for the 
Eberswalder sandstone having the lowest porosity (4 %). The experiments were 
complemented with 2D image analysis and Mercury porosimetry to derive the 
specific pore surfaces, the pore radius distribution, and other microstructural pore 
space parameters of the samples. The experimental and microstructural results will be 
used to relate both transport properties through three different length scales and to test 
the respective scaling models following the approach of Martys and Garboczi (1992): 
(1) the hydraulic radius m as part of the Kármán-Kozeny Equation, (2) a length scale 
Λ based on electrical conductivity measurements, and (3) a length scale lc as defined 
by mercury injection experiments. 
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The modification of the stress field, induced by pore pressure decrease during the 
production of a reservoir, could dramatically affect the transport properties. The 
understanding of mechanical effects, responsible of the porosity changes, constitute a 
major stake to predict the permeability evolutions of reservoir rocks. 
This work focuses on the forecast of the changes of porosity and permeabilities of 
reservoir rocks submitted to deviatoric stress state representative of the field 
conditions. We need to perform experimental flow measurements under stress state 
representative of reservoir conditions. We designed a modified triaxial cell, which 
allows to measure the permeabilities in three orthogonal directions through a rock 
sample. The permeability measurements are performed in the direction of maximal 
stress component, and in two transverse directions along the diameter of the core. 
Using this new experimental apparatus, we are able to record the modification of 
directional permeabilities of sandstones and carbonates cores subjected to different 
stress path. We also have access to the evolutions of porosity and to the mechanical 
properties of studied samples. 

 

 
Fig. 1: Normalized directional permeabilities evolutions of the Bentheimer Sandstone and 
Estaillades limestone under hydrostatic loading. 
 
The knowledge of microstructures is also fundamental to underline the coupling 
effects of mechanical compaction and transport properties evolution. We performed 
microstructural analysis of samples using Mercury Porosimetry and 3d 
microtomography imaging. We extracted poral network skeleton and the associated 
pore and throat size distributions from 3D reconstructions following the methodology 
described by Youssef et al. [1]. From this extracted network, we calculated the 
macroscopic permeability and formation factor. To describe the pressure dependency 
of microstructure, as pore and throat sizes, we used a compaction model based on 
elasticity theory [2, 3]. This model rests on the knowledge of effective elastic moduli 
of the rock, which can be estimate experimentally by compression experiments or 
calculate by finite elements simulations on a reconstructed microscanner volume. 
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Fig. 2: Flow simulation through a reconstructed Bentheimer sandstone pore network, and 
results of the pressure dependency of the porosity and the permeability of the network. 

 
 

We show that the measurements of directional permeabilities under mechanical 
solicitations are feasible with our experimental triaxial cell. We discuss on the 
contribution of the new permeability data in transverse directions and validate our 
experimental results by comparing models of coupled permeability and porosity 
evolutions available in literature. Considering elastic regime, we also show the 
efficiency of pore network modelling associated with microtomography to model the 
dependency of transport properties with pressure. 
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Damage and crack porosity can result in a decrease of the mechanical strength of the 
rock, the development of elastic and mechanical anisotropy and the enhancement of 
transport properties. 
Using Non-Interactive Crack Effective Medium (NIC) theory as a fundamental tool, it 
is possible to calculate dry and wet elastic properties of cracked rocks in terms of a 
crack density tensor, average crack aspect ratio and mean crack fabric orientation 
using the solid grains and fluid elastic properties. Using the same tool, we show that 
the anisotropy, the shear wave splitting and the dispersion of elastic waves can be 
derived for anisotropic crack fabrics. Mechanically, the existence of embedded 
microcrack fabrics in rocks also significantly influences the fracture toughness (KIC) 
of rocks. We show that KIC can show large amounts of anisotropy as well, the degree 
and orientation of which being largely constrained once again by the microcrack 
fabric. NIC can predict relatively well KIC at high crack density, by simply using 
dimensionless crack densities inverted from velocities. A decrease of 50% for crack 
densities larger than 1, 80% for crack densities larger than 5 is predicted, in close 
agreement with our observed experimental variation of KIC. At the microscale, this 
can be interpreted by the fact that the main fracture is strongly interacting with the 
pre-existing microcrack fabric. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(above) Microstructure of an Etna 
basalt sample. (right) Recovered  
evolution of crack density, aspect  
ratio and average crack aperture 
from wave velocity, porosity and 
permeability inversion. 
 
Finally, and above the percolation threshold, macroscopic fluid flow also depends on 
the porosity, crack density and aspect ratio. Using the permeability model of Guéguen 
and Dienes (1989) and the crack density and aspect ratio recovered from the elastic 
wave velocity inversion, we successfully predict the evolution of permeability with 
pressure for direct comparison with the laboratory measurements. These combined 
experimental and modelling results illustrate the importance of understanding the 
details of how rock microstructures change in response to an external stimulus in 
predicting the simultaneous evolution of rock physical properties. 
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 The effect of CO2 injection on the compaction creep behaviour of 
granular feldspar aggregates 
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Geological storage of carbon dioxide in clastic reservoirs and aquifers will result in 
several effects on the injected host rock: (1) mineralisation, due to water-CO2-rock 
interactions, and (2) geomechanical effects, such as compaction due to dissolution, 
reaction, or enhanced microcracking. The extent of mineralisation reactions depends 
on the availability of reactive cations present in Ca-rich feldspars, Fe, Mg-rich clays 
and micas, and Fe-oxides. Geomechanical effects of dissolution and microcracking are 
expected to depend on factors such as pH, grain size, temperature, and effective axial 
stress. 
We performed uniaxial compaction creep experiments on granular aggregates of wet 
feldspar, to simulate feldspar-rich sandstones. Our aim was to study mineralisation 
reactions and geomechanical effects of CO2 injection under reservoir conditions. To 
maximise any contribution of reaction we used Ca-rich feldspars, i.e. anorthite and 
labradorite. During the experiments, several factors were varied in order to determine 
their individual effect: (1) grain size, d = 15-300 μm, (2) temperature, T = 25-100°C, 
(3) CO2 pressure, PCO2 = 0-100 bar, (4) effective axial stress, σeff = 20-100 MPa, and 
(5) pore fluid composition. Control experiments were also performed on wet granular 
quartz samples, dry granular feldspar, and wet feldspar samples containing pure water 

as a pore fluid (no CO2 pressure). 
Our experiments on wet feldspar showed that compaction was significantly enhanced 
by the introduction of water to the sample (see Fig.). In addition, increasing the 
temperature increased the rate and amount of compaction. However, injection of CO2 
inhibited compaction, and hence creep rates, of the feldspar samples. We found no 
evidence of reaction products in our experiments and thus infer that reaction played no 
role in controlling compaction. However, compaction rate was found to increase with 
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increasing grain size and cumulative acoustic emission counts systematically with 
compaction strain. On this basis we infer that microcracking is the main mechanism 
causing compaction. This was true in wet and wet CO2-bearing samples. 
Our CO2 tests imply that injection of carbon dioxide into clastic reservoirs and 
aquifers will inhibit microcracking mechanisms, so that geomechanical effects related 
to such processes are likely to be minimal. More research needs to be done on the 
long-term effect of CO2 injection, in order to quantify the effect of mineralisation on 
deformation as well as on CO2 fixation. 
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Microseismicity based reservoir characterization often assumes that microseismic 
events are triggered by a changing pore pressure field around the injection well. This 
effect can be modeled by a diffusion equation for pore pressure, if coupling between 
solid stress and fluid pressure is neglected. However, a full description of stress 
evolution, including pressure-stress coupling and inertial effects like wave 
propagation, is provided by Biot's equations of poroelasticity. Here we use a finite-
difference scheme for solving Biot's equations in the time domain and show the 
behavior of the Biot slow P-wave for different regimes. 
It is well known that fluid saturated porous media, such as described by two coupled 
wave equations (Biot, 1962), have a characteristic relaxation frequency )( κνρφηω f

c = , 
where φ is the medium porosity, ν  the tortuosity of the pore space, κ  is the 
permeability. fρ  and η  are fluid density and viscosity, respectively. For short-term 
response with 1−<< ct ω , the inertial terms in equations prevail and three wave modes 
can propagate through the medium, one shear wave and two dilatational waves, the 
fast and the slow P-wave. In the high-frequency regime the propagation velocity of 
the slow P-wave is (Pride and Haartsen, 1996) 
(1)   

MMH
MP

v bfm
dry

Ps ραρρ +−
=

2
, 

with poroelastic moduli μ34+= drydry KP  and MPH dry
2α+= . Furthermore, α is Biot's 

coefficient of effective stress and M  the so-called pore space modulus. On the other 
hand, in the case of low frequencies or long-term response with 1−>> ct ω , the friction 
between fluid and solid becomes dominant and in the quasistatic limit, the wave 
equations reduce to the equilibrium condition for the stresses 0=ijτ  and a diffusion 
equation for pore pressure: 
(2)   

H
PM

DpDp dry

η
κ

=∇= with2& . 

For intermediate frequencies, both effects, inertial and diffusive, are observed, as 
discussed by Müller (2006). 
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Figure 1: Pore pressure responses as a function of distance for a step loading at distance x = 0. 
The numerical solution of fully dynamical Biot's equation is compared with the limiting cases 
of a purely inertial wavefront ( tvx

sP= ) and the solution of the diffusion equation (2) that is a 
complementary error function (Rudnicki, 1986). 
In order to study the propagation of waves in porous media as well as diffusive stress 
and pressure fields, a numerical algorithm has been developed to solve Biot's 
equations, using a finite-difference algorithm (Krzikalla and Müller, 2007). The 
example given in figure 1 shows that potentially, numerical implementations of Biot's 
equations describe not only propagating waves but contain also completely the low-
frequency diffusive behavior of the slow P-wave. For that purpose, a fluid injection 
source, i.e. a step function in pore pressure was used to excite a homogeneous wet 
sandstone model. By varying the medium permeability κ  and therefore cω , the 
spatiotemporal response is either more of inertial type with a propagating wave front 
or of diffusive type. The theoretical diffusion solution in figure 1 was taken from 
Rudnicki (1986). 
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Effect of CO2 injection on the compaction creep of carbonate rocks 
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Carbon dioxide sequestration in depleted oil/gas reservoirs and saline aquifers is one 
of the most promising long-term carbon dioxide management strategies. Possible 
reservoir formations include limestones, chalks and carbonate- cemented sandstones. 
To evaluate possible CO2 escape scenarios, and to model the long-term behavior of 
such reservoirs, data concerning the response of carbonate rocks to carbon dioxide 
introduction are needed. In addition to minor direct dissolution effects, recent 
modelling work has suggested that CO2 injection into carbonates enhances 
compaction creep by 7 orders of magnitude, due to acidification of the pore fluid. 
The aim of this study is to evaluate the response of the carbonate reservoirs to the 
injection and storage of carbon dioxide. 
In our tests, compaction was systematically investigated under controlled conditions 
similar to typical reservoir condition. Uniaxial compaction experiments were 
conducted on dry and wet calcite samples of various grain sizes (1, 1-20, 20-40, 28-
37, 37-50, 50-75, 85 106, 250, 300 mm) at temperatures between 25-150º C, applied 
effective stress of 4-50 MPa, and 5-10 MPa CO2 pressures. 
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We focus on predicting the permeability of drill cores by NMR (Nuclear Magnetic 
Resonance) measurements using a mobile NMR core-scanner with a nearly 
homogeneous static magnetic field. The measured relaxation time distribution is 
related to the pore radius distribution, from which the logarithmic mean rLM enters the 
Cozeny-Carman equation for permeability k: 
 

   ( )21
8 LMk r

T
φ⎛ ⎞⎛ ⎞= ⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟

⎝ ⎠⎝ ⎠
,     (1) 

 
with porosity Φ and tortuosity T. 
In contrast to relaxation time of longitudinal magnetization T1, commonly measured 
relaxation time of transversal magnetization T2 is influenced by magnetic field 
gradients which reduce relaxation time. As the external field of our device is nearly 
homogeneous, only the internal field gradients are of influence, which are caused by 
paramagnetic centers at the pore walls. 
The pore radius r is related to T1 and T2 via surface relaxivities ρ1 and ρ2 as T1,2 = 
r/(3ρ1,2). Surface relaxation, which corresponds to ρ1, occurs at the mineral surface of 
the pore walls, where the magnetization of the hydrogen atoms is lost. In the case of 
longitudinal relaxation, ρ1 is constant with respect to the pore radius. The T2 
distribution curve for the same sample is shifted to smaller values. This indicates a 
second relaxation process due to a dephasing of the transverse magnetization vectors 
caused by the diffusion of water molecules within an internal inhomogeneous 
magnetic field. We assume that the internal field gradients caused by paramagnetic 
centers at the pore walls affect a layer of thickness d with a corresponding dephasing 
relaxation time Tdephase with 
 

   ( ) ( ) ( )2 1 1/ 3 / 3dephase dephaseT T T r r dρ ρ= + = + − , (2) 

   2 1 1/1dephase
d
r

ρ ρ ρ ⎛ ⎞= + −⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠

    (3) 

 
Equation (3) states that ρ2 is not constant, but increases with decreasing pore radius. 
This relationship can be found by simultaneous measurements of T1 and T2 
distributions, so-called two dimensional T1-T2 measurements (Fig. 1). The thickness d 
of the layer with strong magnetic field gradients was calculated from the data of the 
two-dimensional T1-T2 measurements as d ≈ 1µm. Permeability of low permeability 
sandstones from the borehole Allermoehe near Hamburg were calculated with 

   
20.32.3
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k T
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Equation (4) uses an empirical correction term ( )0.3

2, 2,9.53 / 3 eff LMTρ to describe the 
increase of ρ2 with decreasing pore radius. The relaxivity ρ2,eff for r = 9.53 µm was 
calibrated with a peak of the pore radius distribution curve from mercury intrusion 
measurements and an other peak of the T2 distribution curve. Fig. 2 compares 
permeabilities calculated with equation (4) with permeabilities calculated according to 
the standard method in oil industry with the empirical Kenyon equation: 

( )24
2,NMR LMk a Tφ= .      (5) 

 
 

 
 

Figure 2: Correlations of Allermoehe 
core plug permeabilities: results from 
gas flow measurements are compared to 
(1) calculated permeabilities according 
to the standard method in oil industry 
(equation (5) using the prefactor a = 4) 
and (2) calculated permeabilities 
according to equation (5). All calculated 
permeability values depend on 1D T2 
distributions measured with the improved 
Halbach core-scanner. 

 

Fig. 1: map recorded on 
Allermoehe core plug AC15. Due to 
high internal magnetic field 
gradients, the surface relaxivity �2 
and the T1/T2 ratio increase with 
decreasing pore radius. A scale of 
the signal intensity is shown on the 
right. 

(5) 
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Numerical modelling of hydraulic and thermal processes in the deep 
heat reservoir of the EGS test site Soultz-sous-Forêts, France 

M. Blumenthal, M. Kühn, H. Pape, V. Rath, C. Clauser 
Applied Geophysics and Geothermal Energy, E.ON Research Center for Energy, RWTH 
Aachen University, Aachen, Germany (c.clauser@geophysik.rwth-aachen.de) 

A tracer test was performed in 2005 within the European Enhanced-Geothermal-
System research project at Soultz-sous-Forêts in France to study the hydraulic system. 
This test is used to calibrate a model for predictive simulations of the long-term heat 
extraction of the reservoir using the finite element code SHEMAT (Clauser 2003). 
The Enhanced-Geothermal-System in Soultz-sous-Forêts comprises three wells, 
which are aligned in North-South direction: GPK3 in the centre is the injection well, 
GPK2 and GPK4 are the production wells located in 600 m distance from the 
injection well. They reach a depth of approximately 5000 m where temperature 
reaches 200 °C are measured. Granite is the dominating rock type within the heat 
reservoir. Based on the concept of Gérard (2006), the 2D model comprises four 
structural units: two nearly vertically dipping fracture families (1); a highly altered 
fracture between GPK3 and GPK4 (2); mechanically stimulated zones around the 
wells (3). A direct hydraulic connection between the three wells is assumed by a 
single conductive fracture (4). 
 

                       
Figure 5 Schematical illustration of the results of the parameter study. Simulated tracer curve 
and measurements are shown in gray and black, respectively. 

 
Results of the simulations demonstrate a varying impact of the structural units on the 
breakthrough curve. The fracture families do not influence significantly the tracer 
breakthrough. Depending on its conductivity, the highly altered fracture between 
GPK3 and GPK4 leads to drainage of the tracer or it acts as a barrier for the tracer. As 
a result, the concentration detected at GPK4 is reduced in both cases. The 
mechanically stimulated zones around the wells are responsible for the characteristic 
tailing of the tracer breakthrough. The single conductive fracture between the wells is 
required for the early tracer arrival times at the discharge wells. 

A parameter study was performed to determine the significance of the hydraulic 
parameters porosity and permeability within the different structural zones. The 
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parameters were varied separately for each structural unit. Then, and the result was 
compared with the reference simulation (Figure 1). A reduction of porosity in the 
single conductive fracture, for instance, yields an earlier arrival of the tracer 
breakthrough and a higher maximum concentration. Increase of porosity in the 
stimulated zones around the wells yields a lower peak concentration, while it does not 
affect the time of the tracer breakthrough. 
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Figure 6 Simulation results for temperature in GPK2 and GPK4, average temperature, and 
resulting thermal power corresponding to 20 years of pumping with rates as in the hydraulic 
test of 2007. 

Based on the results of the parameter study the model which fits best the data was 
chosen for a long-term simulation of 20 years of heat extraction. The direct hydraulic 
connection between GPK3 and GPK2 causes an early decrease in temperature in 
GPK2. With pumping rates identical to the hydraulic test, the average temperature 
begins to decrease after one year and decreases to temperatures of 170 °C after two 
years. The decrease in temperature slows down after two years and reaches values of 
130 °C after 20 years. The cold injected water reaches the discharge wells too quickly 
to be heated up sufficiently on its way. Models with enlarged thicknesses of the 
reservoir show a delayed onset of temperature decrease. 
With decreasing temperatures, the efficiency of the geothermal power plant also 
decreases. The long-term simulation with pumping rates equal to the hydraulic test 
yields a thermal power of 9 MW during the first year and of 4.6 MW after 20 years 
(Figure 2). To improve the thermal yield of the heat reservoir, the flow path of the 
injected cold water in the heat reservoir needs to be made longer. 
 
References 
Clauser C (2003) Numerical Simulation of Reactive Flow in Hot Aquifers - SHEMAT and 
Processing SHEMAT. Springer Verlag, Heidelberg. 
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Oscillating flow of a compressible fluid through deformable pipes 
and pipe networks: wave propagation phenomena 

Y. Bernabé 
EAPS, MIT, USA (yvb@mit.edu) 

Time-dependent flow of interstitial fluid can potentially provide more information 
about the structure of porous media than steady-state flow. For example, transient and 
oscillating flow methods have been used in the laboratory to measure permeability 
and storativity of rock samples simultaneously [e.g., Hsieh, et al., 1981; Neuzil, et al., 
1981; Fischer, 1992; Fischer and Paterson, 1992]. However, these methods rely on the 
assumption that the medium investigated is homogeneous. As a consequence, they fail 
to properly explain certain features observed in heterogeneous media. For instance, 
time-dependent flow through a stack of layers (i.e., in series arrangement of 
heterogeneities) is affected by the order in which the layers are placed [e.g., Kamath, 
et al., 1992; Song and Renner, 2006]. More generally, AC flow through a strongly 
heterogeneous medium depends on frequency [e.g., Bernabé, et al., 2004; Song and 
Renner, 2006]. Even in homogeneous media, frequency-dependence arises from a 
transition from viscosity-controlled flow at low frequencies to inertia-controlled flow 
at high frequencies [e.g., Johnson, et al., 1987; Charlaix, et al., 1988. In most work on 
frequency-dependent, AC permeability [e.g., Johnson, et al., 1987; Charlaix, et al., 
1988; Zhou and Sheng, 1989], the interstitial fluid is supposed to be incompressible 
and the pores rigid. One important consequence is that interstitial fluid flow waves 
cannot propagate in the porous medium under these conditions. To clarify this 
statement, let’s consider a semi-infinite, rigid pipe saturated with an incompressible 
fluid. A fluid pressure oscillation at the pipe entrance produces an oscillating flow 
along the pipe, which, because of mass conservation, is independent on distance from 
the pipe entrance. In other words, a pressure disturbance and the associated flow are 
instantaneously transmitted from the pipe entrance to infinity. In contrast, studies of 
blood circulation through arteries [e.g., Zamir, 2000] show that the entire body of 
fluid does not move in unison as in a rigid pipe. Fluid flow waves travel along 
deformable arteries with a finite velocity (note that wave propagation can also be 
produced in rigid pipes by fluid compressibility). These waves are dispersive and 
attenuated. Their existence has far-reaching consequences since wave reflections and 
interferences greatly affect the flow field in the artery tree [e.g., Duan and Zamir, 
1995; Zamir, 1998, 2000; Wang and Parker, 2004]. 
Logically, flow waves must also occur in pipe networks and, by extension, in porous 
media, provided the interstitial fluid is compressible and/or the porous medium is 
deformable. The purpose of this work is to derive a flow wave propagation model for 
a single pipe and use it to investigate flow waves through pipe networks. 
 
Acknowledgements: This work was partially funded by the US Department of Energy under 
grant DE-FG01-97ER14760. 
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Effect of faults and fractures on oilfield flow rate data 
I. Main1, L. Li1, T. Leonard1, O. Papasouliotis1, K. Heffer2, N. Koutsabeloulis3, X. 

Zhang3 
1University of Edinburgh, UK (ian.main@ed.ac.uk) 
2Reservoir Dynamics Ltd. 
3VIPS Ltd. 

We examine the response of the Earth to changes in poro-elastic stress due to 
injection and withdrawal of fluid associated with oilfield production. We develop a 
parsimonious statistical reservoir model that predicts the output flow rates at 
producers in the future from a time series of input flow rates at injectors and 
producers in the past. We solve this conceptual problem using a predictive error filter 
that minimises the prediction error via a history match of past data. The inversion 
process is solved in two stages – using non-linear Bayesian methods to first identify 
those well pairs that are statistically related to each other, and then conventional 
regression techniques to establish the model parameters and confidence limits. The 
resulting parsimonious matrix or array can then be interrogated to give structural 
information such as the orientation distribution of the connected well pairs, or 
information on well connectivity from a principal component analysis. The model can 
also be used in prospective mode to predict the response of the reservoir to given 
production scenarios. 
The idea behind the Statistical Reservoir Model is not new. For several years the 
Spearman Rank method has been used to calculate correlations in well-rates, which 
have been found to be significant at long range, and oriented primarily at acute angles 
to the existing maximum horizontal stress. However, no temporal prediction is 
possible because the true amplitude information is destroyed in examining rank 
correlations. 
We test our new method on a field in the North Sea where there are sufficient data to 
establish the model. Significant correlations are found to peak sub-parallel with the 
maximum horizontal stress, particularly at angles of ~30°, consistent with incipient 
shear failure in the Coulomb friction model. The orientation and amplitude of the 
histogram of significantly correlated well pairs varies with geographical position 
within the field, implying significant mechanical complexity in reservoir response. 
Long range correlations are found that cannot be explained by Darcian flow from A to 
B, but that are consistent with a geo-mechanical origin based on the poro-elastic 
mechanism operating in a near-critically-stressed crust. The principal components 
reveal hydraulically reactive features that align in position and orientation with the 
predominant faults in the area revealed by seismic data. The model performs very 
well both in history matching and predictive mode, although the regression 
coefficients are smaller in truly predictive mode. 
The model represents a new way of examining structurally complex reservoirs, giving 
independent information not contained in conventional deterministic reservoir 
models. More work is required to validate the model in different environments, but in 
principle the method could be used to validate deterministic models; to interpret the 
response of hydraulically reactive faults; to predict short-term production; to optimise 
offtake and injection rates; and to highlight where there is missing information in 
conventional physical models, particularly those associated with longer-range 
processes. 
 
References 
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Aftershocks and the laboratory model: similarity of decay scaling 
properties 

V.B. Smirnov, A.V. Ponomarev, A.V. Patonin 

Schmidt Institute of Physics of the Earth, Russian Academy of Sciences, Bolshaya Gruzinskaya str. 
10, Moscow, 123995, Russia (vs60@phys.msu.ru) 

Aftershock sequences are typical example of transient mode of seismicity. General 
statistical properties of aftershock process can be presented as follows: the intensity 
decay in the aftershock flow with time obeys the Omori power law; Gutenberg-
Richter b-value increases and the fractal dimension of the set of hypocenters (d-value) 
decreases. b- and d-values can be combined in single parameter on the base of 
generalized frequency-magnitude relation (or unified scaling law of earthquakes in 
other terms). This parameter indicate the degree of dependence of failure process 
intensity on the scale of the failure. From this point of view, the variations of d- and 
b-values in aftershock process indicates that the typical features of the relaxation in 
aftershock process along with Omori law is the redistribution of the intensity of the 
failure process from larger scales to smaller ones. 
Aftershock sequences was simulated in the laboratory for natural rocks by step like 
loading. The origin of natural aftershock sequences is traditionally related to the 
relaxation of the seismic regime initiated by the main shock. Analysis of laboratory 
results showed that statistical relaxation properties are the same as those observed in 
transient modes of the fracture regime, when a main shock source is absent. With step 
like loading of a sample (when its deformation abruptly increases and held afterward 
constant), each loading step gives rise to a sequence of acoustic events similar to 
aftershock sequences. The properties of sequences of acoustic events examined by 
determining experimentally their times and sources were found to be the same as in 
aftershock sequences of earthquakes: activity decay by the Omori law, an increase in 
b-value, and a decrease in d-value. Laboratory modeling allows to find difference of 
Omori parameter (p-value) for difference stage of sample failure. On beginning 
stages, when loading stress is significantly less than strength, p-value is two or three 
times less than typical value p~1. With increasing of load and consequently 
development of the sample failure p-value increases up to its typical value. 
The inferred results indicate that the presence of a main shock is not a necessary 
condition for the formation of relaxation processes similar to aftershock sequences. 
Such processes are likely initiated by an abrupt change in a certain region of the stress 
field. Main shocks typical for seismicity are only one of the possible sources of local 
perturbations in the stress field. 
It is supposed that typical properties of aftershock decay reflect the universal scenario 
for relaxation of any stress perturbation in the heterogeneous medium. This scenario 
is mainly controlled by the properties of the geological medium – a stressed 
heterogeneous hierarchical system. 
Part of primary experimental data were obtained in cooperation with S.A. Stanchits 
(GFZ, Potsdam) in the laboratory of rock mechanics headed by Prof. D. Lockner 
(Geological Survey, Menlo Park). This work was supported by RFBR grant 06-05-
72015 and RF President grant 5009.2006.5. 
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Acoustic emission due to water infusion into loaded sample as a possible 
model of swarm seismicity 

A.V. Ponomarev, G.A. Sobolev, V.B. Smirnov 
Schmidt Institute of Physics of the Earth, Russian Academy of Sciences, Bolshaya Gruzinskaya str. 
10, Moscow, 123995, Russia (avp@ifz.ru) 

The long-term experiments to study the acoustic activity regularities under biaxial 
compression of geological models of about 4000 cm3 composed from cement, sand and 
granite chips were carried out. The duration of experiments was run up to the first 
hundreds of days. We tried to establish how acoustic emission (AE) varies with water 
intrusion into zone of fissuring. Models were step-loaded up to approximately of 0.8 
of failure load and then were held under constant load. At the intervals of fixed load 
water drops (0.5 ml) were applied on the sample surface near visible micro-cracks. 
After fluid absorbtion a noticeable growth of acoustic emission located in the fracture 
zone was noted. Unlike the earlier experiments fluid was not injected under pressure 
into the loaded sample and therefore hydraulic fracturing was ruled out. 
The following main results could be formulated from these tests: 
- infusion of small volume of water into cracks brings the sharp localized AE 
increasing, most likely due to influence of water on the surface of stressed (active) 
cracks; 
- the amplitude distribution of initiated AE signals is near to Gutenberg-Richter law; 
- the structure of AE after water infusion reflects two competitive processes: 
increasing of instability and relaxation; 
- initiated AE time series could be described by function based on equation dε/dt = 
ε0⋅exp [(γσ - U0)/kT] known from strength kinetic theory under the assumption that 
activation energy U0 and effective stress σ are time-dependent; 
- the structure of AE after water infusion is qualitatively close to the same for 
earthquake’s swarms. 
 
The work was supported by RF President grant 5009.2006.5. 
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Simulation of NMR relaxation time distribution for a fractal cluster 
of pores with surface relaxation, dephasing and diffusion 

H. Pape 

Applied Geophysics and Geothermal Energy E.ON Research Center of Energy RWTH Aachen 
University, D-52056 Aachen, Germany (h.pape@geophysik.rwth-aachen.de) 

To get a principal rough idea of physical processes in porous media, models with 
isolated pores are favored. Such a simple model is the capillary bundle model for the 
interpretation of mercury intrusion measurements, where the constrictions of pores 
and the network structure are neglected. Similarly, the relationship between pore 
radius distribution and distribution of NMR relaxation times is described by a linear 
equation, which is valid for isolated pores in the case of longitudinal magnetization 
and together with a correction term also for transversal magnetization. If this model 
were in principal true in porous rocks it would be very simple to transform the 
relaxation time distribution into the pore radius distribution and with this to calculate 
permeability. 
However, the wish is to take the diffusion pore-pore coupling into consideration. Such 
investigation were performed by Arns et al. (2005), who calculated the decay curve of 
transversal magnetization for real pore space geometry measured by high resolution 
micro-CT. The diffusion coupling in combination with surface relaxation and phase 
response of magnetic spins was simulated by random walk method. Finally the 
relaxation time distribution was derived by inverse Laplace transformation from the 
decay curve. 

cluster of pores

 
 

Fig. 1: Cartoon of a cluster of pores. It contains 13 classes of equal pores. The largest pore 
(yellow) is in contact with one large sub-cluster (on the right side), 11 small sub-clusters (on 
the left side) and 3 sub-clusters made of 4 pore classes (on the top). 
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In the study presented now, the same problems were investigated in an analytical way. 
It starts with a cluster of connected pores with fractal surface and fractal pore size 
distribution (Fig. 1). The processes diffusion and magnetization relaxation were run 
on this geometry of pore space. For this aim, a system of linear differential equations 
with constant coefficients was established. This yields as many relaxation times as 
pore classes were present. These relaxation times are common for each pore class 
separately with different coefficients. The relaxation time distribution of the pore 
cluster results from summing the coefficients weighted by volumes. 
The new finding of this way, which leads directly to the multi-exponential terms, was 
the appearance that some of the coefficients were negative for distributions of single 
pore classes as well as for the entire pore cluster. These negative coefficients can be 
well correlated with the main directions of exchange of magnetization between pore 
classes by diffusion. The relaxation time distribution of the cluster can be compared 
with the distribution for the corresponding cluster with isolated pores (Fig. 2). This 
reveals typical shift effects of relaxation times due to pore-pore coupling. 
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